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Opening Remarks: Pat Bebo
Welcome: Jackie Wilkins
Implicit Bias: Brooke Cartus and 
Karen Hewitt, ImprovEdge
New sta�/NFS graduate recognition
Mindfulness Activity - Shari Gallup
Lunch Break
What Does it Mean to be  
Anti-Racist? - Lena Tenney 
Breakout #1
 

 
IGNITE (five, 5-minute presentations)
Breakout #2
Breakout #3
Lunch Break
Breakout #4
Panel Discussion: Adapting, Changing, 
and Collaborations with FCS 
Moderator: Teresa McCoy 
Panel: Erik Porfeli, Lori Myers
Greg Davis
Closing - Teresa McCoy 
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Join Zoom Meeting: osu.zoom.us/j/95848136034?
Meeting ID: 958 4813 6034 Password: FCS

Karen Hewitt
Facilitator, ImprovEdge

https://osu.zoom.us/j/95848136034?pwd=KzJnNmE0bEtrMzBiUHVtZEZqbEVJdz09
https://osu.zoom.us/j/97734841084?pwd=Z1FZZTBidVJ2aTRoWElJREZibXY3dz09


Breakouts at a Glance
2:40 p.m., October 28, 2020, Breakout Sesson 1

9:40 a.m., October 29, 2020, Breakout Sesson 2

MyChoice Food Pantries: Tools, Resources, and Virtual Tour 
– Dan Remley and Jon Gladden
Moderators: Melissa Hoppes and ShaLise Simmons
Zoom Link: osu.zoom.us/j/98478603204?
Meeting ID: 984 7860 3204 Password: 897678 

Mental Health Needs for Aging Adults 
– Roseanne Scammahorn and Lorrissa Dunfee
Moderators: Deetra Huntington and Jared Morrison
Zoom Link: osu.zoom.us/j/91068915308?
Meeting ID: 910 6891 5308 Password: JaredFCS 

Utilizing Somatic Awareness to Adapt, Change and Embrace Di�cult 
Conversations – Laura Stanton and Whitney Gherman

Moderators: Stacey Baker and Amanda Rysz
Zoom Link: osu.zoom.us/j/94770368151?
Meeting ID: 947 7036 8151 Password: 602505 

Nearpod-Feel Near when we are Far Apart – Emily Marrison
Moderators: Bridget Britton and Amanda Woods
Zoom Link: osu.zoom.us/j/97183528843?
Meeting ID: 971 8352 8843 Password: 551006 

Cooking Online Matters – Lisa Barlage, Denise Scharfetter, 
Debra Calvin, Johnna Miller and Jenna Haaser
Moderators: Susan Shickley and Amy Meehan
Zoom Link: osu.zoom.us/j/93333985478?
Meeting ID: 933 3398 5478 Password: 156711 

Beyond Bias-Extension of the Keynote 
– Brooke Cartus and Karen Hewitt
Moderator: Amy Kohmetscher
Zoom Link: osu.zoom.us/j/95286360484?
Meeting ID: 952 8636 0484 Password: 51732 

SNAP-Ed Resilient:  Models for On-Line Programs  
– Tanner Cooper-Risser and Deetra Huntington
Moderators: Carina Dickens and ShaLise Simmons
Zoom Link: osu.zoom.us/j/92594939068?
Meeting ID: 925 9493 9068 Password: 515731 

From Plant to Plate - Cross Programmatic Collaboration that 
Strengthens County Programming  – Amy Stone, Patrice Powers-Barker

Moderators: Roseanne Scammahorn and Jared Morrison
Zoom Link: osu.zoom.us/j/95923805880?
Meeting ID: 959 2380 5880 Password: Strength

FCS Resilient: Adapting, Changing, and Embracing Our Diversity 
– Laura Stanton, Moderator: Amanda Rysz
Zoom Link: osu.zoom.us/j/98737728860?
Meeting ID: 987 3772 8860 Password: 367981

Black Lives Matter to FCS – Jenny Lobb and Bobbilyn Kasson
Moderators: Amanda Woods and Alaina Niebauer
Zoom Link: osu.zoom.us/j/99044802245?
Meeting ID: 990 4480 2245 Password: 740412 

Building Families Strengths by Supporting and Embracing Family 
Engagement in Our Changing World – Marie Economos, Heather 
Reister, Margret Jenkins and Lorrissa  Dunfee
Moderators: Margaret Jenkins and Amy Meehan 
Zoom Link: osu.zoom.us/j/93840160935?
Meeting ID: 938 4016 0935 Password: 362588

Lorem ipsum
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What Does It Mean to Be Anti-Racist?
Legendary anti-racism activist and scholar Angela 
Davis once said, “In a racist society, it is not enough 
to be non-racist. We must be anti-racist.” In this 
historic moment of the nation grappling with racism 
past and present, the term anti-racist is gaining 
popularity. Many of us also want to be actively 
anti-racist instead of passively non-racist but might 
not be sure what exactly that means or how to enact 
it in everyday life. This webinar will provide 
actionable strategies for advocates of all types to 
understand the principles of anti-racism and live it 
out in the big and small ways that each of us can in 
our own lives, roles, and spheres of influence.

Wednesday, 1:30-2:35 p.m., Lena Tenney

For this unprecedented year of 2020, the FCS 
conference theme FCS Resilient: Adapt, Change, 
Embrace, speaks volumes to where we have been 
and where we are going as a program area and 
personally.

Last year’s theme, Growing Our Comfort Zones, may 
have provided a foundation for what we have 
experienced this year but could not have foretold the 
courage and creativity that you have used to 
approach and tame the crisis in your own way and in 
your own time. Rather than focus on the discomfort of 
such rapid change in an ever shifting environment, I 
would like to celebrate each and every member of the 
Extension FCS family for embracing a growth mindset, 
practicing selfcare when needed and being there to 
support each other as a community even though we 
meet in the cloud.

In some ways we know more about each other on a 
personal level than ever before. We’ve shared our 
houses, children, pets, learned to give and receive 
grace. We have come to understand that we are all at 
di�erent points on the resiliency continuum and that’s 
okay. The most important thing to do is to keep 
moving forward, continue to build your resilience, 
embrace the new and unfamiliar as that will become 
the new familiar.

The conference agenda reflects our successes and 
our opportunities personally and professionally, I 
hope you will take the time leaps over the next two 
days to grow, recharge and renew your commitment 
to resilience...

Enjoy the conference!

Welcome
2020 All FCS Virtual Conference

Pat Bebo
Assistant director, Family and Consumer Sciences, 
Ohio State University Extension, College of Food, 
Agricultural, and Environmental Sciences; 
Dean, Outreach and Engagement, College of 
Education and Human Ecology

https://osu.zoom.us/j/98478603204?pwd=UkprajhoS2w4QzRRSTJjV1ROOFYxQT09
https://osu.zoom.us/j/91068915308?pwd=VzAxSG12WEo4bUY1V3VLWUJDSkpldz09
https://osu.zoom.us/j/94770368151?pwd=d0dMYUtVU0pmSXdkRFhFdDkzeStiQT09
https://osu.zoom.us/j/97183528843?pwd=VUxuaU5jV0RyRVlqaENldjZmcG9UZz09
https://osu.zoom.us/j/93333985478?pwd=MVByc015WXYwSjFGS2lVSHp1ZSt6QT09
https://osu.zoom.us/j/95286360484?pwd=eHhPbUg1VTJRSUorL2E5UGQxdnRjQT09
https://osu.zoom.us/j/92594939068?pwd=VCtsY1kwOGNtQzJrRmFScmtGMlNsZz09
https://osu.zoom.us/j/95923805880?pwd=dWZ2azhBNWNESHR6V2JudWpsWWpEdz09
https://osu.zoom.us/j/98737728860?pwd=WDYxeEZwbmRQWW4zRlpYTkxSQ2p0Zz09
https://osu.zoom.us/j/99044802245?pwd=VHFYQ1lDU0JNeExYYmRsMWIzR2JHZz09
https://osu.zoom.us/j/93840160935?pwd=N0VLbEY5RkdhOXlwZG5kc3kwRHB0UT09


The Creators Meet

2020

2:40 p.m., October 28, 2020, Breakout Session 1
MyChoice Food Pantries: Tools, Resources, and Virtual Tour
The MyChoice food pantry model aims to promote the health and food security of pantry clients by allowing them to choose items 
from each food group so they can provide a balanced diet for themselves and their families. MyChoice is designed to increase the 
interaction between food pantry volunteers, staff and clients, and to foster relationship building. In addition, staff and volunteers 
are trained to effectively engage with clients and promote nutrition within the pantry.

In this session, participants will learn about the MyChoice Toolkit and Scorecard to support pantries who wish to transition to 
MyChoice. The Toolkit offers step-by-step instructions to help food pantries transition to MyChoice. It also helps food pantry 
volunteers learn to be Voices for Food Ambassadors – trained champions for nutrition in their homes, food pantries, and 
communities. The MyChoice Pantry Scorecard serves to assess the baseline environment, progress and initiate goal setting 
when transitioning to MyChoice.

Session participants will practice using the scorecard within a virtual 360 degree food pantry and engage in several Ambassador 
training activities that relate to cultural competency and motivational interviewing.

Mental Health Needs for Aging Adults
The goal of our 30-minute presentation is to bring awareness of the mental health needs of the aging adult population. With this 
awareness, we hope to empower our fellow Educators to feel more comfortable working with older adults who experience mental 
health issues. The four most common mental illnesses, the signs and symptoms, and avenues to guide those in need to the 
resources available for treatment will be shared. With the onset of COVID-19, the National Center for Health Statistics, based on 
Pulse Survey data from May 5, 2020 (July 21, 2020), 18.6%, (20.1%) of adults over the age of 60, in the U.S. had symptoms of 
anxiety disorder,15.5%, (17.1%) had symptoms of depressive disorder, and 22.8%, (23.8%) had symptoms of one or both disor-
ders. For Ohioans, our rates are 32.8% anxiety disorder, 24.9% depressive disorder, and 37.1% symptoms of one or both as of 
July 21st. This indicates that awareness and support are vital to the overall health of our communities. Right now is the time to 
break the stigma on mental illness to help ourselves and our neighbors become more resilient during this time of change.

The presentation will use polling questions to engage participants and to highlight key points. A video will be shared to highlight 
how to start the conversation of mental health with friends and family. Lastly, we will break out into small groups to facilitate 
discussion on how we are currently raising awareness of mental illness. Participants will also brainstorm ways we can continue to 
shed light on mental health issues in our communities. Ideas for partnerships will be shared and community mental health 
resources will be provided.

Utilizing Somatic Awareness to Adapt, Change and Embrace Difficult Conversations
Have you ever found yourself in a difficult conversation and you notice your heart starts beating faster? You feel your throat 
constricting? Your face turns red? Tears begin to sting your eyes. These are all signs of a somatic response. Your body has its 
own form of knowledge and it senses uncomfortable and potentially unsafe territory. What can you do? One option is to avoid 
these conversations. But avoidance causes your body to store up unnecessary energy and prevents growth from taking place.

What if you had the ability to lengthen the time between stimulus and response? What if you could experience difficult conversa-
tions as learning opportunities? With somatic awareness, you can approach difficult conversations with a settled state of being.

Somatic awareness occurs when a person acknowledges their own self within their environment and identifies psychological, 
physiological, and social factors that promote healing and self-regulation. This skill can be utilized in all types of settings and is 
especially helpful in personal and professional pursuits that tend to focus on challenging and stressful topics. Educators will find 
this information particularly relevant when teaching about trauma, mindfulness, oppression, mental health, racism, and other 
difficult conversations.

By attending the interactive workshop, Extension professionals will understand somatic awareness, as well as gain shared 
language and practices to stay engaged through tense moments on a difficult topic. In addition, you will also leave with resources 
and techniques for practicing somatic awareness in your personal and professional lives.

Nearpod- Feel near when we are far apart
One challenge of online teaching is keeping participants engaged. Nearpod is a platform for teaching engagement that offers a 
level of free programming to increase engagement. There are many features including matching "memory" card games, interac-
tive drawing on screen, create slides or upload slides created in other platforms (like Power Point), and group message boards. 
During this workshop participants will experience several of these tools and also get a behind the scenes look at how to create 
them. Nearpod is a new way to change things up for an educator who is looking to move beyond Zoom. It takes time to learn new 
tools and platforms, but Nearpod is a fairly intuitive program without a lot of complicated options. The presenter has utilized 
Nearpod to teach an Onboarding session for new employees, a session for Healthy Finances In-Service, and during an Extension 
Advisory Committee meeting. Put another tool in your online teaching toolbox with Nearpod!

Cooking Online Matters
The Ross County Team will share how they converted their popular Cooking Matters series from an in-person class to online 
within a month. This group has completed four of these series in the last 5 months with adults of all ages, young families, and 
even those in addiction recovery.

During this Workshop, the team will use guided discussion to cover the Cooking Matters curriculum through: Nutrition, Food 
Budgeting, Food Safety, and Food Preparation. They will share how participant interaction is encouraged through the Zoom Chat 
function, Live discussion, and Weekly Homework in their online series. 

The Team will describe how Online Ross County participants receive a grocery gift cards for completing weekly assignments that 
they must email include “preparing a recipe, $10 grocery shopping cart, menu planning, food label comparison, and safer food 
preparation methods.” Extension staff have found that participants are actively engaged and are following through with more 
practice/exploration of Cooking Matters content than prior in-person series.

Evaluation of Ross County online Cooking Matters is conducted through mail and online Qualtrics surveys. Cooking Matters 
participants also receive Celebrate Your Plate incentives through the mail and pick up graduation incentives by drive-up at the 
conclusion of each series. During the Workshop Extension staff will brainstorm together additional ideas to evaluate classes or 
collect impacts to share with supervisors and funders. The Team has started offering Monthly Check In Classes for Online 
Cooking Matters Graduates. 100% of Online participants who start a series, have completed! 

Discussion of the assistance that Jenna Haaser, Extension Cooking Matters Coordinator, can provide will be included in this 
Workshop.

Join the Ross County Team to discuss how you can take your Cooking Matters series Online too!

Beyond Bias-Extension of the Keynote
This session will be an interactive extension of the keynote address from the morning, focusing on how to understand, challenge, 
and disrupt bias.

9:40 a.m., October 29, 2020, Breakout Session 2
SNAP-Ed Resilient: Models for Online Programs
This will be a workshop showcasing the different SNAP-Ed models of on-line learning that we piloted during the COVID-19 shift to 
teleworking. We will make this interactive by using Zoom's polling feature and Kahoot. Live on-line lessons, recorded lessons and 
hybrid model that included giveaways to participants will all be discussed. We will be sharing what worked, challenges and ways 
we would improve the classes. This was a multi-county collaboration which was made possible due to utilizing the virtual 
platforms. The lessons used multifaceted platforms including Zoom, Facebook, Kahoot and YouTube.

From Plant to Plate-Cross Programmatic Collaboration That Strengthens County Programming
Working across program areas can benefit both colleagues, and ultimately the clientele being served. The general topic of 
produce, or fresh fruits and vegetables, crosses the program areas of Family Consumer Sciences and Agriculture and Natural 
Resources. It is that topic that can bring together colleagues to enhance county programming.

From soil health to seed starting, and food safety to healthy eating, the interest in growing and eating locally produced food is on 
the rise. While some are coming to Extension for this information, others need to be exposed and encouraged.

Learn how we have developed a common topic, and determined the outreach plan to accomplish our goals including website 
resources, social media posts, and educational opportunities including a call-in show, virtual programming and additional educa-
tional pieces. We have included both our community nutrition programs and 4-H Youth Development when appropriate and 
applicable. We have also strengthened county partnerships and working relationships with additional agencies and organization 
as a result of the breadth and depth of research-based information. Those partners include: Girl Scouts, Family and Community 
Centers, Sustainability Commission, and Schools.

We have literally and figuratively planted seeds in our county, while leveraging statewide programming efforts like the Ohio 
Victory Garden Project in collaboration with the Ohio Department of Agriculture and OSU Extension earlier this year.

Can this packaging of cross programmatic efforts work for you? Learn more about our successes and challenges, and how you 
could incorporate or plug-in what has evolved as we have worked together in your own county with your own team.

FCS Resilient: Adapting, Changing, and Embracing Our Diversity
2020 has been a historic year. This year has challenged us to reflect on issues related to inequality, social justice, racism, and 
oppression. We are looking for ways to be more accepting and understanding friends, colleagues, role models, educators, and 
neighbors.

10:40 a.m., October 29, 2020, Breakout Sesson 3

1:30 p.m., October 29, 2020, Breakout Sesson 4

Resilience:  It Helps to Share Experiences – Greta Lynch
Moderators: ShaLise Simmons and Carina Dickens
Zoom Link: osu.zoom.us/j/98403792356?
Meeting ID: 984 0379 2356 Password: 494492

PAX Tools – Heather Reister, Marie Economos and Amanda Bohlen
Moderators: Stacey Baker and Jared Morrison
Zoom Link: osu.zoom.us/j/99633358213?
Meeting ID: 996 3335 8213 Password: JaredFCS

Going Virtual–Real Money. Real World. – Amanda Woods, Lauren 
Jones, Elliott Lawrence, Allison Cooper and Cassaundra Dietrich

Moderators: Bridget Britton and Amanda Rysz
Zoom Link: osu.zoom.us/j/95552450258?
Meeting ID: 955 5245 0258 Password: 518148

Creative Ways to Maintain a Strong Body and Mind During a Pandemic: 
A Physical and Mental Health Approach  – Rachel Dilho�, Angela Sorg,

Brittney Schori, Caroline Everidge and Megan Peterson
Moderators: Alaina Niebauer and Deetra Huntington
Zoom Link: osu.zoom.us/j/92970394064?
Meeting ID: 929 7039 4064 Password: 159756

COVID and Food Waste – Brian Roe and Kathryn Bender
Moderators: Susan Shickley and Amy Meehan
Zoom Link: osu.zoom.us/j/99283639091?
Meeting ID: 992 8363 9091 Password: 198709

Leading Down the Garden Path: Translating Leadership Research into 
School Garden Success 

– Sandra Stranne Miller, Carol Smathers and Haley Plahuta
Moderators: ShaLise Simmons and Carina Dickens
Zoom Link: osu.zoom.us/j/94410171688?
Meeting ID: 944 1017 1688 Password: 107640

Making Powerful Impacts with a New Family Ecological Framework 
– Patrice Powers-Barker, Jim Bates, Emily Marrison, Melissa Rupp, 
Laura Stanton, Kathy Tutt, Courtney Woelfl and Erin Yelland
Moderators: Stacey Baker and Jared Morrison
Zoom Link: osu.zoom.us/j/92005891036?
Meeting ID: 920 0589 1036 Password: JaredFCS

GOING VIRTUAL: EFNEP’s Journey in the Wake of COVID-19 
– Suzanne Saggese, Mari Carmen Lambea, Kristen Matlack, Bobbilyn 
Kasson, Yvette Graham, Nancy Lyons and Amy Habig
Moderators: Melissa Hoppes and Amanda Rysz
Zoom Link: osu.zoom.us/j/95029112164?
Meeting ID: 950 2911 2164 Password: 11956

Engaging Youth to Strengthen the Health of their Community: The 
Health Professions A�nity Community Program – Erik Porfeli and 

Gina Weisblat, Moderators: Amanda Woods and Deetra Huntington
Zoom Link: osu.zoom.us/j/91973699322?
Meeting ID: 984 7860 3204 Password: 592692

Historical FCS Resilience in the Face of Change – Shannon Carter and
Marilyn Sachs, Moderators: Roseanne Scammahorn, Amy Meehan
Zoom Link: osu.zoom.us/j/97442346565?
Meeting ID: 919 7369 9322 Password: Breakout4

 

While diversity, equity, and inclusion have always been important issues, 2020 has highlighted the need for us to be better at 
adapting, changing, and embracing our differences and the diversity in our lives. 

In this interactive workshop, we will create a brave and inclusive space to talk about differences and diversity. We will explore 
these five important questions:

1. What differences should we talk about?
2. Why should we talk about differences?
3. How should we talk about differences?
4. When should we talk about differences?
5. Who should talk about differences?

The conversation and answers to these questions will include social science research, social justice techniques, and an anti-bias 
educational framework. We will share and honor personal and professional experiences, as well as renew our commitment to the 
Principles of Community developed by the College of Food, Agricultural, and Environmental Sciences. We will talk about diversity 
in an inclusive and accepting way, acknowledging that we are all on this journey together, and we are all at different points on our 
journey.

At the end of this workshop, we will be better equipped to think about our differences and the differences around us. And together, 
we will gain new skills so we can embrace the diversity in our personal and professional lives.

Black Lives Matter to FCS
In April, Columbus Public Health opened the Center for Public Health Innovation to recognize racism as a social determinant of 
health. The mission of the center is to reduce health disparities, increase life expectancy and improve quality of life for Columbus 
residents.

In May, Franklin County declared racism a public health crisis, in part to recognize the striking health disparities associated with 
COVID-19. In Franklin County, while Black residents make up 23% of the population, they are hospitalized at twice the rate of 
other demographic groups. Additionally, preliminary data suggests that Black residents with COVID-19 are dying at a dispropor-
tionately higher rate from the disease.

On June 1, following the killing of George Floyd and amid protests, street closings and a city-wide curfew, the City of Columbus 
joined Franklin County to declare racism a public health crisis.

What does all of this mean for FCS? As public health professionals, we cannot simply ignore the declared crisis in central Ohio 
and the undeclared crisis impacting the rest of the state. In this facilitate dialogue session, we will use the Just in Time Equity 
Dialogue Guides developed by the 4-H Program Leaders Working Group to explore questions such as Why the emphasis on 
Black Lives Matter? and is it racist to say all lives matter? Additionally, in the context of a brave space set up for group discussion 
and reflection, we will explore how and why to strive toward anti-racism in our work as FCS professionals.

Building Families Strengths by Supporting and Embracing Family Engagement in 
Our Changing World
Do you ever feel frustrated trying to get your families involved? It is hard trying to meet families were there at to adapting to a 
world of change with embracing hope for the future of their children.

This session will explore your individual biases and beliefs about families to help teachers/educators, child care and family 
providers in meeting the needs of today’s changing world and how to adapt and embrace families.

We will explore how these biases can impact your success in engaging families. Through conversation and interaction, partici-
pants will examine barriers that families experience and how to remove them for successful family engagement.

 Attendees will also explore funds of knowledge, identify strategies for effective communication and meetings, identify the social 
connections that families need from programs, and investigate elements. By ensuring families are receiving consistent communi-
cation, necessary supports for at-home learning and connections to key community partners, schools and districts can best 
support families’ unique needs of schools.

FCS Resilient: Adapt, Change, and Embrace

• Examine and discuss strategies that increase family involvement.
• Participants will examine their own beliefs and biases about families and articulate how their prejudices may create 

barriers in working with families.
• Identify ways for programs to implement strategies to increase the capacity for family engagement.

10:40 a.m., October 29, 2020, Breakout Session 3
Resilience: It Helps to Share Experiences
Seniors have been asked to visit grocery stores at times when other shoppers are not present. So no one sees them struggle with 
new requirements beyond mask wearing, like following the arrows, standing on the x. Some seniors were struggling to grocery 
shop prior to COVID19, but the added restrictions have brought new anxieties. When experiences are shared as stories we can 
learn from them. Our seniors will share their new cooking challenges when brands or items are not available. The challenges of 
getting proper nutrition and adequate diet during these uncertain times. And equally important, the sadness of not being able to 
dine with friends. We will take chat questions and we will share examples of overcoming roadblocks during this session.

PAX Tools
Families often struggle to find a healthy balance between work and home life but now more than ever parents are seeking support 
in blending home, school and work responsibilities with peace, productivity, health and happiness. PAX Tools is a collection of 
evidence-based, trauma-informed strategies to improve cooperation and self-regulation with youth. PAX Tools draws on decades 
of science to create strategies that support parents, youth workers, and other caring adults to create a nurturing environment that 
ultimately helps kids thrive!

In this session, participants will learn:

1. Participants will identify how to teach behavior as a skill-set resulting in youth self-regulation.
2. Participants will be able to describe nine evidence-based Tools and how they overlay with the ten evidence-based 

Kernels and Cues from PAX GBG. (GBG = good behavior game)
3. Participants will be able to determine how PAX GBG and PAX Tools support one another as a community-wide, environ-

mental prevention strategy

Participants will leave the session with realistic, hands-on strategies for strengthening communication and relationships with 
youth.

Going Virtual - Real Money. Real World.
Real Money Real World is an interactive, statewide youth financial literacy program. In the past year, the Real Money Real World 
program has undergone a large, and much anticipated branding and content update. But, because of the pandemic - the produc-
tion of this update has come to an unfortunate halt. In an effort to embrace these uncertain times, and adapt our approach to 
youth financial literacy, a small team has been working to translate this highly anticipated update into an online learning platform.
We will invite our participants to learn more about the updates they're looking forward to, but also introduce them to what this 
experience will look like played out in an online learning environment. We know this is a lot to consider, because these are big 
changes for such a tried and true program, but we will encourage those in attendance to embrace the changes in front of us, and 
hope that they will look forward to FCS, financial outreach, and youth-focused programming adapting to the changing times.
The presentation will be interactive, in that we will give our participants a chance to experience what this program will look like 
virtually, and encourage their active participation throughout. We know there will be some questions about the changes we're 
presenting, so we will also welcome any questions as an opportunity to discuss ways we can all pivot to embrace change.

Creative Ways to Maintain a Strong Body and Mind During a Pandemic: 
A Physical and Mental Health Approach
What does a bucket of water, your pet, a baby, a pig, and a computer have in common? They are all tools that can enhance 
physical and mental health during a pandemic. It is no secret that the Covid-19 pandemic has changed lives in many ways. The 
way that we work, learn, and go about our everyday lives has drastically transformed in just a few short months. These changes 
are taking a toll on our bodies and mind whether we see it or not. People who once went to the gym to exercise or participated in 
recreational sports leagues have had to resort to other activities at home, or none at all. Also, spending time with family and 
friends at a restaurant or at your favorite MLB stadium has been deemed unsafe. With so many new restrictions and uncertainties 
it is no wonder a need for new approaches to physical and mental health are needed which includes everyday household items.
In this presentation myself, as well as four other HHS Extension Educators in northeast Indiana, will discuss new and creative 
ways people can meet physical health recommendations and work on maintaining a state of positive mental health through these 
uncertain times utilizing common (and sometimes unconventional) items/family members/pets at their homes. We will also talk 
about how technology can help us in our efforts to reach out to the community and can strengthen programming efforts moving 
forward. There will be demonstrations from the team and discussions of programs we have implemented focusing on mental and 
physical health during the pandemic. We will encourage participants to have a discussion on what these new norms of physical 
and mental health will look like in the future and what might hinder or enhance efforts.
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COVID and Food Waste
Perhaps no phenomenon has so quickly and radically altered the household food landscape and daily food patterns as the onset 
of the COVID-19 pandemic. In this session we contemplate the immediate and longer-term implications of this public health crisis 
on the amount of food wasted by consumers by sharing data collected from more than 500 Americans during the summer of 2020 
about changes to their food and home experiences related to COVID. Participants will be asked to answer some of the same 
questions posed to the national survey sample and we will compare how session participants’ experiences compare and contrast 
with those who were surveyed during July. We will discuss the implications of the results for food waste patterns and levels and 
recommend several steps to reduce waste as the pandemic unfolds.

1:30 p.m., October 29, 2020, Breakout Session 4
Leading Down the Garden Path: Translating Leadership Research into School Garden Success
“Great moments are born from great opportunity” Herb Brooks, US 1980 Olympic Hockey Coach Educators are facing unprece-
dented challenges in the Covid-19 environment. As Coach Brooks stated to his hockey players as they faced the favored Soviet 
team, difficult challenges can present great opportunities. School garden activities have been shown to promote healthy behaviors 
and improve student’s academic achievement. Now is an exciting time for school gardens to emerge as outdoor classroom 
opportunities for innovative curriculum integration. How do we best support school garden coordinators to adapt and engage with 
the changing educational scenery? As part of the Growing Teachers Throughout the Seasons project, OSU College of Public 
Health, OSU Extension and Columbus City Schools collaborated to examine the leadership traits of the school garden coordina-
tors. Path Goal Theory, that focuses on the idea that leadership traits can be enhanced and developed, rather than the idea that 
one must be a born leader, was applied to this project. This approach is good news for all of us who are thrown into uncomfortable 
and new leadership situations. Learning objectives Participants in this session will: 

• Define the four elements of path goal leadership. 
• Identify leadership traits found in current school garden coordinators and how the traits are associated with garden 

engagement.
• List ways to support school gardeners in their communities based on identified leadership traits. Interactive opportunities:

Participants in this session will: 

• Take a personal leadership inventory. 
• Review and interpret their Path Goal Leadership Inventory traits. 
• Engage in group discussion to contrast the research study findings with their individual results. 
• Brainstorm application opportunities. 

This session will be applicable to nutrition educators, school gardeners and anyone fostering leadership in their community. There 
is always room for everyone to grow, adapt, change, and embrace more effective leadership strategies.

Making Powerful Impacts with a New Family Ecological Framework
Ecological principles originally proposed by Bronfenbrenner (1979) provide a framework for understanding how the internal 
dynamics of family life can enhance or detract from human and family development. They also apply to educational interventions 
and act as a framework to help practitioners focus on impactful content and effective evaluation. The family ecological framework 
presented in this session resemble change concepts common in public health and other community interventions (e.g., PSE) but 
refocus educators on family-level dynamics and behaviors. This new framework can strengthen family educational programs by 
helping families make sustained behavior changes for healthier living in relation to overall health and wellness, relationships, 
finances, and family decision-making. Although the framework was only recently configured, it is grounded in ancient ecological 
principles and is comprised of four concepts, namely, family rules, family relationships, the home, and values. This interactive 
session will share the new framework for conceptualizing behavior change in the family context and share practical ways to apply 
its change concepts to family and consumer sciences programs. Workshop session participants will be introduced to an energetic, 
lovable, Ohio family and will work in small groups to determine how the four concepts apply to different situations for this family 
and then share with the larger group. This activity will spark ideas for additional ways to apply this framework to work on various 
topics with families across the state.

GOING VIRTUAL: EFNEP’s journey in the wake of COVID-19
Ohio EFNEP has successfully reached its limited-income audiences through in-person activities for more than 50 years. Typical 
classes included interactive discussions, preparing simple recipes together, and participating in cardio exercise routines. All these 
activities required the personal touch of an engaging Program Assistant.
When the COVID-19 pandemic impacted our mode of teaching, we needed to work quickly to find new methods of community 
interaction. How could we take the live program successes and translate them effectively to a virtual platform?
There was a steep learning curve and plenty of roadblocks along the way. From getting staff connected to internet service to 
learning the intricacies of the Zoom platform, the entire Ohio EFNEP team worked diligently to break those barriers. Through 
extensive training and a relentless work ethic, we converted EFNEP into a fully virtual program in three months. We couldn’t have 
accomplished this without buy-in from all staff across the state. Program Assistants are now teaching via Live Zoom, creating 
Facebook Live sessions, YouTube videos and more.
Breakout session participants will learn the successes and issues we faced in adapting to a virtual platform. They will be given 
opportunities to share their own experiences and create solutions to the what-if situations faced in virtual programming.

Engaging youth to strengthen the health of their community: 
The Health Professions Affinity Community Program
During our session, attendees will learn about a youth development program and discuss how Family and Consumer Sciences 
educators can integrate this program into their practice. The Health Professions Affinity Community (HPAC) program empowers 
youth to identify local pressing health concerns, develop grassroots solutions to those concerns with local resources, mobilizes 
the community to enact those solutions, assesses the community health impact of the programs they invent, and encourages 
them to chare with their community what they did and what they learned in the process. Youth have held 5k runs, developed 
cooking classes, produced video-based public service announcements about depression and suicide, held whole-school assem-
blies and festivals about health topics, and more. HPAC project examples can be found The HPAC program is powered by our 
AmeriCorp Corps for Rural and Urban Success and Health (CRUSH). Corps members tend to be recent college graduates 
aspiring to enter graduate level training in the health professions. They unite with youth in HPAC to transform local approaches to 
community health and wellness.
The HPAC program was established nine years ago, has grown rapidly, and has been adopted by several universities in and 
outside Ohio. HPAC has clearly demonstrated the capacity to be scalable. HPAC currently engages over 1,700 youth, who in turn 
develop and deploy hundreds of community health projects serving an estimated 15,000 community members. The program has 
also successfully identified and supported a large number of students who have pursued and earned college degrees and been 
admitted to medical school. This growth and success has inspired many other Universities to adopt the HPAC and AmeriCorps 
models for community engagement. HPAC, today, represented one of the largest health-promotion pipeline programs in Ohio with 
the broadest reach.

Historical FCS Resilience in the Face of Change
Explore 85 years of Extension family and consumer sciences through three generations of educators in one family and see how 
our profession has helped our audiences become resilient in the face of challenge and change.
Throughout history in Extension family and consumer sciences, we have a lot to look back upon, and much to look forward to. 
This presentation will showcase the careers of three extension educators, spanning 1935-2020. We will explore the generational 
norms that may have influenced their decisions in balancing work and family. For the first time in history, five generations may be 
working side by side, each with different leadership, communication and career development styles. 
We will focus on the how the family and consumer sciences extension educator has responded to the needs within the communi-
ty. A study of subject matter, audiences, teaching methods, modes of communication, and responses to challenges of their day 
will highlight changes and similarities throughout our history.
This interactive workshop will engage learners using slide presentation, chat comments, polls, and breakout rooms. After attend-
ing this concurrent session, FCS professionals will increase awareness of:

• history of family and consumer sciences Extension profession
• the generations, why they are different and what motivates them
• how our profession responds to challenging times.

This program can be used not only as content for Extension programming, but also as background for understanding the popula-
tion and cultural differences in a mixed generation audience of learners, and as an approach for choosing appropriate teaching 
technology and strategies that will nurture lifelong learning.

Thursday, 9:00-9:25 a.m., IGNITE Sessions

• Community Alternatives
 Roseanne Scammahorn
• Creating Partnerships for Audience 

Participation
 Katie Schlagheck
• Engaging Pre-K to 2nd Grade with Online 

Classes
 Tina Elkins and Peggy Jensen

• Let's Grow Ohio - Ohio Victory Gardens
 Pam Bennett
• Sometimes it takes an Army: 

Collaborative E�orts to make an Impact
 Roseanne Scammahorn

BEYOND BIAS:
Awareness, Understanding, & Improv
Wednesday, 9:30 a.m.

Join ImprovEdge's Brooke Cartus and Karen Hewitt, 
in a highly interactive and motivating experience 
focused on unpacking unconscious/implicit bias and 
addressing how we can use the behaviors of 
improvisation to help individuals and organizations 
continue to move forward on a collective team that 
resiliently supports one another and organizational 
values.

How do we unravel the cognitive reactions that 
underpin micro-judgments we make, and how do 
these decisions a�ect trust, loyalty, and talent 
retention among employees? It’s mission critical - how 
we deal with implicit bias in the next 10 years will 
determine the success of enterprises, the retention of 
key employees, and the ability to grow and innovate.

You’ll walk away with techniques to use in the 
workplace immediately to address 
unconscious/implicit bias, have constructive 
conversations, and build collaborative environments 
of teamwork.

 OUTCOMES INCLUDE
• Understand the origin of unconscious/implicit bias 

and how these biases impact the workplace 
environment

• Learn the challenges in reversing 
unconscious/implicit bias and practice cognitive 
exercises to assist in creating authentic change – 
using improvisation

• Leave with three disruptors to manage 
unconscious/implicit bias with authenticity

Join Zoom Meeting: osu.zoom.us/j/97734841084?
Meeting ID: 977 3484 1084 Password: 278689

https://osu.zoom.us/j/98403792356?pwd=elFhTW9HZlF2aUFLdnFHaHBaUWhjUT09
https://osu.zoom.us/j/99633358213?pwd=UUIzMmRldjRHM0hWMjZJMXUvUzdVZz09
https://osu.zoom.us/j/95552450258?pwd=MW5Ld3FZampFNEMxa0RIWDlONWRjQT09
https://osu.zoom.us/j/92970394064?pwd=czlaVE8xb01WSXhqZGd5Y0hYRStldz09
https://osu.zoom.us/j/99283639091?pwd=VGNqYnUvT0tVTzJRbHVDN1RBbDdCQT09
https://osu.zoom.us/j/94410171688?pwd=OWV2ZEhoODRnN253aWZMRDlxUDJiUT09
https://osu.zoom.us/j/92005891036?pwd=UUIzMmRldjRHM0hWMjZJMXUvUzdVZz09
https://osu.zoom.us/j/95029112164?pwd=MHQrdnB2M3AxUklvaVBoQUFkNW9vQT09
https://osu.zoom.us/j/91973699322?pwd=Q2xBTG5ERGxNd3RsY1IyT2pIRkQ3Zz09
https://osu.zoom.us/j/97442346565?pwd=ZGFnY0Ewcy9aV3lPMjlVSnYyWWx0UT09
https://osu.zoom.us/j/97734841084?pwd=Z1FZZTBidVJ2aTRoWElJREZibXY3dz09
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Breakout Descriptions
2:40 p.m., October 28, 2020, Breakout Session 1
MyChoice Food Pantries: Tools, Resources, and Virtual Tour
The MyChoice food pantry model aims to promote the health and food security of pantry clients by allowing them to choose items 
from each food group so they can provide a balanced diet for themselves and their families. MyChoice is designed to increase the 
interaction between food pantry volunteers, staff and clients, and to foster relationship building. In addition, staff and volunteers 
are trained to effectively engage with clients and promote nutrition within the pantry.

In this session, participants will learn about the MyChoice Toolkit and Scorecard to support pantries who wish to transition to 
MyChoice. The Toolkit offers step-by-step instructions to help food pantries transition to MyChoice. It also helps food pantry 
volunteers learn to be Voices for Food Ambassadors – trained champions for nutrition in their homes, food pantries, and 
communities. The MyChoice Pantry Scorecard serves to assess the baseline environment, progress and initiate goal setting 
when transitioning to MyChoice.

Session participants will practice using the scorecard within a virtual 360 degree food pantry and engage in several Ambassador 
training activities that relate to cultural competency and motivational interviewing.

Mental Health Needs for Aging Adults
The goal of our 30-minute presentation is to bring awareness of the mental health needs of the aging adult population. With this 
awareness, we hope to empower our fellow Educators to feel more comfortable working with older adults who experience mental 
health issues. The four most common mental illnesses, the signs and symptoms, and avenues to guide those in need to the 
resources available for treatment will be shared. With the onset of COVID-19, the National Center for Health Statistics, based on 
Pulse Survey data from May 5, 2020 (July 21, 2020), 18.6%, (20.1%) of adults over the age of 60, in the U.S. had symptoms of 
anxiety disorder,15.5%, (17.1%) had symptoms of depressive disorder, and 22.8%, (23.8%) had symptoms of one or both disor-
ders. For Ohioans, our rates are 32.8% anxiety disorder, 24.9% depressive disorder, and 37.1% symptoms of one or both as of 
July 21st. This indicates that awareness and support are vital to the overall health of our communities. Right now is the time to 
break the stigma on mental illness to help ourselves and our neighbors become more resilient during this time of change.

The presentation will use polling questions to engage participants and to highlight key points. A video will be shared to highlight 
how to start the conversation of mental health with friends and family. Lastly, we will break out into small groups to facilitate 
discussion on how we are currently raising awareness of mental illness. Participants will also brainstorm ways we can continue to 
shed light on mental health issues in our communities. Ideas for partnerships will be shared and community mental health 
resources will be provided.

Utilizing Somatic Awareness to Adapt, Change and Embrace Difficult Conversations
Have you ever found yourself in a difficult conversation and you notice your heart starts beating faster? You feel your throat 
constricting? Your face turns red? Tears begin to sting your eyes. These are all signs of a somatic response. Your body has its 
own form of knowledge and it senses uncomfortable and potentially unsafe territory. What can you do? One option is to avoid 
these conversations. But avoidance causes your body to store up unnecessary energy and prevents growth from taking place.

What if you had the ability to lengthen the time between stimulus and response? What if you could experience difficult conversa-
tions as learning opportunities? With somatic awareness, you can approach difficult conversations with a settled state of being.

Somatic awareness occurs when a person acknowledges their own self within their environment and identifies psychological, 
physiological, and social factors that promote healing and self-regulation. This skill can be utilized in all types of settings and is 
especially helpful in personal and professional pursuits that tend to focus on challenging and stressful topics. Educators will find 
this information particularly relevant when teaching about trauma, mindfulness, oppression, mental health, racism, and other 
difficult conversations.

By attending the interactive workshop, Extension professionals will understand somatic awareness, as well as gain shared 
language and practices to stay engaged through tense moments on a difficult topic. In addition, you will also leave with resources 
and techniques for practicing somatic awareness in your personal and professional lives.

Nearpod- Feel near when we are far apart
One challenge of online teaching is keeping participants engaged. Nearpod is a platform for teaching engagement that offers a 
level of free programming to increase engagement. There are many features including matching "memory" card games, interac-
tive drawing on screen, create slides or upload slides created in other platforms (like Power Point), and group message boards. 
During this workshop participants will experience several of these tools and also get a behind the scenes look at how to create 
them. Nearpod is a new way to change things up for an educator who is looking to move beyond Zoom. It takes time to learn new 
tools and platforms, but Nearpod is a fairly intuitive program without a lot of complicated options. The presenter has utilized 
Nearpod to teach an Onboarding session for new employees, a session for Healthy Finances In-Service, and during an Extension 
Advisory Committee meeting. Put another tool in your online teaching toolbox with Nearpod!

Cooking Online Matters
The Ross County Team will share how they converted their popular Cooking Matters series from an in-person class to online 
within a month. This group has completed four of these series in the last 5 months with adults of all ages, young families, and 
even those in addiction recovery.

During this Workshop, the team will use guided discussion to cover the Cooking Matters curriculum through: Nutrition, Food 
Budgeting, Food Safety, and Food Preparation. They will share how participant interaction is encouraged through the Zoom Chat 
function, Live discussion, and Weekly Homework in their online series. 

The Team will describe how Online Ross County participants receive a grocery gift cards for completing weekly assignments that 
they must email include “preparing a recipe, $10 grocery shopping cart, menu planning, food label comparison, and safer food 
preparation methods.” Extension staff have found that participants are actively engaged and are following through with more 
practice/exploration of Cooking Matters content than prior in-person series.

Evaluation of Ross County online Cooking Matters is conducted through mail and online Qualtrics surveys. Cooking Matters 
participants also receive Celebrate Your Plate incentives through the mail and pick up graduation incentives by drive-up at the 
conclusion of each series. During the Workshop Extension staff will brainstorm together additional ideas to evaluate classes or 
collect impacts to share with supervisors and funders. The Team has started offering Monthly Check In Classes for Online 
Cooking Matters Graduates. 100% of Online participants who start a series, have completed! 

Discussion of the assistance that Jenna Haaser, Extension Cooking Matters Coordinator, can provide will be included in this 
Workshop.

Join the Ross County Team to discuss how you can take your Cooking Matters series Online too!

Beyond Bias-Extension of the Keynote
This session will be an interactive extension of the keynote address from the morning, focusing on how to understand, challenge, 
and disrupt bias.

9:40 a.m., October 29, 2020, Breakout Session 2
SNAP-Ed Resilient: Models for Online Programs
This will be a workshop showcasing the different SNAP-Ed models of on-line learning that we piloted during the COVID-19 shift to 
teleworking. We will make this interactive by using Zoom's polling feature and Kahoot. Live on-line lessons, recorded lessons and 
hybrid model that included giveaways to participants will all be discussed. We will be sharing what worked, challenges and ways 
we would improve the classes. This was a multi-county collaboration which was made possible due to utilizing the virtual 
platforms. The lessons used multifaceted platforms including Zoom, Facebook, Kahoot and YouTube.

From Plant to Plate-Cross Programmatic Collaboration That Strengthens County Programming
Working across program areas can benefit both colleagues, and ultimately the clientele being served. The general topic of 
produce, or fresh fruits and vegetables, crosses the program areas of Family Consumer Sciences and Agriculture and Natural 
Resources. It is that topic that can bring together colleagues to enhance county programming.

From soil health to seed starting, and food safety to healthy eating, the interest in growing and eating locally produced food is on 
the rise. While some are coming to Extension for this information, others need to be exposed and encouraged.

Learn how we have developed a common topic, and determined the outreach plan to accomplish our goals including website 
resources, social media posts, and educational opportunities including a call-in show, virtual programming and additional educa-
tional pieces. We have included both our community nutrition programs and 4-H Youth Development when appropriate and 
applicable. We have also strengthened county partnerships and working relationships with additional agencies and organization 
as a result of the breadth and depth of research-based information. Those partners include: Girl Scouts, Family and Community 
Centers, Sustainability Commission, and Schools.

We have literally and figuratively planted seeds in our county, while leveraging statewide programming efforts like the Ohio 
Victory Garden Project in collaboration with the Ohio Department of Agriculture and OSU Extension earlier this year.

Can this packaging of cross programmatic efforts work for you? Learn more about our successes and challenges, and how you 
could incorporate or plug-in what has evolved as we have worked together in your own county with your own team.

FCS Resilient: Adapting, Changing, and Embracing Our Diversity
2020 has been a historic year. This year has challenged us to reflect on issues related to inequality, social justice, racism, and 
oppression. We are looking for ways to be more accepting and understanding friends, colleagues, role models, educators, and 
neighbors.

While diversity, equity, and inclusion have always been important issues, 2020 has highlighted the need for us to be better at 
adapting, changing, and embracing our differences and the diversity in our lives. 

In this interactive workshop, we will create a brave and inclusive space to talk about differences and diversity. We will explore 
these five important questions:

1. What differences should we talk about?
2. Why should we talk about differences?
3. How should we talk about differences?
4. When should we talk about differences?
5. Who should talk about differences?

The conversation and answers to these questions will include social science research, social justice techniques, and an anti-bias 
educational framework. We will share and honor personal and professional experiences, as well as renew our commitment to the 
Principles of Community developed by the College of Food, Agricultural, and Environmental Sciences. We will talk about diversity 
in an inclusive and accepting way, acknowledging that we are all on this journey together, and we are all at different points on our 
journey.

At the end of this workshop, we will be better equipped to think about our differences and the differences around us. And together, 
we will gain new skills so we can embrace the diversity in our personal and professional lives.

Black Lives Matter to FCS
In April, Columbus Public Health opened the Center for Public Health Innovation to recognize racism as a social determinant of 
health. The mission of the center is to reduce health disparities, increase life expectancy and improve quality of life for Columbus 
residents.

In May, Franklin County declared racism a public health crisis, in part to recognize the striking health disparities associated with 
COVID-19. In Franklin County, while Black residents make up 23% of the population, they are hospitalized at twice the rate of 
other demographic groups. Additionally, preliminary data suggests that Black residents with COVID-19 are dying at a dispropor-
tionately higher rate from the disease.

On June 1, following the killing of George Floyd and amid protests, street closings and a city-wide curfew, the City of Columbus 
joined Franklin County to declare racism a public health crisis.

What does all of this mean for FCS? As public health professionals, we cannot simply ignore the declared crisis in central Ohio 
and the undeclared crisis impacting the rest of the state. In this facilitate dialogue session, we will use the Just in Time Equity 
Dialogue Guides developed by the 4-H Program Leaders Working Group to explore questions such as Why the emphasis on 
Black Lives Matter? and is it racist to say all lives matter? Additionally, in the context of a brave space set up for group discussion 
and reflection, we will explore how and why to strive toward anti-racism in our work as FCS professionals.

Building Families Strengths by Supporting and Embracing Family Engagement in 
Our Changing World
Do you ever feel frustrated trying to get your families involved? It is hard trying to meet families were there at to adapting to a 
world of change with embracing hope for the future of their children.

This session will explore your individual biases and beliefs about families to help teachers/educators, child care and family 
providers in meeting the needs of today’s changing world and how to adapt and embrace families.

We will explore how these biases can impact your success in engaging families. Through conversation and interaction, partici-
pants will examine barriers that families experience and how to remove them for successful family engagement.

 Attendees will also explore funds of knowledge, identify strategies for effective communication and meetings, identify the social 
connections that families need from programs, and investigate elements. By ensuring families are receiving consistent communi-
cation, necessary supports for at-home learning and connections to key community partners, schools and districts can best 
support families’ unique needs of schools.

FCS Resilient: Adapt, Change, and Embrace

• Examine and discuss strategies that increase family involvement.
• Participants will examine their own beliefs and biases about families and articulate how their prejudices may create 

barriers in working with families.
• Identify ways for programs to implement strategies to increase the capacity for family engagement.

10:40 a.m., October 29, 2020, Breakout Session 3
Resilience: It Helps to Share Experiences
Seniors have been asked to visit grocery stores at times when other shoppers are not present. So no one sees them struggle with 
new requirements beyond mask wearing, like following the arrows, standing on the x. Some seniors were struggling to grocery 
shop prior to COVID19, but the added restrictions have brought new anxieties. When experiences are shared as stories we can 
learn from them. Our seniors will share their new cooking challenges when brands or items are not available. The challenges of 
getting proper nutrition and adequate diet during these uncertain times. And equally important, the sadness of not being able to 
dine with friends. We will take chat questions and we will share examples of overcoming roadblocks during this session.

PAX Tools
Families often struggle to find a healthy balance between work and home life but now more than ever parents are seeking support 
in blending home, school and work responsibilities with peace, productivity, health and happiness. PAX Tools is a collection of 
evidence-based, trauma-informed strategies to improve cooperation and self-regulation with youth. PAX Tools draws on decades 
of science to create strategies that support parents, youth workers, and other caring adults to create a nurturing environment that 
ultimately helps kids thrive!

In this session, participants will learn:

1. Participants will identify how to teach behavior as a skill-set resulting in youth self-regulation.
2. Participants will be able to describe nine evidence-based Tools and how they overlay with the ten evidence-based 

Kernels and Cues from PAX GBG. (GBG = good behavior game)
3. Participants will be able to determine how PAX GBG and PAX Tools support one another as a community-wide, environ-

mental prevention strategy

Participants will leave the session with realistic, hands-on strategies for strengthening communication and relationships with 
youth.

Going Virtual - Real Money. Real World.
Real Money Real World is an interactive, statewide youth financial literacy program. In the past year, the Real Money Real World 
program has undergone a large, and much anticipated branding and content update. But, because of the pandemic - the produc-
tion of this update has come to an unfortunate halt. In an effort to embrace these uncertain times, and adapt our approach to 
youth financial literacy, a small team has been working to translate this highly anticipated update into an online learning platform.
We will invite our participants to learn more about the updates they're looking forward to, but also introduce them to what this 
experience will look like played out in an online learning environment. We know this is a lot to consider, because these are big 
changes for such a tried and true program, but we will encourage those in attendance to embrace the changes in front of us, and 
hope that they will look forward to FCS, financial outreach, and youth-focused programming adapting to the changing times.
The presentation will be interactive, in that we will give our participants a chance to experience what this program will look like 
virtually, and encourage their active participation throughout. We know there will be some questions about the changes we're 
presenting, so we will also welcome any questions as an opportunity to discuss ways we can all pivot to embrace change.

Creative Ways to Maintain a Strong Body and Mind During a Pandemic: 
A Physical and Mental Health Approach
What does a bucket of water, your pet, a baby, a pig, and a computer have in common? They are all tools that can enhance 
physical and mental health during a pandemic. It is no secret that the Covid-19 pandemic has changed lives in many ways. The 
way that we work, learn, and go about our everyday lives has drastically transformed in just a few short months. These changes 
are taking a toll on our bodies and mind whether we see it or not. People who once went to the gym to exercise or participated in 
recreational sports leagues have had to resort to other activities at home, or none at all. Also, spending time with family and 
friends at a restaurant or at your favorite MLB stadium has been deemed unsafe. With so many new restrictions and uncertainties 
it is no wonder a need for new approaches to physical and mental health are needed which includes everyday household items.
In this presentation myself, as well as four other HHS Extension Educators in northeast Indiana, will discuss new and creative 
ways people can meet physical health recommendations and work on maintaining a state of positive mental health through these 
uncertain times utilizing common (and sometimes unconventional) items/family members/pets at their homes. We will also talk 
about how technology can help us in our efforts to reach out to the community and can strengthen programming efforts moving 
forward. There will be demonstrations from the team and discussions of programs we have implemented focusing on mental and 
physical health during the pandemic. We will encourage participants to have a discussion on what these new norms of physical 
and mental health will look like in the future and what might hinder or enhance efforts.

4

COVID and Food Waste
Perhaps no phenomenon has so quickly and radically altered the household food landscape and daily food patterns as the onset 
of the COVID-19 pandemic. In this session we contemplate the immediate and longer-term implications of this public health crisis 
on the amount of food wasted by consumers by sharing data collected from more than 500 Americans during the summer of 2020 
about changes to their food and home experiences related to COVID. Participants will be asked to answer some of the same 
questions posed to the national survey sample and we will compare how session participants’ experiences compare and contrast 
with those who were surveyed during July. We will discuss the implications of the results for food waste patterns and levels and 
recommend several steps to reduce waste as the pandemic unfolds.

1:30 p.m., October 29, 2020, Breakout Session 4
Leading Down the Garden Path: Translating Leadership Research into School Garden Success
“Great moments are born from great opportunity” Herb Brooks, US 1980 Olympic Hockey Coach Educators are facing unprece-
dented challenges in the Covid-19 environment. As Coach Brooks stated to his hockey players as they faced the favored Soviet 
team, difficult challenges can present great opportunities. School garden activities have been shown to promote healthy behaviors 
and improve student’s academic achievement. Now is an exciting time for school gardens to emerge as outdoor classroom 
opportunities for innovative curriculum integration. How do we best support school garden coordinators to adapt and engage with 
the changing educational scenery? As part of the Growing Teachers Throughout the Seasons project, OSU College of Public 
Health, OSU Extension and Columbus City Schools collaborated to examine the leadership traits of the school garden coordina-
tors. Path Goal Theory, that focuses on the idea that leadership traits can be enhanced and developed, rather than the idea that 
one must be a born leader, was applied to this project. This approach is good news for all of us who are thrown into uncomfortable 
and new leadership situations. Learning objectives Participants in this session will: 

• Define the four elements of path goal leadership. 
• Identify leadership traits found in current school garden coordinators and how the traits are associated with garden 

engagement.
• List ways to support school gardeners in their communities based on identified leadership traits. Interactive opportunities:

Participants in this session will: 

• Take a personal leadership inventory. 
• Review and interpret their Path Goal Leadership Inventory traits. 
• Engage in group discussion to contrast the research study findings with their individual results. 
• Brainstorm application opportunities. 

This session will be applicable to nutrition educators, school gardeners and anyone fostering leadership in their community. There 
is always room for everyone to grow, adapt, change, and embrace more effective leadership strategies.

Making Powerful Impacts with a New Family Ecological Framework
Ecological principles originally proposed by Bronfenbrenner (1979) provide a framework for understanding how the internal 
dynamics of family life can enhance or detract from human and family development. They also apply to educational interventions 
and act as a framework to help practitioners focus on impactful content and effective evaluation. The family ecological framework 
presented in this session resemble change concepts common in public health and other community interventions (e.g., PSE) but 
refocus educators on family-level dynamics and behaviors. This new framework can strengthen family educational programs by 
helping families make sustained behavior changes for healthier living in relation to overall health and wellness, relationships, 
finances, and family decision-making. Although the framework was only recently configured, it is grounded in ancient ecological 
principles and is comprised of four concepts, namely, family rules, family relationships, the home, and values. This interactive 
session will share the new framework for conceptualizing behavior change in the family context and share practical ways to apply 
its change concepts to family and consumer sciences programs. Workshop session participants will be introduced to an energetic, 
lovable, Ohio family and will work in small groups to determine how the four concepts apply to different situations for this family 
and then share with the larger group. This activity will spark ideas for additional ways to apply this framework to work on various 
topics with families across the state.

GOING VIRTUAL: EFNEP’s journey in the wake of COVID-19
Ohio EFNEP has successfully reached its limited-income audiences through in-person activities for more than 50 years. Typical 
classes included interactive discussions, preparing simple recipes together, and participating in cardio exercise routines. All these 
activities required the personal touch of an engaging Program Assistant.
When the COVID-19 pandemic impacted our mode of teaching, we needed to work quickly to find new methods of community 
interaction. How could we take the live program successes and translate them effectively to a virtual platform?
There was a steep learning curve and plenty of roadblocks along the way. From getting staff connected to internet service to 
learning the intricacies of the Zoom platform, the entire Ohio EFNEP team worked diligently to break those barriers. Through 
extensive training and a relentless work ethic, we converted EFNEP into a fully virtual program in three months. We couldn’t have 
accomplished this without buy-in from all staff across the state. Program Assistants are now teaching via Live Zoom, creating 
Facebook Live sessions, YouTube videos and more.
Breakout session participants will learn the successes and issues we faced in adapting to a virtual platform. They will be given 
opportunities to share their own experiences and create solutions to the what-if situations faced in virtual programming.

Engaging youth to strengthen the health of their community: 
The Health Professions Affinity Community Program
During our session, attendees will learn about a youth development program and discuss how Family and Consumer Sciences 
educators can integrate this program into their practice. The Health Professions Affinity Community (HPAC) program empowers 
youth to identify local pressing health concerns, develop grassroots solutions to those concerns with local resources, mobilizes 
the community to enact those solutions, assesses the community health impact of the programs they invent, and encourages 
them to chare with their community what they did and what they learned in the process. Youth have held 5k runs, developed 
cooking classes, produced video-based public service announcements about depression and suicide, held whole-school assem-
blies and festivals about health topics, and more. HPAC project examples can be found The HPAC program is powered by our 
AmeriCorp Corps for Rural and Urban Success and Health (CRUSH). Corps members tend to be recent college graduates 
aspiring to enter graduate level training in the health professions. They unite with youth in HPAC to transform local approaches to 
community health and wellness.
The HPAC program was established nine years ago, has grown rapidly, and has been adopted by several universities in and 
outside Ohio. HPAC has clearly demonstrated the capacity to be scalable. HPAC currently engages over 1,700 youth, who in turn 
develop and deploy hundreds of community health projects serving an estimated 15,000 community members. The program has 
also successfully identified and supported a large number of students who have pursued and earned college degrees and been 
admitted to medical school. This growth and success has inspired many other Universities to adopt the HPAC and AmeriCorps 
models for community engagement. HPAC, today, represented one of the largest health-promotion pipeline programs in Ohio with 
the broadest reach.

Historical FCS Resilience in the Face of Change
Explore 85 years of Extension family and consumer sciences through three generations of educators in one family and see how 
our profession has helped our audiences become resilient in the face of challenge and change.
Throughout history in Extension family and consumer sciences, we have a lot to look back upon, and much to look forward to. 
This presentation will showcase the careers of three extension educators, spanning 1935-2020. We will explore the generational 
norms that may have influenced their decisions in balancing work and family. For the first time in history, five generations may be 
working side by side, each with different leadership, communication and career development styles. 
We will focus on the how the family and consumer sciences extension educator has responded to the needs within the communi-
ty. A study of subject matter, audiences, teaching methods, modes of communication, and responses to challenges of their day 
will highlight changes and similarities throughout our history.
This interactive workshop will engage learners using slide presentation, chat comments, polls, and breakout rooms. After attend-
ing this concurrent session, FCS professionals will increase awareness of:

• history of family and consumer sciences Extension profession
• the generations, why they are different and what motivates them
• how our profession responds to challenging times.

This program can be used not only as content for Extension programming, but also as background for understanding the popula-
tion and cultural differences in a mixed generation audience of learners, and as an approach for choosing appropriate teaching 
technology and strategies that will nurture lifelong learning.
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2:40 p.m., October 28, 2020, Breakout Session 1
MyChoice Food Pantries: Tools, Resources, and Virtual Tour
The MyChoice food pantry model aims to promote the health and food security of pantry clients by allowing them to choose items 
from each food group so they can provide a balanced diet for themselves and their families. MyChoice is designed to increase the 
interaction between food pantry volunteers, staff and clients, and to foster relationship building. In addition, staff and volunteers 
are trained to effectively engage with clients and promote nutrition within the pantry.

In this session, participants will learn about the MyChoice Toolkit and Scorecard to support pantries who wish to transition to 
MyChoice. The Toolkit offers step-by-step instructions to help food pantries transition to MyChoice. It also helps food pantry 
volunteers learn to be Voices for Food Ambassadors – trained champions for nutrition in their homes, food pantries, and 
communities. The MyChoice Pantry Scorecard serves to assess the baseline environment, progress and initiate goal setting 
when transitioning to MyChoice.

Session participants will practice using the scorecard within a virtual 360 degree food pantry and engage in several Ambassador 
training activities that relate to cultural competency and motivational interviewing.

Mental Health Needs for Aging Adults
The goal of our 30-minute presentation is to bring awareness of the mental health needs of the aging adult population. With this 
awareness, we hope to empower our fellow Educators to feel more comfortable working with older adults who experience mental 
health issues. The four most common mental illnesses, the signs and symptoms, and avenues to guide those in need to the 
resources available for treatment will be shared. With the onset of COVID-19, the National Center for Health Statistics, based on 
Pulse Survey data from May 5, 2020 (July 21, 2020), 18.6%, (20.1%) of adults over the age of 60, in the U.S. had symptoms of 
anxiety disorder,15.5%, (17.1%) had symptoms of depressive disorder, and 22.8%, (23.8%) had symptoms of one or both disor-
ders. For Ohioans, our rates are 32.8% anxiety disorder, 24.9% depressive disorder, and 37.1% symptoms of one or both as of 
July 21st. This indicates that awareness and support are vital to the overall health of our communities. Right now is the time to 
break the stigma on mental illness to help ourselves and our neighbors become more resilient during this time of change.

The presentation will use polling questions to engage participants and to highlight key points. A video will be shared to highlight 
how to start the conversation of mental health with friends and family. Lastly, we will break out into small groups to facilitate 
discussion on how we are currently raising awareness of mental illness. Participants will also brainstorm ways we can continue to 
shed light on mental health issues in our communities. Ideas for partnerships will be shared and community mental health 
resources will be provided.

Utilizing Somatic Awareness to Adapt, Change and Embrace Difficult Conversations
Have you ever found yourself in a difficult conversation and you notice your heart starts beating faster? You feel your throat 
constricting? Your face turns red? Tears begin to sting your eyes. These are all signs of a somatic response. Your body has its 
own form of knowledge and it senses uncomfortable and potentially unsafe territory. What can you do? One option is to avoid 
these conversations. But avoidance causes your body to store up unnecessary energy and prevents growth from taking place.

What if you had the ability to lengthen the time between stimulus and response? What if you could experience difficult conversa-
tions as learning opportunities? With somatic awareness, you can approach difficult conversations with a settled state of being.

Somatic awareness occurs when a person acknowledges their own self within their environment and identifies psychological, 
physiological, and social factors that promote healing and self-regulation. This skill can be utilized in all types of settings and is 
especially helpful in personal and professional pursuits that tend to focus on challenging and stressful topics. Educators will find 
this information particularly relevant when teaching about trauma, mindfulness, oppression, mental health, racism, and other 
difficult conversations.

By attending the interactive workshop, Extension professionals will understand somatic awareness, as well as gain shared 
language and practices to stay engaged through tense moments on a difficult topic. In addition, you will also leave with resources 
and techniques for practicing somatic awareness in your personal and professional lives.

Nearpod- Feel near when we are far apart
One challenge of online teaching is keeping participants engaged. Nearpod is a platform for teaching engagement that offers a 
level of free programming to increase engagement. There are many features including matching "memory" card games, interac-
tive drawing on screen, create slides or upload slides created in other platforms (like Power Point), and group message boards. 
During this workshop participants will experience several of these tools and also get a behind the scenes look at how to create 
them. Nearpod is a new way to change things up for an educator who is looking to move beyond Zoom. It takes time to learn new 
tools and platforms, but Nearpod is a fairly intuitive program without a lot of complicated options. The presenter has utilized 
Nearpod to teach an Onboarding session for new employees, a session for Healthy Finances In-Service, and during an Extension 
Advisory Committee meeting. Put another tool in your online teaching toolbox with Nearpod!

Cooking Online Matters
The Ross County Team will share how they converted their popular Cooking Matters series from an in-person class to online 
within a month. This group has completed four of these series in the last 5 months with adults of all ages, young families, and 
even those in addiction recovery.

During this Workshop, the team will use guided discussion to cover the Cooking Matters curriculum through: Nutrition, Food 
Budgeting, Food Safety, and Food Preparation. They will share how participant interaction is encouraged through the Zoom Chat 
function, Live discussion, and Weekly Homework in their online series. 

The Team will describe how Online Ross County participants receive a grocery gift cards for completing weekly assignments that 
they must email include “preparing a recipe, $10 grocery shopping cart, menu planning, food label comparison, and safer food 
preparation methods.” Extension staff have found that participants are actively engaged and are following through with more 
practice/exploration of Cooking Matters content than prior in-person series.

Evaluation of Ross County online Cooking Matters is conducted through mail and online Qualtrics surveys. Cooking Matters 
participants also receive Celebrate Your Plate incentives through the mail and pick up graduation incentives by drive-up at the 
conclusion of each series. During the Workshop Extension staff will brainstorm together additional ideas to evaluate classes or 
collect impacts to share with supervisors and funders. The Team has started offering Monthly Check In Classes for Online 
Cooking Matters Graduates. 100% of Online participants who start a series, have completed! 

Discussion of the assistance that Jenna Haaser, Extension Cooking Matters Coordinator, can provide will be included in this 
Workshop.

Join the Ross County Team to discuss how you can take your Cooking Matters series Online too!

Beyond Bias-Extension of the Keynote
This session will be an interactive extension of the keynote address from the morning, focusing on how to understand, challenge, 
and disrupt bias.

9:40 a.m., October 29, 2020, Breakout Session 2
SNAP-Ed Resilient: Models for Online Programs
This will be a workshop showcasing the different SNAP-Ed models of on-line learning that we piloted during the COVID-19 shift to 
teleworking. We will make this interactive by using Zoom's polling feature and Kahoot. Live on-line lessons, recorded lessons and 
hybrid model that included giveaways to participants will all be discussed. We will be sharing what worked, challenges and ways 
we would improve the classes. This was a multi-county collaboration which was made possible due to utilizing the virtual 
platforms. The lessons used multifaceted platforms including Zoom, Facebook, Kahoot and YouTube.

From Plant to Plate-Cross Programmatic Collaboration That Strengthens County Programming
Working across program areas can benefit both colleagues, and ultimately the clientele being served. The general topic of 
produce, or fresh fruits and vegetables, crosses the program areas of Family Consumer Sciences and Agriculture and Natural 
Resources. It is that topic that can bring together colleagues to enhance county programming.

From soil health to seed starting, and food safety to healthy eating, the interest in growing and eating locally produced food is on 
the rise. While some are coming to Extension for this information, others need to be exposed and encouraged.

Learn how we have developed a common topic, and determined the outreach plan to accomplish our goals including website 
resources, social media posts, and educational opportunities including a call-in show, virtual programming and additional educa-
tional pieces. We have included both our community nutrition programs and 4-H Youth Development when appropriate and 
applicable. We have also strengthened county partnerships and working relationships with additional agencies and organization 
as a result of the breadth and depth of research-based information. Those partners include: Girl Scouts, Family and Community 
Centers, Sustainability Commission, and Schools.

We have literally and figuratively planted seeds in our county, while leveraging statewide programming efforts like the Ohio 
Victory Garden Project in collaboration with the Ohio Department of Agriculture and OSU Extension earlier this year.

Can this packaging of cross programmatic efforts work for you? Learn more about our successes and challenges, and how you 
could incorporate or plug-in what has evolved as we have worked together in your own county with your own team.

FCS Resilient: Adapting, Changing, and Embracing Our Diversity
2020 has been a historic year. This year has challenged us to reflect on issues related to inequality, social justice, racism, and 
oppression. We are looking for ways to be more accepting and understanding friends, colleagues, role models, educators, and 
neighbors.

While diversity, equity, and inclusion have always been important issues, 2020 has highlighted the need for us to be better at 
adapting, changing, and embracing our differences and the diversity in our lives. 

In this interactive workshop, we will create a brave and inclusive space to talk about differences and diversity. We will explore 
these five important questions:

1. What differences should we talk about?
2. Why should we talk about differences?
3. How should we talk about differences?
4. When should we talk about differences?
5. Who should talk about differences?

The conversation and answers to these questions will include social science research, social justice techniques, and an anti-bias 
educational framework. We will share and honor personal and professional experiences, as well as renew our commitment to the 
Principles of Community developed by the College of Food, Agricultural, and Environmental Sciences. We will talk about diversity 
in an inclusive and accepting way, acknowledging that we are all on this journey together, and we are all at different points on our 
journey.

At the end of this workshop, we will be better equipped to think about our differences and the differences around us. And together, 
we will gain new skills so we can embrace the diversity in our personal and professional lives.

Black Lives Matter to FCS
In April, Columbus Public Health opened the Center for Public Health Innovation to recognize racism as a social determinant of 
health. The mission of the center is to reduce health disparities, increase life expectancy and improve quality of life for Columbus 
residents.

In May, Franklin County declared racism a public health crisis, in part to recognize the striking health disparities associated with 
COVID-19. In Franklin County, while Black residents make up 23% of the population, they are hospitalized at twice the rate of 
other demographic groups. Additionally, preliminary data suggests that Black residents with COVID-19 are dying at a dispropor-
tionately higher rate from the disease.

On June 1, following the killing of George Floyd and amid protests, street closings and a city-wide curfew, the City of Columbus 
joined Franklin County to declare racism a public health crisis.

What does all of this mean for FCS? As public health professionals, we cannot simply ignore the declared crisis in central Ohio 
and the undeclared crisis impacting the rest of the state. In this facilitate dialogue session, we will use the Just in Time Equity 
Dialogue Guides developed by the 4-H Program Leaders Working Group to explore questions such as Why the emphasis on 
Black Lives Matter? and is it racist to say all lives matter? Additionally, in the context of a brave space set up for group discussion 
and reflection, we will explore how and why to strive toward anti-racism in our work as FCS professionals.

Building Families Strengths by Supporting and Embracing Family Engagement in 
Our Changing World
Do you ever feel frustrated trying to get your families involved? It is hard trying to meet families were there at to adapting to a 
world of change with embracing hope for the future of their children.

This session will explore your individual biases and beliefs about families to help teachers/educators, child care and family 
providers in meeting the needs of today’s changing world and how to adapt and embrace families.

We will explore how these biases can impact your success in engaging families. Through conversation and interaction, partici-
pants will examine barriers that families experience and how to remove them for successful family engagement.

 Attendees will also explore funds of knowledge, identify strategies for effective communication and meetings, identify the social 
connections that families need from programs, and investigate elements. By ensuring families are receiving consistent communi-
cation, necessary supports for at-home learning and connections to key community partners, schools and districts can best 
support families’ unique needs of schools.

FCS Resilient: Adapt, Change, and Embrace

• Examine and discuss strategies that increase family involvement.
• Participants will examine their own beliefs and biases about families and articulate how their prejudices may create 

barriers in working with families.
• Identify ways for programs to implement strategies to increase the capacity for family engagement.

10:40 a.m., October 29, 2020, Breakout Session 3
Resilience: It Helps to Share Experiences
Seniors have been asked to visit grocery stores at times when other shoppers are not present. So no one sees them struggle with 
new requirements beyond mask wearing, like following the arrows, standing on the x. Some seniors were struggling to grocery 
shop prior to COVID19, but the added restrictions have brought new anxieties. When experiences are shared as stories we can 
learn from them. Our seniors will share their new cooking challenges when brands or items are not available. The challenges of 
getting proper nutrition and adequate diet during these uncertain times. And equally important, the sadness of not being able to 
dine with friends. We will take chat questions and we will share examples of overcoming roadblocks during this session.

PAX Tools
Families often struggle to find a healthy balance between work and home life but now more than ever parents are seeking support 
in blending home, school and work responsibilities with peace, productivity, health and happiness. PAX Tools is a collection of 
evidence-based, trauma-informed strategies to improve cooperation and self-regulation with youth. PAX Tools draws on decades 
of science to create strategies that support parents, youth workers, and other caring adults to create a nurturing environment that 
ultimately helps kids thrive!

In this session, participants will learn:

1. Participants will identify how to teach behavior as a skill-set resulting in youth self-regulation.
2. Participants will be able to describe nine evidence-based Tools and how they overlay with the ten evidence-based 

Kernels and Cues from PAX GBG. (GBG = good behavior game)
3. Participants will be able to determine how PAX GBG and PAX Tools support one another as a community-wide, environ-

mental prevention strategy

Participants will leave the session with realistic, hands-on strategies for strengthening communication and relationships with 
youth.

Going Virtual - Real Money. Real World.
Real Money Real World is an interactive, statewide youth financial literacy program. In the past year, the Real Money Real World 
program has undergone a large, and much anticipated branding and content update. But, because of the pandemic - the produc-
tion of this update has come to an unfortunate halt. In an effort to embrace these uncertain times, and adapt our approach to 
youth financial literacy, a small team has been working to translate this highly anticipated update into an online learning platform.
We will invite our participants to learn more about the updates they're looking forward to, but also introduce them to what this 
experience will look like played out in an online learning environment. We know this is a lot to consider, because these are big 
changes for such a tried and true program, but we will encourage those in attendance to embrace the changes in front of us, and 
hope that they will look forward to FCS, financial outreach, and youth-focused programming adapting to the changing times.
The presentation will be interactive, in that we will give our participants a chance to experience what this program will look like 
virtually, and encourage their active participation throughout. We know there will be some questions about the changes we're 
presenting, so we will also welcome any questions as an opportunity to discuss ways we can all pivot to embrace change.

Creative Ways to Maintain a Strong Body and Mind During a Pandemic: 
A Physical and Mental Health Approach
What does a bucket of water, your pet, a baby, a pig, and a computer have in common? They are all tools that can enhance 
physical and mental health during a pandemic. It is no secret that the Covid-19 pandemic has changed lives in many ways. The 
way that we work, learn, and go about our everyday lives has drastically transformed in just a few short months. These changes 
are taking a toll on our bodies and mind whether we see it or not. People who once went to the gym to exercise or participated in 
recreational sports leagues have had to resort to other activities at home, or none at all. Also, spending time with family and 
friends at a restaurant or at your favorite MLB stadium has been deemed unsafe. With so many new restrictions and uncertainties 
it is no wonder a need for new approaches to physical and mental health are needed which includes everyday household items.
In this presentation myself, as well as four other HHS Extension Educators in northeast Indiana, will discuss new and creative 
ways people can meet physical health recommendations and work on maintaining a state of positive mental health through these 
uncertain times utilizing common (and sometimes unconventional) items/family members/pets at their homes. We will also talk 
about how technology can help us in our efforts to reach out to the community and can strengthen programming efforts moving 
forward. There will be demonstrations from the team and discussions of programs we have implemented focusing on mental and 
physical health during the pandemic. We will encourage participants to have a discussion on what these new norms of physical 
and mental health will look like in the future and what might hinder or enhance efforts.

5

COVID and Food Waste
Perhaps no phenomenon has so quickly and radically altered the household food landscape and daily food patterns as the onset 
of the COVID-19 pandemic. In this session we contemplate the immediate and longer-term implications of this public health crisis 
on the amount of food wasted by consumers by sharing data collected from more than 500 Americans during the summer of 2020 
about changes to their food and home experiences related to COVID. Participants will be asked to answer some of the same 
questions posed to the national survey sample and we will compare how session participants’ experiences compare and contrast 
with those who were surveyed during July. We will discuss the implications of the results for food waste patterns and levels and 
recommend several steps to reduce waste as the pandemic unfolds.

1:30 p.m., October 29, 2020, Breakout Session 4
Leading Down the Garden Path: Translating Leadership Research into School Garden Success
“Great moments are born from great opportunity” Herb Brooks, US 1980 Olympic Hockey Coach Educators are facing unprece-
dented challenges in the Covid-19 environment. As Coach Brooks stated to his hockey players as they faced the favored Soviet 
team, difficult challenges can present great opportunities. School garden activities have been shown to promote healthy behaviors 
and improve student’s academic achievement. Now is an exciting time for school gardens to emerge as outdoor classroom 
opportunities for innovative curriculum integration. How do we best support school garden coordinators to adapt and engage with 
the changing educational scenery? As part of the Growing Teachers Throughout the Seasons project, OSU College of Public 
Health, OSU Extension and Columbus City Schools collaborated to examine the leadership traits of the school garden coordina-
tors. Path Goal Theory, that focuses on the idea that leadership traits can be enhanced and developed, rather than the idea that 
one must be a born leader, was applied to this project. This approach is good news for all of us who are thrown into uncomfortable 
and new leadership situations. Learning objectives Participants in this session will: 

• Define the four elements of path goal leadership. 
• Identify leadership traits found in current school garden coordinators and how the traits are associated with garden 

engagement.
• List ways to support school gardeners in their communities based on identified leadership traits. Interactive opportunities:

Participants in this session will: 

• Take a personal leadership inventory. 
• Review and interpret their Path Goal Leadership Inventory traits. 
• Engage in group discussion to contrast the research study findings with their individual results. 
• Brainstorm application opportunities. 

This session will be applicable to nutrition educators, school gardeners and anyone fostering leadership in their community. There 
is always room for everyone to grow, adapt, change, and embrace more effective leadership strategies.

Making Powerful Impacts with a New Family Ecological Framework
Ecological principles originally proposed by Bronfenbrenner (1979) provide a framework for understanding how the internal 
dynamics of family life can enhance or detract from human and family development. They also apply to educational interventions 
and act as a framework to help practitioners focus on impactful content and effective evaluation. The family ecological framework 
presented in this session resemble change concepts common in public health and other community interventions (e.g., PSE) but 
refocus educators on family-level dynamics and behaviors. This new framework can strengthen family educational programs by 
helping families make sustained behavior changes for healthier living in relation to overall health and wellness, relationships, 
finances, and family decision-making. Although the framework was only recently configured, it is grounded in ancient ecological 
principles and is comprised of four concepts, namely, family rules, family relationships, the home, and values. This interactive 
session will share the new framework for conceptualizing behavior change in the family context and share practical ways to apply 
its change concepts to family and consumer sciences programs. Workshop session participants will be introduced to an energetic, 
lovable, Ohio family and will work in small groups to determine how the four concepts apply to different situations for this family 
and then share with the larger group. This activity will spark ideas for additional ways to apply this framework to work on various 
topics with families across the state.

GOING VIRTUAL: EFNEP’s journey in the wake of COVID-19
Ohio EFNEP has successfully reached its limited-income audiences through in-person activities for more than 50 years. Typical 
classes included interactive discussions, preparing simple recipes together, and participating in cardio exercise routines. All these 
activities required the personal touch of an engaging Program Assistant.
When the COVID-19 pandemic impacted our mode of teaching, we needed to work quickly to find new methods of community 
interaction. How could we take the live program successes and translate them effectively to a virtual platform?
There was a steep learning curve and plenty of roadblocks along the way. From getting staff connected to internet service to 
learning the intricacies of the Zoom platform, the entire Ohio EFNEP team worked diligently to break those barriers. Through 
extensive training and a relentless work ethic, we converted EFNEP into a fully virtual program in three months. We couldn’t have 
accomplished this without buy-in from all staff across the state. Program Assistants are now teaching via Live Zoom, creating 
Facebook Live sessions, YouTube videos and more.
Breakout session participants will learn the successes and issues we faced in adapting to a virtual platform. They will be given 
opportunities to share their own experiences and create solutions to the what-if situations faced in virtual programming.

Engaging youth to strengthen the health of their community: 
The Health Professions Affinity Community Program
During our session, attendees will learn about a youth development program and discuss how Family and Consumer Sciences 
educators can integrate this program into their practice. The Health Professions Affinity Community (HPAC) program empowers 
youth to identify local pressing health concerns, develop grassroots solutions to those concerns with local resources, mobilizes 
the community to enact those solutions, assesses the community health impact of the programs they invent, and encourages 
them to chare with their community what they did and what they learned in the process. Youth have held 5k runs, developed 
cooking classes, produced video-based public service announcements about depression and suicide, held whole-school assem-
blies and festivals about health topics, and more. HPAC project examples can be found The HPAC program is powered by our 
AmeriCorp Corps for Rural and Urban Success and Health (CRUSH). Corps members tend to be recent college graduates 
aspiring to enter graduate level training in the health professions. They unite with youth in HPAC to transform local approaches to 
community health and wellness.
The HPAC program was established nine years ago, has grown rapidly, and has been adopted by several universities in and 
outside Ohio. HPAC has clearly demonstrated the capacity to be scalable. HPAC currently engages over 1,700 youth, who in turn 
develop and deploy hundreds of community health projects serving an estimated 15,000 community members. The program has 
also successfully identified and supported a large number of students who have pursued and earned college degrees and been 
admitted to medical school. This growth and success has inspired many other Universities to adopt the HPAC and AmeriCorps 
models for community engagement. HPAC, today, represented one of the largest health-promotion pipeline programs in Ohio with 
the broadest reach.

Historical FCS Resilience in the Face of Change
Explore 85 years of Extension family and consumer sciences through three generations of educators in one family and see how 
our profession has helped our audiences become resilient in the face of challenge and change.
Throughout history in Extension family and consumer sciences, we have a lot to look back upon, and much to look forward to. 
This presentation will showcase the careers of three extension educators, spanning 1935-2020. We will explore the generational 
norms that may have influenced their decisions in balancing work and family. For the first time in history, five generations may be 
working side by side, each with different leadership, communication and career development styles. 
We will focus on the how the family and consumer sciences extension educator has responded to the needs within the communi-
ty. A study of subject matter, audiences, teaching methods, modes of communication, and responses to challenges of their day 
will highlight changes and similarities throughout our history.
This interactive workshop will engage learners using slide presentation, chat comments, polls, and breakout rooms. After attend-
ing this concurrent session, FCS professionals will increase awareness of:

• history of family and consumer sciences Extension profession
• the generations, why they are different and what motivates them
• how our profession responds to challenging times.

This program can be used not only as content for Extension programming, but also as background for understanding the popula-
tion and cultural differences in a mixed generation audience of learners, and as an approach for choosing appropriate teaching 
technology and strategies that will nurture lifelong learning.
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2:40 p.m., October 28, 2020, Breakout Session 1
MyChoice Food Pantries: Tools, Resources, and Virtual Tour
The MyChoice food pantry model aims to promote the health and food security of pantry clients by allowing them to choose items 
from each food group so they can provide a balanced diet for themselves and their families. MyChoice is designed to increase the 
interaction between food pantry volunteers, staff and clients, and to foster relationship building. In addition, staff and volunteers 
are trained to effectively engage with clients and promote nutrition within the pantry.

In this session, participants will learn about the MyChoice Toolkit and Scorecard to support pantries who wish to transition to 
MyChoice. The Toolkit offers step-by-step instructions to help food pantries transition to MyChoice. It also helps food pantry 
volunteers learn to be Voices for Food Ambassadors – trained champions for nutrition in their homes, food pantries, and 
communities. The MyChoice Pantry Scorecard serves to assess the baseline environment, progress and initiate goal setting 
when transitioning to MyChoice.

Session participants will practice using the scorecard within a virtual 360 degree food pantry and engage in several Ambassador 
training activities that relate to cultural competency and motivational interviewing.

Mental Health Needs for Aging Adults
The goal of our 30-minute presentation is to bring awareness of the mental health needs of the aging adult population. With this 
awareness, we hope to empower our fellow Educators to feel more comfortable working with older adults who experience mental 
health issues. The four most common mental illnesses, the signs and symptoms, and avenues to guide those in need to the 
resources available for treatment will be shared. With the onset of COVID-19, the National Center for Health Statistics, based on 
Pulse Survey data from May 5, 2020 (July 21, 2020), 18.6%, (20.1%) of adults over the age of 60, in the U.S. had symptoms of 
anxiety disorder,15.5%, (17.1%) had symptoms of depressive disorder, and 22.8%, (23.8%) had symptoms of one or both disor-
ders. For Ohioans, our rates are 32.8% anxiety disorder, 24.9% depressive disorder, and 37.1% symptoms of one or both as of 
July 21st. This indicates that awareness and support are vital to the overall health of our communities. Right now is the time to 
break the stigma on mental illness to help ourselves and our neighbors become more resilient during this time of change.

The presentation will use polling questions to engage participants and to highlight key points. A video will be shared to highlight 
how to start the conversation of mental health with friends and family. Lastly, we will break out into small groups to facilitate 
discussion on how we are currently raising awareness of mental illness. Participants will also brainstorm ways we can continue to 
shed light on mental health issues in our communities. Ideas for partnerships will be shared and community mental health 
resources will be provided.

Utilizing Somatic Awareness to Adapt, Change and Embrace Difficult Conversations
Have you ever found yourself in a difficult conversation and you notice your heart starts beating faster? You feel your throat 
constricting? Your face turns red? Tears begin to sting your eyes. These are all signs of a somatic response. Your body has its 
own form of knowledge and it senses uncomfortable and potentially unsafe territory. What can you do? One option is to avoid 
these conversations. But avoidance causes your body to store up unnecessary energy and prevents growth from taking place.

What if you had the ability to lengthen the time between stimulus and response? What if you could experience difficult conversa-
tions as learning opportunities? With somatic awareness, you can approach difficult conversations with a settled state of being.

Somatic awareness occurs when a person acknowledges their own self within their environment and identifies psychological, 
physiological, and social factors that promote healing and self-regulation. This skill can be utilized in all types of settings and is 
especially helpful in personal and professional pursuits that tend to focus on challenging and stressful topics. Educators will find 
this information particularly relevant when teaching about trauma, mindfulness, oppression, mental health, racism, and other 
difficult conversations.

By attending the interactive workshop, Extension professionals will understand somatic awareness, as well as gain shared 
language and practices to stay engaged through tense moments on a difficult topic. In addition, you will also leave with resources 
and techniques for practicing somatic awareness in your personal and professional lives.

Nearpod- Feel near when we are far apart
One challenge of online teaching is keeping participants engaged. Nearpod is a platform for teaching engagement that offers a 
level of free programming to increase engagement. There are many features including matching "memory" card games, interac-
tive drawing on screen, create slides or upload slides created in other platforms (like Power Point), and group message boards. 
During this workshop participants will experience several of these tools and also get a behind the scenes look at how to create 
them. Nearpod is a new way to change things up for an educator who is looking to move beyond Zoom. It takes time to learn new 
tools and platforms, but Nearpod is a fairly intuitive program without a lot of complicated options. The presenter has utilized 
Nearpod to teach an Onboarding session for new employees, a session for Healthy Finances In-Service, and during an Extension 
Advisory Committee meeting. Put another tool in your online teaching toolbox with Nearpod!

Cooking Online Matters
The Ross County Team will share how they converted their popular Cooking Matters series from an in-person class to online 
within a month. This group has completed four of these series in the last 5 months with adults of all ages, young families, and 
even those in addiction recovery.

During this Workshop, the team will use guided discussion to cover the Cooking Matters curriculum through: Nutrition, Food 
Budgeting, Food Safety, and Food Preparation. They will share how participant interaction is encouraged through the Zoom Chat 
function, Live discussion, and Weekly Homework in their online series. 

The Team will describe how Online Ross County participants receive a grocery gift cards for completing weekly assignments that 
they must email include “preparing a recipe, $10 grocery shopping cart, menu planning, food label comparison, and safer food 
preparation methods.” Extension staff have found that participants are actively engaged and are following through with more 
practice/exploration of Cooking Matters content than prior in-person series.

Evaluation of Ross County online Cooking Matters is conducted through mail and online Qualtrics surveys. Cooking Matters 
participants also receive Celebrate Your Plate incentives through the mail and pick up graduation incentives by drive-up at the 
conclusion of each series. During the Workshop Extension staff will brainstorm together additional ideas to evaluate classes or 
collect impacts to share with supervisors and funders. The Team has started offering Monthly Check In Classes for Online 
Cooking Matters Graduates. 100% of Online participants who start a series, have completed! 

Discussion of the assistance that Jenna Haaser, Extension Cooking Matters Coordinator, can provide will be included in this 
Workshop.

Join the Ross County Team to discuss how you can take your Cooking Matters series Online too!

Beyond Bias-Extension of the Keynote
This session will be an interactive extension of the keynote address from the morning, focusing on how to understand, challenge, 
and disrupt bias.

9:40 a.m., October 29, 2020, Breakout Session 2
SNAP-Ed Resilient: Models for Online Programs
This will be a workshop showcasing the different SNAP-Ed models of on-line learning that we piloted during the COVID-19 shift to 
teleworking. We will make this interactive by using Zoom's polling feature and Kahoot. Live on-line lessons, recorded lessons and 
hybrid model that included giveaways to participants will all be discussed. We will be sharing what worked, challenges and ways 
we would improve the classes. This was a multi-county collaboration which was made possible due to utilizing the virtual 
platforms. The lessons used multifaceted platforms including Zoom, Facebook, Kahoot and YouTube.

From Plant to Plate-Cross Programmatic Collaboration That Strengthens County Programming
Working across program areas can benefit both colleagues, and ultimately the clientele being served. The general topic of 
produce, or fresh fruits and vegetables, crosses the program areas of Family Consumer Sciences and Agriculture and Natural 
Resources. It is that topic that can bring together colleagues to enhance county programming.

From soil health to seed starting, and food safety to healthy eating, the interest in growing and eating locally produced food is on 
the rise. While some are coming to Extension for this information, others need to be exposed and encouraged.

Learn how we have developed a common topic, and determined the outreach plan to accomplish our goals including website 
resources, social media posts, and educational opportunities including a call-in show, virtual programming and additional educa-
tional pieces. We have included both our community nutrition programs and 4-H Youth Development when appropriate and 
applicable. We have also strengthened county partnerships and working relationships with additional agencies and organization 
as a result of the breadth and depth of research-based information. Those partners include: Girl Scouts, Family and Community 
Centers, Sustainability Commission, and Schools.

We have literally and figuratively planted seeds in our county, while leveraging statewide programming efforts like the Ohio 
Victory Garden Project in collaboration with the Ohio Department of Agriculture and OSU Extension earlier this year.

Can this packaging of cross programmatic efforts work for you? Learn more about our successes and challenges, and how you 
could incorporate or plug-in what has evolved as we have worked together in your own county with your own team.

FCS Resilient: Adapting, Changing, and Embracing Our Diversity
2020 has been a historic year. This year has challenged us to reflect on issues related to inequality, social justice, racism, and 
oppression. We are looking for ways to be more accepting and understanding friends, colleagues, role models, educators, and 
neighbors.

While diversity, equity, and inclusion have always been important issues, 2020 has highlighted the need for us to be better at 
adapting, changing, and embracing our differences and the diversity in our lives. 

In this interactive workshop, we will create a brave and inclusive space to talk about differences and diversity. We will explore 
these five important questions:

1. What differences should we talk about?
2. Why should we talk about differences?
3. How should we talk about differences?
4. When should we talk about differences?
5. Who should talk about differences?

The conversation and answers to these questions will include social science research, social justice techniques, and an anti-bias 
educational framework. We will share and honor personal and professional experiences, as well as renew our commitment to the 
Principles of Community developed by the College of Food, Agricultural, and Environmental Sciences. We will talk about diversity 
in an inclusive and accepting way, acknowledging that we are all on this journey together, and we are all at different points on our 
journey.

At the end of this workshop, we will be better equipped to think about our differences and the differences around us. And together, 
we will gain new skills so we can embrace the diversity in our personal and professional lives.

Black Lives Matter to FCS
In April, Columbus Public Health opened the Center for Public Health Innovation to recognize racism as a social determinant of 
health. The mission of the center is to reduce health disparities, increase life expectancy and improve quality of life for Columbus 
residents.

In May, Franklin County declared racism a public health crisis, in part to recognize the striking health disparities associated with 
COVID-19. In Franklin County, while Black residents make up 23% of the population, they are hospitalized at twice the rate of 
other demographic groups. Additionally, preliminary data suggests that Black residents with COVID-19 are dying at a dispropor-
tionately higher rate from the disease.

On June 1, following the killing of George Floyd and amid protests, street closings and a city-wide curfew, the City of Columbus 
joined Franklin County to declare racism a public health crisis.

What does all of this mean for FCS? As public health professionals, we cannot simply ignore the declared crisis in central Ohio 
and the undeclared crisis impacting the rest of the state. In this facilitate dialogue session, we will use the Just in Time Equity 
Dialogue Guides developed by the 4-H Program Leaders Working Group to explore questions such as Why the emphasis on 
Black Lives Matter? and is it racist to say all lives matter? Additionally, in the context of a brave space set up for group discussion 
and reflection, we will explore how and why to strive toward anti-racism in our work as FCS professionals.

Building Families Strengths by Supporting and Embracing Family Engagement in 
Our Changing World
Do you ever feel frustrated trying to get your families involved? It is hard trying to meet families were there at to adapting to a 
world of change with embracing hope for the future of their children.

This session will explore your individual biases and beliefs about families to help teachers/educators, child care and family 
providers in meeting the needs of today’s changing world and how to adapt and embrace families.

We will explore how these biases can impact your success in engaging families. Through conversation and interaction, partici-
pants will examine barriers that families experience and how to remove them for successful family engagement.

 Attendees will also explore funds of knowledge, identify strategies for effective communication and meetings, identify the social 
connections that families need from programs, and investigate elements. By ensuring families are receiving consistent communi-
cation, necessary supports for at-home learning and connections to key community partners, schools and districts can best 
support families’ unique needs of schools.

FCS Resilient: Adapt, Change, and Embrace

• Examine and discuss strategies that increase family involvement.
• Participants will examine their own beliefs and biases about families and articulate how their prejudices may create 

barriers in working with families.
• Identify ways for programs to implement strategies to increase the capacity for family engagement.

10:40 a.m., October 29, 2020, Breakout Session 3
Resilience: It Helps to Share Experiences
Seniors have been asked to visit grocery stores at times when other shoppers are not present. So no one sees them struggle with 
new requirements beyond mask wearing, like following the arrows, standing on the x. Some seniors were struggling to grocery 
shop prior to COVID19, but the added restrictions have brought new anxieties. When experiences are shared as stories we can 
learn from them. Our seniors will share their new cooking challenges when brands or items are not available. The challenges of 
getting proper nutrition and adequate diet during these uncertain times. And equally important, the sadness of not being able to 
dine with friends. We will take chat questions and we will share examples of overcoming roadblocks during this session.

PAX Tools
Families often struggle to find a healthy balance between work and home life but now more than ever parents are seeking support 
in blending home, school and work responsibilities with peace, productivity, health and happiness. PAX Tools is a collection of 
evidence-based, trauma-informed strategies to improve cooperation and self-regulation with youth. PAX Tools draws on decades 
of science to create strategies that support parents, youth workers, and other caring adults to create a nurturing environment that 
ultimately helps kids thrive!

In this session, participants will learn:

1. Participants will identify how to teach behavior as a skill-set resulting in youth self-regulation.
2. Participants will be able to describe nine evidence-based Tools and how they overlay with the ten evidence-based 

Kernels and Cues from PAX GBG. (GBG = good behavior game)
3. Participants will be able to determine how PAX GBG and PAX Tools support one another as a community-wide, environ-

mental prevention strategy

Participants will leave the session with realistic, hands-on strategies for strengthening communication and relationships with 
youth.

Going Virtual - Real Money. Real World.
Real Money Real World is an interactive, statewide youth financial literacy program. In the past year, the Real Money Real World 
program has undergone a large, and much anticipated branding and content update. But, because of the pandemic - the produc-
tion of this update has come to an unfortunate halt. In an effort to embrace these uncertain times, and adapt our approach to 
youth financial literacy, a small team has been working to translate this highly anticipated update into an online learning platform.
We will invite our participants to learn more about the updates they're looking forward to, but also introduce them to what this 
experience will look like played out in an online learning environment. We know this is a lot to consider, because these are big 
changes for such a tried and true program, but we will encourage those in attendance to embrace the changes in front of us, and 
hope that they will look forward to FCS, financial outreach, and youth-focused programming adapting to the changing times.
The presentation will be interactive, in that we will give our participants a chance to experience what this program will look like 
virtually, and encourage their active participation throughout. We know there will be some questions about the changes we're 
presenting, so we will also welcome any questions as an opportunity to discuss ways we can all pivot to embrace change.

Creative Ways to Maintain a Strong Body and Mind During a Pandemic: 
A Physical and Mental Health Approach
What does a bucket of water, your pet, a baby, a pig, and a computer have in common? They are all tools that can enhance 
physical and mental health during a pandemic. It is no secret that the Covid-19 pandemic has changed lives in many ways. The 
way that we work, learn, and go about our everyday lives has drastically transformed in just a few short months. These changes 
are taking a toll on our bodies and mind whether we see it or not. People who once went to the gym to exercise or participated in 
recreational sports leagues have had to resort to other activities at home, or none at all. Also, spending time with family and 
friends at a restaurant or at your favorite MLB stadium has been deemed unsafe. With so many new restrictions and uncertainties 
it is no wonder a need for new approaches to physical and mental health are needed which includes everyday household items.
In this presentation myself, as well as four other HHS Extension Educators in northeast Indiana, will discuss new and creative 
ways people can meet physical health recommendations and work on maintaining a state of positive mental health through these 
uncertain times utilizing common (and sometimes unconventional) items/family members/pets at their homes. We will also talk 
about how technology can help us in our efforts to reach out to the community and can strengthen programming efforts moving 
forward. There will be demonstrations from the team and discussions of programs we have implemented focusing on mental and 
physical health during the pandemic. We will encourage participants to have a discussion on what these new norms of physical 
and mental health will look like in the future and what might hinder or enhance efforts.
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COVID and Food Waste
Perhaps no phenomenon has so quickly and radically altered the household food landscape and daily food patterns as the onset 
of the COVID-19 pandemic. In this session we contemplate the immediate and longer-term implications of this public health crisis 
on the amount of food wasted by consumers by sharing data collected from more than 500 Americans during the summer of 2020 
about changes to their food and home experiences related to COVID. Participants will be asked to answer some of the same 
questions posed to the national survey sample and we will compare how session participants’ experiences compare and contrast 
with those who were surveyed during July. We will discuss the implications of the results for food waste patterns and levels and 
recommend several steps to reduce waste as the pandemic unfolds.

1:30 p.m., October 29, 2020, Breakout Session 4
Leading Down the Garden Path: Translating Leadership Research into School Garden Success
“Great moments are born from great opportunity” Herb Brooks, US 1980 Olympic Hockey Coach Educators are facing unprece-
dented challenges in the Covid-19 environment. As Coach Brooks stated to his hockey players as they faced the favored Soviet 
team, difficult challenges can present great opportunities. School garden activities have been shown to promote healthy behaviors 
and improve student’s academic achievement. Now is an exciting time for school gardens to emerge as outdoor classroom 
opportunities for innovative curriculum integration. How do we best support school garden coordinators to adapt and engage with 
the changing educational scenery? As part of the Growing Teachers Throughout the Seasons project, OSU College of Public 
Health, OSU Extension and Columbus City Schools collaborated to examine the leadership traits of the school garden coordina-
tors. Path Goal Theory, that focuses on the idea that leadership traits can be enhanced and developed, rather than the idea that 
one must be a born leader, was applied to this project. This approach is good news for all of us who are thrown into uncomfortable 
and new leadership situations. Learning objectives Participants in this session will: 

• Define the four elements of path goal leadership. 
• Identify leadership traits found in current school garden coordinators and how the traits are associated with garden 

engagement.
• List ways to support school gardeners in their communities based on identified leadership traits. Interactive opportunities:

Participants in this session will: 

• Take a personal leadership inventory. 
• Review and interpret their Path Goal Leadership Inventory traits. 
• Engage in group discussion to contrast the research study findings with their individual results. 
• Brainstorm application opportunities. 

This session will be applicable to nutrition educators, school gardeners and anyone fostering leadership in their community. There 
is always room for everyone to grow, adapt, change, and embrace more effective leadership strategies.

Making Powerful Impacts with a New Family Ecological Framework
Ecological principles originally proposed by Bronfenbrenner (1979) provide a framework for understanding how the internal 
dynamics of family life can enhance or detract from human and family development. They also apply to educational interventions 
and act as a framework to help practitioners focus on impactful content and effective evaluation. The family ecological framework 
presented in this session resemble change concepts common in public health and other community interventions (e.g., PSE) but 
refocus educators on family-level dynamics and behaviors. This new framework can strengthen family educational programs by 
helping families make sustained behavior changes for healthier living in relation to overall health and wellness, relationships, 
finances, and family decision-making. Although the framework was only recently configured, it is grounded in ancient ecological 
principles and is comprised of four concepts, namely, family rules, family relationships, the home, and values. This interactive 
session will share the new framework for conceptualizing behavior change in the family context and share practical ways to apply 
its change concepts to family and consumer sciences programs. Workshop session participants will be introduced to an energetic, 
lovable, Ohio family and will work in small groups to determine how the four concepts apply to different situations for this family 
and then share with the larger group. This activity will spark ideas for additional ways to apply this framework to work on various 
topics with families across the state.

GOING VIRTUAL: EFNEP’s journey in the wake of COVID-19
Ohio EFNEP has successfully reached its limited-income audiences through in-person activities for more than 50 years. Typical 
classes included interactive discussions, preparing simple recipes together, and participating in cardio exercise routines. All these 
activities required the personal touch of an engaging Program Assistant.
When the COVID-19 pandemic impacted our mode of teaching, we needed to work quickly to find new methods of community 
interaction. How could we take the live program successes and translate them effectively to a virtual platform?
There was a steep learning curve and plenty of roadblocks along the way. From getting staff connected to internet service to 
learning the intricacies of the Zoom platform, the entire Ohio EFNEP team worked diligently to break those barriers. Through 
extensive training and a relentless work ethic, we converted EFNEP into a fully virtual program in three months. We couldn’t have 
accomplished this without buy-in from all staff across the state. Program Assistants are now teaching via Live Zoom, creating 
Facebook Live sessions, YouTube videos and more.
Breakout session participants will learn the successes and issues we faced in adapting to a virtual platform. They will be given 
opportunities to share their own experiences and create solutions to the what-if situations faced in virtual programming.

Engaging youth to strengthen the health of their community: 
The Health Professions Affinity Community Program
During our session, attendees will learn about a youth development program and discuss how Family and Consumer Sciences 
educators can integrate this program into their practice. The Health Professions Affinity Community (HPAC) program empowers 
youth to identify local pressing health concerns, develop grassroots solutions to those concerns with local resources, mobilizes 
the community to enact those solutions, assesses the community health impact of the programs they invent, and encourages 
them to chare with their community what they did and what they learned in the process. Youth have held 5k runs, developed 
cooking classes, produced video-based public service announcements about depression and suicide, held whole-school assem-
blies and festivals about health topics, and more. HPAC project examples can be found The HPAC program is powered by our 
AmeriCorp Corps for Rural and Urban Success and Health (CRUSH). Corps members tend to be recent college graduates 
aspiring to enter graduate level training in the health professions. They unite with youth in HPAC to transform local approaches to 
community health and wellness.
The HPAC program was established nine years ago, has grown rapidly, and has been adopted by several universities in and 
outside Ohio. HPAC has clearly demonstrated the capacity to be scalable. HPAC currently engages over 1,700 youth, who in turn 
develop and deploy hundreds of community health projects serving an estimated 15,000 community members. The program has 
also successfully identified and supported a large number of students who have pursued and earned college degrees and been 
admitted to medical school. This growth and success has inspired many other Universities to adopt the HPAC and AmeriCorps 
models for community engagement. HPAC, today, represented one of the largest health-promotion pipeline programs in Ohio with 
the broadest reach.

Historical FCS Resilience in the Face of Change
Explore 85 years of Extension family and consumer sciences through three generations of educators in one family and see how 
our profession has helped our audiences become resilient in the face of challenge and change.
Throughout history in Extension family and consumer sciences, we have a lot to look back upon, and much to look forward to. 
This presentation will showcase the careers of three extension educators, spanning 1935-2020. We will explore the generational 
norms that may have influenced their decisions in balancing work and family. For the first time in history, five generations may be 
working side by side, each with different leadership, communication and career development styles. 
We will focus on the how the family and consumer sciences extension educator has responded to the needs within the communi-
ty. A study of subject matter, audiences, teaching methods, modes of communication, and responses to challenges of their day 
will highlight changes and similarities throughout our history.
This interactive workshop will engage learners using slide presentation, chat comments, polls, and breakout rooms. After attend-
ing this concurrent session, FCS professionals will increase awareness of:

• history of family and consumer sciences Extension profession
• the generations, why they are different and what motivates them
• how our profession responds to challenging times.

This program can be used not only as content for Extension programming, but also as background for understanding the popula-
tion and cultural differences in a mixed generation audience of learners, and as an approach for choosing appropriate teaching 
technology and strategies that will nurture lifelong learning.
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2:40 p.m., October 28, 2020, Breakout Session 1
MyChoice Food Pantries: Tools, Resources, and Virtual Tour
The MyChoice food pantry model aims to promote the health and food security of pantry clients by allowing them to choose items 
from each food group so they can provide a balanced diet for themselves and their families. MyChoice is designed to increase the 
interaction between food pantry volunteers, staff and clients, and to foster relationship building. In addition, staff and volunteers 
are trained to effectively engage with clients and promote nutrition within the pantry.

In this session, participants will learn about the MyChoice Toolkit and Scorecard to support pantries who wish to transition to 
MyChoice. The Toolkit offers step-by-step instructions to help food pantries transition to MyChoice. It also helps food pantry 
volunteers learn to be Voices for Food Ambassadors – trained champions for nutrition in their homes, food pantries, and 
communities. The MyChoice Pantry Scorecard serves to assess the baseline environment, progress and initiate goal setting 
when transitioning to MyChoice.

Session participants will practice using the scorecard within a virtual 360 degree food pantry and engage in several Ambassador 
training activities that relate to cultural competency and motivational interviewing.

Mental Health Needs for Aging Adults
The goal of our 30-minute presentation is to bring awareness of the mental health needs of the aging adult population. With this 
awareness, we hope to empower our fellow Educators to feel more comfortable working with older adults who experience mental 
health issues. The four most common mental illnesses, the signs and symptoms, and avenues to guide those in need to the 
resources available for treatment will be shared. With the onset of COVID-19, the National Center for Health Statistics, based on 
Pulse Survey data from May 5, 2020 (July 21, 2020), 18.6%, (20.1%) of adults over the age of 60, in the U.S. had symptoms of 
anxiety disorder,15.5%, (17.1%) had symptoms of depressive disorder, and 22.8%, (23.8%) had symptoms of one or both disor-
ders. For Ohioans, our rates are 32.8% anxiety disorder, 24.9% depressive disorder, and 37.1% symptoms of one or both as of 
July 21st. This indicates that awareness and support are vital to the overall health of our communities. Right now is the time to 
break the stigma on mental illness to help ourselves and our neighbors become more resilient during this time of change.

The presentation will use polling questions to engage participants and to highlight key points. A video will be shared to highlight 
how to start the conversation of mental health with friends and family. Lastly, we will break out into small groups to facilitate 
discussion on how we are currently raising awareness of mental illness. Participants will also brainstorm ways we can continue to 
shed light on mental health issues in our communities. Ideas for partnerships will be shared and community mental health 
resources will be provided.

Utilizing Somatic Awareness to Adapt, Change and Embrace Difficult Conversations
Have you ever found yourself in a difficult conversation and you notice your heart starts beating faster? You feel your throat 
constricting? Your face turns red? Tears begin to sting your eyes. These are all signs of a somatic response. Your body has its 
own form of knowledge and it senses uncomfortable and potentially unsafe territory. What can you do? One option is to avoid 
these conversations. But avoidance causes your body to store up unnecessary energy and prevents growth from taking place.

What if you had the ability to lengthen the time between stimulus and response? What if you could experience difficult conversa-
tions as learning opportunities? With somatic awareness, you can approach difficult conversations with a settled state of being.

Somatic awareness occurs when a person acknowledges their own self within their environment and identifies psychological, 
physiological, and social factors that promote healing and self-regulation. This skill can be utilized in all types of settings and is 
especially helpful in personal and professional pursuits that tend to focus on challenging and stressful topics. Educators will find 
this information particularly relevant when teaching about trauma, mindfulness, oppression, mental health, racism, and other 
difficult conversations.

By attending the interactive workshop, Extension professionals will understand somatic awareness, as well as gain shared 
language and practices to stay engaged through tense moments on a difficult topic. In addition, you will also leave with resources 
and techniques for practicing somatic awareness in your personal and professional lives.

Nearpod- Feel near when we are far apart
One challenge of online teaching is keeping participants engaged. Nearpod is a platform for teaching engagement that offers a 
level of free programming to increase engagement. There are many features including matching "memory" card games, interac-
tive drawing on screen, create slides or upload slides created in other platforms (like Power Point), and group message boards. 
During this workshop participants will experience several of these tools and also get a behind the scenes look at how to create 
them. Nearpod is a new way to change things up for an educator who is looking to move beyond Zoom. It takes time to learn new 
tools and platforms, but Nearpod is a fairly intuitive program without a lot of complicated options. The presenter has utilized 
Nearpod to teach an Onboarding session for new employees, a session for Healthy Finances In-Service, and during an Extension 
Advisory Committee meeting. Put another tool in your online teaching toolbox with Nearpod!

Cooking Online Matters
The Ross County Team will share how they converted their popular Cooking Matters series from an in-person class to online 
within a month. This group has completed four of these series in the last 5 months with adults of all ages, young families, and 
even those in addiction recovery.

During this Workshop, the team will use guided discussion to cover the Cooking Matters curriculum through: Nutrition, Food 
Budgeting, Food Safety, and Food Preparation. They will share how participant interaction is encouraged through the Zoom Chat 
function, Live discussion, and Weekly Homework in their online series. 

The Team will describe how Online Ross County participants receive a grocery gift cards for completing weekly assignments that 
they must email include “preparing a recipe, $10 grocery shopping cart, menu planning, food label comparison, and safer food 
preparation methods.” Extension staff have found that participants are actively engaged and are following through with more 
practice/exploration of Cooking Matters content than prior in-person series.

Evaluation of Ross County online Cooking Matters is conducted through mail and online Qualtrics surveys. Cooking Matters 
participants also receive Celebrate Your Plate incentives through the mail and pick up graduation incentives by drive-up at the 
conclusion of each series. During the Workshop Extension staff will brainstorm together additional ideas to evaluate classes or 
collect impacts to share with supervisors and funders. The Team has started offering Monthly Check In Classes for Online 
Cooking Matters Graduates. 100% of Online participants who start a series, have completed! 

Discussion of the assistance that Jenna Haaser, Extension Cooking Matters Coordinator, can provide will be included in this 
Workshop.

Join the Ross County Team to discuss how you can take your Cooking Matters series Online too!

Beyond Bias-Extension of the Keynote
This session will be an interactive extension of the keynote address from the morning, focusing on how to understand, challenge, 
and disrupt bias.

9:40 a.m., October 29, 2020, Breakout Session 2
SNAP-Ed Resilient: Models for Online Programs
This will be a workshop showcasing the different SNAP-Ed models of on-line learning that we piloted during the COVID-19 shift to 
teleworking. We will make this interactive by using Zoom's polling feature and Kahoot. Live on-line lessons, recorded lessons and 
hybrid model that included giveaways to participants will all be discussed. We will be sharing what worked, challenges and ways 
we would improve the classes. This was a multi-county collaboration which was made possible due to utilizing the virtual 
platforms. The lessons used multifaceted platforms including Zoom, Facebook, Kahoot and YouTube.

From Plant to Plate-Cross Programmatic Collaboration That Strengthens County Programming
Working across program areas can benefit both colleagues, and ultimately the clientele being served. The general topic of 
produce, or fresh fruits and vegetables, crosses the program areas of Family Consumer Sciences and Agriculture and Natural 
Resources. It is that topic that can bring together colleagues to enhance county programming.

From soil health to seed starting, and food safety to healthy eating, the interest in growing and eating locally produced food is on 
the rise. While some are coming to Extension for this information, others need to be exposed and encouraged.

Learn how we have developed a common topic, and determined the outreach plan to accomplish our goals including website 
resources, social media posts, and educational opportunities including a call-in show, virtual programming and additional educa-
tional pieces. We have included both our community nutrition programs and 4-H Youth Development when appropriate and 
applicable. We have also strengthened county partnerships and working relationships with additional agencies and organization 
as a result of the breadth and depth of research-based information. Those partners include: Girl Scouts, Family and Community 
Centers, Sustainability Commission, and Schools.

We have literally and figuratively planted seeds in our county, while leveraging statewide programming efforts like the Ohio 
Victory Garden Project in collaboration with the Ohio Department of Agriculture and OSU Extension earlier this year.

Can this packaging of cross programmatic efforts work for you? Learn more about our successes and challenges, and how you 
could incorporate or plug-in what has evolved as we have worked together in your own county with your own team.

FCS Resilient: Adapting, Changing, and Embracing Our Diversity
2020 has been a historic year. This year has challenged us to reflect on issues related to inequality, social justice, racism, and 
oppression. We are looking for ways to be more accepting and understanding friends, colleagues, role models, educators, and 
neighbors.

While diversity, equity, and inclusion have always been important issues, 2020 has highlighted the need for us to be better at 
adapting, changing, and embracing our differences and the diversity in our lives. 

In this interactive workshop, we will create a brave and inclusive space to talk about differences and diversity. We will explore 
these five important questions:

1. What differences should we talk about?
2. Why should we talk about differences?
3. How should we talk about differences?
4. When should we talk about differences?
5. Who should talk about differences?

The conversation and answers to these questions will include social science research, social justice techniques, and an anti-bias 
educational framework. We will share and honor personal and professional experiences, as well as renew our commitment to the 
Principles of Community developed by the College of Food, Agricultural, and Environmental Sciences. We will talk about diversity 
in an inclusive and accepting way, acknowledging that we are all on this journey together, and we are all at different points on our 
journey.

At the end of this workshop, we will be better equipped to think about our differences and the differences around us. And together, 
we will gain new skills so we can embrace the diversity in our personal and professional lives.

Black Lives Matter to FCS
In April, Columbus Public Health opened the Center for Public Health Innovation to recognize racism as a social determinant of 
health. The mission of the center is to reduce health disparities, increase life expectancy and improve quality of life for Columbus 
residents.

In May, Franklin County declared racism a public health crisis, in part to recognize the striking health disparities associated with 
COVID-19. In Franklin County, while Black residents make up 23% of the population, they are hospitalized at twice the rate of 
other demographic groups. Additionally, preliminary data suggests that Black residents with COVID-19 are dying at a dispropor-
tionately higher rate from the disease.

On June 1, following the killing of George Floyd and amid protests, street closings and a city-wide curfew, the City of Columbus 
joined Franklin County to declare racism a public health crisis.

What does all of this mean for FCS? As public health professionals, we cannot simply ignore the declared crisis in central Ohio 
and the undeclared crisis impacting the rest of the state. In this facilitate dialogue session, we will use the Just in Time Equity 
Dialogue Guides developed by the 4-H Program Leaders Working Group to explore questions such as Why the emphasis on 
Black Lives Matter? and is it racist to say all lives matter? Additionally, in the context of a brave space set up for group discussion 
and reflection, we will explore how and why to strive toward anti-racism in our work as FCS professionals.

Building Families Strengths by Supporting and Embracing Family Engagement in 
Our Changing World
Do you ever feel frustrated trying to get your families involved? It is hard trying to meet families were there at to adapting to a 
world of change with embracing hope for the future of their children.

This session will explore your individual biases and beliefs about families to help teachers/educators, child care and family 
providers in meeting the needs of today’s changing world and how to adapt and embrace families.

We will explore how these biases can impact your success in engaging families. Through conversation and interaction, partici-
pants will examine barriers that families experience and how to remove them for successful family engagement.

 Attendees will also explore funds of knowledge, identify strategies for effective communication and meetings, identify the social 
connections that families need from programs, and investigate elements. By ensuring families are receiving consistent communi-
cation, necessary supports for at-home learning and connections to key community partners, schools and districts can best 
support families’ unique needs of schools.

FCS Resilient: Adapt, Change, and Embrace

• Examine and discuss strategies that increase family involvement.
• Participants will examine their own beliefs and biases about families and articulate how their prejudices may create 

barriers in working with families.
• Identify ways for programs to implement strategies to increase the capacity for family engagement.

10:40 a.m., October 29, 2020, Breakout Session 3
Resilience: It Helps to Share Experiences
Seniors have been asked to visit grocery stores at times when other shoppers are not present. So no one sees them struggle with 
new requirements beyond mask wearing, like following the arrows, standing on the x. Some seniors were struggling to grocery 
shop prior to COVID19, but the added restrictions have brought new anxieties. When experiences are shared as stories we can 
learn from them. Our seniors will share their new cooking challenges when brands or items are not available. The challenges of 
getting proper nutrition and adequate diet during these uncertain times. And equally important, the sadness of not being able to 
dine with friends. We will take chat questions and we will share examples of overcoming roadblocks during this session.

PAX Tools
Families often struggle to find a healthy balance between work and home life but now more than ever parents are seeking support 
in blending home, school and work responsibilities with peace, productivity, health and happiness. PAX Tools is a collection of 
evidence-based, trauma-informed strategies to improve cooperation and self-regulation with youth. PAX Tools draws on decades 
of science to create strategies that support parents, youth workers, and other caring adults to create a nurturing environment that 
ultimately helps kids thrive!

In this session, participants will learn:

1. Participants will identify how to teach behavior as a skill-set resulting in youth self-regulation.
2. Participants will be able to describe nine evidence-based Tools and how they overlay with the ten evidence-based 

Kernels and Cues from PAX GBG. (GBG = good behavior game)
3. Participants will be able to determine how PAX GBG and PAX Tools support one another as a community-wide, environ-

mental prevention strategy

Participants will leave the session with realistic, hands-on strategies for strengthening communication and relationships with 
youth.

Going Virtual - Real Money. Real World.
Real Money Real World is an interactive, statewide youth financial literacy program. In the past year, the Real Money Real World 
program has undergone a large, and much anticipated branding and content update. But, because of the pandemic - the produc-
tion of this update has come to an unfortunate halt. In an effort to embrace these uncertain times, and adapt our approach to 
youth financial literacy, a small team has been working to translate this highly anticipated update into an online learning platform.
We will invite our participants to learn more about the updates they're looking forward to, but also introduce them to what this 
experience will look like played out in an online learning environment. We know this is a lot to consider, because these are big 
changes for such a tried and true program, but we will encourage those in attendance to embrace the changes in front of us, and 
hope that they will look forward to FCS, financial outreach, and youth-focused programming adapting to the changing times.
The presentation will be interactive, in that we will give our participants a chance to experience what this program will look like 
virtually, and encourage their active participation throughout. We know there will be some questions about the changes we're 
presenting, so we will also welcome any questions as an opportunity to discuss ways we can all pivot to embrace change.

Creative Ways to Maintain a Strong Body and Mind During a Pandemic: 
A Physical and Mental Health Approach
What does a bucket of water, your pet, a baby, a pig, and a computer have in common? They are all tools that can enhance 
physical and mental health during a pandemic. It is no secret that the Covid-19 pandemic has changed lives in many ways. The 
way that we work, learn, and go about our everyday lives has drastically transformed in just a few short months. These changes 
are taking a toll on our bodies and mind whether we see it or not. People who once went to the gym to exercise or participated in 
recreational sports leagues have had to resort to other activities at home, or none at all. Also, spending time with family and 
friends at a restaurant or at your favorite MLB stadium has been deemed unsafe. With so many new restrictions and uncertainties 
it is no wonder a need for new approaches to physical and mental health are needed which includes everyday household items.
In this presentation myself, as well as four other HHS Extension Educators in northeast Indiana, will discuss new and creative 
ways people can meet physical health recommendations and work on maintaining a state of positive mental health through these 
uncertain times utilizing common (and sometimes unconventional) items/family members/pets at their homes. We will also talk 
about how technology can help us in our efforts to reach out to the community and can strengthen programming efforts moving 
forward. There will be demonstrations from the team and discussions of programs we have implemented focusing on mental and 
physical health during the pandemic. We will encourage participants to have a discussion on what these new norms of physical 
and mental health will look like in the future and what might hinder or enhance efforts.
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COVID and Food Waste
Perhaps no phenomenon has so quickly and radically altered the household food landscape and daily food patterns as the onset 
of the COVID-19 pandemic. In this session we contemplate the immediate and longer-term implications of this public health crisis 
on the amount of food wasted by consumers by sharing data collected from more than 500 Americans during the summer of 2020 
about changes to their food and home experiences related to COVID. Participants will be asked to answer some of the same 
questions posed to the national survey sample and we will compare how session participants’ experiences compare and contrast 
with those who were surveyed during July. We will discuss the implications of the results for food waste patterns and levels and 
recommend several steps to reduce waste as the pandemic unfolds.

1:30 p.m., October 29, 2020, Breakout Session 4
Leading Down the Garden Path: Translating Leadership Research into School Garden Success
“Great moments are born from great opportunity” Herb Brooks, US 1980 Olympic Hockey Coach Educators are facing unprece-
dented challenges in the Covid-19 environment. As Coach Brooks stated to his hockey players as they faced the favored Soviet 
team, difficult challenges can present great opportunities. School garden activities have been shown to promote healthy behaviors 
and improve student’s academic achievement. Now is an exciting time for school gardens to emerge as outdoor classroom 
opportunities for innovative curriculum integration. How do we best support school garden coordinators to adapt and engage with 
the changing educational scenery? As part of the Growing Teachers Throughout the Seasons project, OSU College of Public 
Health, OSU Extension and Columbus City Schools collaborated to examine the leadership traits of the school garden coordina-
tors. Path Goal Theory, that focuses on the idea that leadership traits can be enhanced and developed, rather than the idea that 
one must be a born leader, was applied to this project. This approach is good news for all of us who are thrown into uncomfortable 
and new leadership situations. Learning objectives Participants in this session will: 

• Define the four elements of path goal leadership. 
• Identify leadership traits found in current school garden coordinators and how the traits are associated with garden 

engagement.
• List ways to support school gardeners in their communities based on identified leadership traits. Interactive opportunities:

Participants in this session will: 

• Take a personal leadership inventory. 
• Review and interpret their Path Goal Leadership Inventory traits. 
• Engage in group discussion to contrast the research study findings with their individual results. 
• Brainstorm application opportunities. 

This session will be applicable to nutrition educators, school gardeners and anyone fostering leadership in their community. There 
is always room for everyone to grow, adapt, change, and embrace more effective leadership strategies.

Making Powerful Impacts with a New Family Ecological Framework
Ecological principles originally proposed by Bronfenbrenner (1979) provide a framework for understanding how the internal 
dynamics of family life can enhance or detract from human and family development. They also apply to educational interventions 
and act as a framework to help practitioners focus on impactful content and effective evaluation. The family ecological framework 
presented in this session resemble change concepts common in public health and other community interventions (e.g., PSE) but 
refocus educators on family-level dynamics and behaviors. This new framework can strengthen family educational programs by 
helping families make sustained behavior changes for healthier living in relation to overall health and wellness, relationships, 
finances, and family decision-making. Although the framework was only recently configured, it is grounded in ancient ecological 
principles and is comprised of four concepts, namely, family rules, family relationships, the home, and values. This interactive 
session will share the new framework for conceptualizing behavior change in the family context and share practical ways to apply 
its change concepts to family and consumer sciences programs. Workshop session participants will be introduced to an energetic, 
lovable, Ohio family and will work in small groups to determine how the four concepts apply to different situations for this family 
and then share with the larger group. This activity will spark ideas for additional ways to apply this framework to work on various 
topics with families across the state.

GOING VIRTUAL: EFNEP’s journey in the wake of COVID-19
Ohio EFNEP has successfully reached its limited-income audiences through in-person activities for more than 50 years. Typical 
classes included interactive discussions, preparing simple recipes together, and participating in cardio exercise routines. All these 
activities required the personal touch of an engaging Program Assistant.
When the COVID-19 pandemic impacted our mode of teaching, we needed to work quickly to find new methods of community 
interaction. How could we take the live program successes and translate them effectively to a virtual platform?
There was a steep learning curve and plenty of roadblocks along the way. From getting staff connected to internet service to 
learning the intricacies of the Zoom platform, the entire Ohio EFNEP team worked diligently to break those barriers. Through 
extensive training and a relentless work ethic, we converted EFNEP into a fully virtual program in three months. We couldn’t have 
accomplished this without buy-in from all staff across the state. Program Assistants are now teaching via Live Zoom, creating 
Facebook Live sessions, YouTube videos and more.
Breakout session participants will learn the successes and issues we faced in adapting to a virtual platform. They will be given 
opportunities to share their own experiences and create solutions to the what-if situations faced in virtual programming.

Engaging youth to strengthen the health of their community: 
The Health Professions Affinity Community Program
During our session, attendees will learn about a youth development program and discuss how Family and Consumer Sciences 
educators can integrate this program into their practice. The Health Professions Affinity Community (HPAC) program empowers 
youth to identify local pressing health concerns, develop grassroots solutions to those concerns with local resources, mobilizes 
the community to enact those solutions, assesses the community health impact of the programs they invent, and encourages 
them to chare with their community what they did and what they learned in the process. Youth have held 5k runs, developed 
cooking classes, produced video-based public service announcements about depression and suicide, held whole-school assem-
blies and festivals about health topics, and more. HPAC project examples can be found The HPAC program is powered by our 
AmeriCorp Corps for Rural and Urban Success and Health (CRUSH). Corps members tend to be recent college graduates 
aspiring to enter graduate level training in the health professions. They unite with youth in HPAC to transform local approaches to 
community health and wellness.
The HPAC program was established nine years ago, has grown rapidly, and has been adopted by several universities in and 
outside Ohio. HPAC has clearly demonstrated the capacity to be scalable. HPAC currently engages over 1,700 youth, who in turn 
develop and deploy hundreds of community health projects serving an estimated 15,000 community members. The program has 
also successfully identified and supported a large number of students who have pursued and earned college degrees and been 
admitted to medical school. This growth and success has inspired many other Universities to adopt the HPAC and AmeriCorps 
models for community engagement. HPAC, today, represented one of the largest health-promotion pipeline programs in Ohio with 
the broadest reach.

Historical FCS Resilience in the Face of Change
Explore 85 years of Extension family and consumer sciences through three generations of educators in one family and see how 
our profession has helped our audiences become resilient in the face of challenge and change.
Throughout history in Extension family and consumer sciences, we have a lot to look back upon, and much to look forward to. 
This presentation will showcase the careers of three extension educators, spanning 1935-2020. We will explore the generational 
norms that may have influenced their decisions in balancing work and family. For the first time in history, five generations may be 
working side by side, each with different leadership, communication and career development styles. 
We will focus on the how the family and consumer sciences extension educator has responded to the needs within the communi-
ty. A study of subject matter, audiences, teaching methods, modes of communication, and responses to challenges of their day 
will highlight changes and similarities throughout our history.
This interactive workshop will engage learners using slide presentation, chat comments, polls, and breakout rooms. After attend-
ing this concurrent session, FCS professionals will increase awareness of:

• history of family and consumer sciences Extension profession
• the generations, why they are different and what motivates them
• how our profession responds to challenging times.

This program can be used not only as content for Extension programming, but also as background for understanding the popula-
tion and cultural differences in a mixed generation audience of learners, and as an approach for choosing appropriate teaching 
technology and strategies that will nurture lifelong learning.



2:40 p.m., October 28, 2020, Breakout Session 1
MyChoice Food Pantries: Tools, Resources, and Virtual Tour
The MyChoice food pantry model aims to promote the health and food security of pantry clients by allowing them to choose items 
from each food group so they can provide a balanced diet for themselves and their families. MyChoice is designed to increase the 
interaction between food pantry volunteers, staff and clients, and to foster relationship building. In addition, staff and volunteers 
are trained to effectively engage with clients and promote nutrition within the pantry.

In this session, participants will learn about the MyChoice Toolkit and Scorecard to support pantries who wish to transition to 
MyChoice. The Toolkit offers step-by-step instructions to help food pantries transition to MyChoice. It also helps food pantry 
volunteers learn to be Voices for Food Ambassadors – trained champions for nutrition in their homes, food pantries, and 
communities. The MyChoice Pantry Scorecard serves to assess the baseline environment, progress and initiate goal setting 
when transitioning to MyChoice.

Session participants will practice using the scorecard within a virtual 360 degree food pantry and engage in several Ambassador 
training activities that relate to cultural competency and motivational interviewing.

Mental Health Needs for Aging Adults
The goal of our 30-minute presentation is to bring awareness of the mental health needs of the aging adult population. With this 
awareness, we hope to empower our fellow Educators to feel more comfortable working with older adults who experience mental 
health issues. The four most common mental illnesses, the signs and symptoms, and avenues to guide those in need to the 
resources available for treatment will be shared. With the onset of COVID-19, the National Center for Health Statistics, based on 
Pulse Survey data from May 5, 2020 (July 21, 2020), 18.6%, (20.1%) of adults over the age of 60, in the U.S. had symptoms of 
anxiety disorder,15.5%, (17.1%) had symptoms of depressive disorder, and 22.8%, (23.8%) had symptoms of one or both disor-
ders. For Ohioans, our rates are 32.8% anxiety disorder, 24.9% depressive disorder, and 37.1% symptoms of one or both as of 
July 21st. This indicates that awareness and support are vital to the overall health of our communities. Right now is the time to 
break the stigma on mental illness to help ourselves and our neighbors become more resilient during this time of change.

The presentation will use polling questions to engage participants and to highlight key points. A video will be shared to highlight 
how to start the conversation of mental health with friends and family. Lastly, we will break out into small groups to facilitate 
discussion on how we are currently raising awareness of mental illness. Participants will also brainstorm ways we can continue to 
shed light on mental health issues in our communities. Ideas for partnerships will be shared and community mental health 
resources will be provided.

Utilizing Somatic Awareness to Adapt, Change and Embrace Difficult Conversations
Have you ever found yourself in a difficult conversation and you notice your heart starts beating faster? You feel your throat 
constricting? Your face turns red? Tears begin to sting your eyes. These are all signs of a somatic response. Your body has its 
own form of knowledge and it senses uncomfortable and potentially unsafe territory. What can you do? One option is to avoid 
these conversations. But avoidance causes your body to store up unnecessary energy and prevents growth from taking place.

What if you had the ability to lengthen the time between stimulus and response? What if you could experience difficult conversa-
tions as learning opportunities? With somatic awareness, you can approach difficult conversations with a settled state of being.

Somatic awareness occurs when a person acknowledges their own self within their environment and identifies psychological, 
physiological, and social factors that promote healing and self-regulation. This skill can be utilized in all types of settings and is 
especially helpful in personal and professional pursuits that tend to focus on challenging and stressful topics. Educators will find 
this information particularly relevant when teaching about trauma, mindfulness, oppression, mental health, racism, and other 
difficult conversations.

By attending the interactive workshop, Extension professionals will understand somatic awareness, as well as gain shared 
language and practices to stay engaged through tense moments on a difficult topic. In addition, you will also leave with resources 
and techniques for practicing somatic awareness in your personal and professional lives.

Nearpod- Feel near when we are far apart
One challenge of online teaching is keeping participants engaged. Nearpod is a platform for teaching engagement that offers a 
level of free programming to increase engagement. There are many features including matching "memory" card games, interac-
tive drawing on screen, create slides or upload slides created in other platforms (like Power Point), and group message boards. 
During this workshop participants will experience several of these tools and also get a behind the scenes look at how to create 
them. Nearpod is a new way to change things up for an educator who is looking to move beyond Zoom. It takes time to learn new 
tools and platforms, but Nearpod is a fairly intuitive program without a lot of complicated options. The presenter has utilized 
Nearpod to teach an Onboarding session for new employees, a session for Healthy Finances In-Service, and during an Extension 
Advisory Committee meeting. Put another tool in your online teaching toolbox with Nearpod!

Cooking Online Matters
The Ross County Team will share how they converted their popular Cooking Matters series from an in-person class to online 
within a month. This group has completed four of these series in the last 5 months with adults of all ages, young families, and 
even those in addiction recovery.

During this Workshop, the team will use guided discussion to cover the Cooking Matters curriculum through: Nutrition, Food 
Budgeting, Food Safety, and Food Preparation. They will share how participant interaction is encouraged through the Zoom Chat 
function, Live discussion, and Weekly Homework in their online series. 

The Team will describe how Online Ross County participants receive a grocery gift cards for completing weekly assignments that 
they must email include “preparing a recipe, $10 grocery shopping cart, menu planning, food label comparison, and safer food 
preparation methods.” Extension staff have found that participants are actively engaged and are following through with more 
practice/exploration of Cooking Matters content than prior in-person series.

Evaluation of Ross County online Cooking Matters is conducted through mail and online Qualtrics surveys. Cooking Matters 
participants also receive Celebrate Your Plate incentives through the mail and pick up graduation incentives by drive-up at the 
conclusion of each series. During the Workshop Extension staff will brainstorm together additional ideas to evaluate classes or 
collect impacts to share with supervisors and funders. The Team has started offering Monthly Check In Classes for Online 
Cooking Matters Graduates. 100% of Online participants who start a series, have completed! 

Discussion of the assistance that Jenna Haaser, Extension Cooking Matters Coordinator, can provide will be included in this 
Workshop.

Join the Ross County Team to discuss how you can take your Cooking Matters series Online too!

Beyond Bias-Extension of the Keynote
This session will be an interactive extension of the keynote address from the morning, focusing on how to understand, challenge, 
and disrupt bias.

9:40 a.m., October 29, 2020, Breakout Session 2
SNAP-Ed Resilient: Models for Online Programs
This will be a workshop showcasing the different SNAP-Ed models of on-line learning that we piloted during the COVID-19 shift to 
teleworking. We will make this interactive by using Zoom's polling feature and Kahoot. Live on-line lessons, recorded lessons and 
hybrid model that included giveaways to participants will all be discussed. We will be sharing what worked, challenges and ways 
we would improve the classes. This was a multi-county collaboration which was made possible due to utilizing the virtual 
platforms. The lessons used multifaceted platforms including Zoom, Facebook, Kahoot and YouTube.

From Plant to Plate-Cross Programmatic Collaboration That Strengthens County Programming
Working across program areas can benefit both colleagues, and ultimately the clientele being served. The general topic of 
produce, or fresh fruits and vegetables, crosses the program areas of Family Consumer Sciences and Agriculture and Natural 
Resources. It is that topic that can bring together colleagues to enhance county programming.

From soil health to seed starting, and food safety to healthy eating, the interest in growing and eating locally produced food is on 
the rise. While some are coming to Extension for this information, others need to be exposed and encouraged.

Learn how we have developed a common topic, and determined the outreach plan to accomplish our goals including website 
resources, social media posts, and educational opportunities including a call-in show, virtual programming and additional educa-
tional pieces. We have included both our community nutrition programs and 4-H Youth Development when appropriate and 
applicable. We have also strengthened county partnerships and working relationships with additional agencies and organization 
as a result of the breadth and depth of research-based information. Those partners include: Girl Scouts, Family and Community 
Centers, Sustainability Commission, and Schools.

We have literally and figuratively planted seeds in our county, while leveraging statewide programming efforts like the Ohio 
Victory Garden Project in collaboration with the Ohio Department of Agriculture and OSU Extension earlier this year.

Can this packaging of cross programmatic efforts work for you? Learn more about our successes and challenges, and how you 
could incorporate or plug-in what has evolved as we have worked together in your own county with your own team.

FCS Resilient: Adapting, Changing, and Embracing Our Diversity
2020 has been a historic year. This year has challenged us to reflect on issues related to inequality, social justice, racism, and 
oppression. We are looking for ways to be more accepting and understanding friends, colleagues, role models, educators, and 
neighbors.

While diversity, equity, and inclusion have always been important issues, 2020 has highlighted the need for us to be better at 
adapting, changing, and embracing our differences and the diversity in our lives. 

In this interactive workshop, we will create a brave and inclusive space to talk about differences and diversity. We will explore 
these five important questions:

1. What differences should we talk about?
2. Why should we talk about differences?
3. How should we talk about differences?
4. When should we talk about differences?
5. Who should talk about differences?

The conversation and answers to these questions will include social science research, social justice techniques, and an anti-bias 
educational framework. We will share and honor personal and professional experiences, as well as renew our commitment to the 
Principles of Community developed by the College of Food, Agricultural, and Environmental Sciences. We will talk about diversity 
in an inclusive and accepting way, acknowledging that we are all on this journey together, and we are all at different points on our 
journey.

At the end of this workshop, we will be better equipped to think about our differences and the differences around us. And together, 
we will gain new skills so we can embrace the diversity in our personal and professional lives.

Black Lives Matter to FCS
In April, Columbus Public Health opened the Center for Public Health Innovation to recognize racism as a social determinant of 
health. The mission of the center is to reduce health disparities, increase life expectancy and improve quality of life for Columbus 
residents.

In May, Franklin County declared racism a public health crisis, in part to recognize the striking health disparities associated with 
COVID-19. In Franklin County, while Black residents make up 23% of the population, they are hospitalized at twice the rate of 
other demographic groups. Additionally, preliminary data suggests that Black residents with COVID-19 are dying at a dispropor-
tionately higher rate from the disease.

On June 1, following the killing of George Floyd and amid protests, street closings and a city-wide curfew, the City of Columbus 
joined Franklin County to declare racism a public health crisis.

What does all of this mean for FCS? As public health professionals, we cannot simply ignore the declared crisis in central Ohio 
and the undeclared crisis impacting the rest of the state. In this facilitate dialogue session, we will use the Just in Time Equity 
Dialogue Guides developed by the 4-H Program Leaders Working Group to explore questions such as Why the emphasis on 
Black Lives Matter? and is it racist to say all lives matter? Additionally, in the context of a brave space set up for group discussion 
and reflection, we will explore how and why to strive toward anti-racism in our work as FCS professionals.

Building Families Strengths by Supporting and Embracing Family Engagement in 
Our Changing World
Do you ever feel frustrated trying to get your families involved? It is hard trying to meet families were there at to adapting to a 
world of change with embracing hope for the future of their children.

This session will explore your individual biases and beliefs about families to help teachers/educators, child care and family 
providers in meeting the needs of today’s changing world and how to adapt and embrace families.

We will explore how these biases can impact your success in engaging families. Through conversation and interaction, partici-
pants will examine barriers that families experience and how to remove them for successful family engagement.

 Attendees will also explore funds of knowledge, identify strategies for effective communication and meetings, identify the social 
connections that families need from programs, and investigate elements. By ensuring families are receiving consistent communi-
cation, necessary supports for at-home learning and connections to key community partners, schools and districts can best 
support families’ unique needs of schools.

FCS Resilient: Adapt, Change, and Embrace

• Examine and discuss strategies that increase family involvement.
• Participants will examine their own beliefs and biases about families and articulate how their prejudices may create 

barriers in working with families.
• Identify ways for programs to implement strategies to increase the capacity for family engagement.

10:40 a.m., October 29, 2020, Breakout Session 3
Resilience: It Helps to Share Experiences
Seniors have been asked to visit grocery stores at times when other shoppers are not present. So no one sees them struggle with 
new requirements beyond mask wearing, like following the arrows, standing on the x. Some seniors were struggling to grocery 
shop prior to COVID19, but the added restrictions have brought new anxieties. When experiences are shared as stories we can 
learn from them. Our seniors will share their new cooking challenges when brands or items are not available. The challenges of 
getting proper nutrition and adequate diet during these uncertain times. And equally important, the sadness of not being able to 
dine with friends. We will take chat questions and we will share examples of overcoming roadblocks during this session.

PAX Tools
Families often struggle to find a healthy balance between work and home life but now more than ever parents are seeking support 
in blending home, school and work responsibilities with peace, productivity, health and happiness. PAX Tools is a collection of 
evidence-based, trauma-informed strategies to improve cooperation and self-regulation with youth. PAX Tools draws on decades 
of science to create strategies that support parents, youth workers, and other caring adults to create a nurturing environment that 
ultimately helps kids thrive!

In this session, participants will learn:

1. Participants will identify how to teach behavior as a skill-set resulting in youth self-regulation.
2. Participants will be able to describe nine evidence-based Tools and how they overlay with the ten evidence-based 

Kernels and Cues from PAX GBG. (GBG = good behavior game)
3. Participants will be able to determine how PAX GBG and PAX Tools support one another as a community-wide, environ-

mental prevention strategy

Participants will leave the session with realistic, hands-on strategies for strengthening communication and relationships with 
youth.

Going Virtual - Real Money. Real World.
Real Money Real World is an interactive, statewide youth financial literacy program. In the past year, the Real Money Real World 
program has undergone a large, and much anticipated branding and content update. But, because of the pandemic - the produc-
tion of this update has come to an unfortunate halt. In an effort to embrace these uncertain times, and adapt our approach to 
youth financial literacy, a small team has been working to translate this highly anticipated update into an online learning platform.
We will invite our participants to learn more about the updates they're looking forward to, but also introduce them to what this 
experience will look like played out in an online learning environment. We know this is a lot to consider, because these are big 
changes for such a tried and true program, but we will encourage those in attendance to embrace the changes in front of us, and 
hope that they will look forward to FCS, financial outreach, and youth-focused programming adapting to the changing times.
The presentation will be interactive, in that we will give our participants a chance to experience what this program will look like 
virtually, and encourage their active participation throughout. We know there will be some questions about the changes we're 
presenting, so we will also welcome any questions as an opportunity to discuss ways we can all pivot to embrace change.

Creative Ways to Maintain a Strong Body and Mind During a Pandemic: 
A Physical and Mental Health Approach
What does a bucket of water, your pet, a baby, a pig, and a computer have in common? They are all tools that can enhance 
physical and mental health during a pandemic. It is no secret that the Covid-19 pandemic has changed lives in many ways. The 
way that we work, learn, and go about our everyday lives has drastically transformed in just a few short months. These changes 
are taking a toll on our bodies and mind whether we see it or not. People who once went to the gym to exercise or participated in 
recreational sports leagues have had to resort to other activities at home, or none at all. Also, spending time with family and 
friends at a restaurant or at your favorite MLB stadium has been deemed unsafe. With so many new restrictions and uncertainties 
it is no wonder a need for new approaches to physical and mental health are needed which includes everyday household items.
In this presentation myself, as well as four other HHS Extension Educators in northeast Indiana, will discuss new and creative 
ways people can meet physical health recommendations and work on maintaining a state of positive mental health through these 
uncertain times utilizing common (and sometimes unconventional) items/family members/pets at their homes. We will also talk 
about how technology can help us in our efforts to reach out to the community and can strengthen programming efforts moving 
forward. There will be demonstrations from the team and discussions of programs we have implemented focusing on mental and 
physical health during the pandemic. We will encourage participants to have a discussion on what these new norms of physical 
and mental health will look like in the future and what might hinder or enhance efforts.
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COVID and Food Waste
Perhaps no phenomenon has so quickly and radically altered the household food landscape and daily food patterns as the onset 
of the COVID-19 pandemic. In this session we contemplate the immediate and longer-term implications of this public health crisis 
on the amount of food wasted by consumers by sharing data collected from more than 500 Americans during the summer of 2020 
about changes to their food and home experiences related to COVID. Participants will be asked to answer some of the same 
questions posed to the national survey sample and we will compare how session participants’ experiences compare and contrast 
with those who were surveyed during July. We will discuss the implications of the results for food waste patterns and levels and 
recommend several steps to reduce waste as the pandemic unfolds.

1:30 p.m., October 29, 2020, Breakout Session 4
Leading Down the Garden Path: Translating Leadership Research into School Garden Success
“Great moments are born from great opportunity” Herb Brooks, US 1980 Olympic Hockey Coach Educators are facing unprece-
dented challenges in the Covid-19 environment. As Coach Brooks stated to his hockey players as they faced the favored Soviet 
team, difficult challenges can present great opportunities. School garden activities have been shown to promote healthy behaviors 
and improve student’s academic achievement. Now is an exciting time for school gardens to emerge as outdoor classroom 
opportunities for innovative curriculum integration. How do we best support school garden coordinators to adapt and engage with 
the changing educational scenery? As part of the Growing Teachers Throughout the Seasons project, OSU College of Public 
Health, OSU Extension and Columbus City Schools collaborated to examine the leadership traits of the school garden coordina-
tors. Path Goal Theory, that focuses on the idea that leadership traits can be enhanced and developed, rather than the idea that 
one must be a born leader, was applied to this project. This approach is good news for all of us who are thrown into uncomfortable 
and new leadership situations. Learning objectives Participants in this session will: 

• Define the four elements of path goal leadership. 
• Identify leadership traits found in current school garden coordinators and how the traits are associated with garden 

engagement.
• List ways to support school gardeners in their communities based on identified leadership traits. Interactive opportunities:

Participants in this session will: 

• Take a personal leadership inventory. 
• Review and interpret their Path Goal Leadership Inventory traits. 
• Engage in group discussion to contrast the research study findings with their individual results. 
• Brainstorm application opportunities. 

This session will be applicable to nutrition educators, school gardeners and anyone fostering leadership in their community. There 
is always room for everyone to grow, adapt, change, and embrace more effective leadership strategies.

Making Powerful Impacts with a New Family Ecological Framework
Ecological principles originally proposed by Bronfenbrenner (1979) provide a framework for understanding how the internal 
dynamics of family life can enhance or detract from human and family development. They also apply to educational interventions 
and act as a framework to help practitioners focus on impactful content and effective evaluation. The family ecological framework 
presented in this session resemble change concepts common in public health and other community interventions (e.g., PSE) but 
refocus educators on family-level dynamics and behaviors. This new framework can strengthen family educational programs by 
helping families make sustained behavior changes for healthier living in relation to overall health and wellness, relationships, 
finances, and family decision-making. Although the framework was only recently configured, it is grounded in ancient ecological 
principles and is comprised of four concepts, namely, family rules, family relationships, the home, and values. This interactive 
session will share the new framework for conceptualizing behavior change in the family context and share practical ways to apply 
its change concepts to family and consumer sciences programs. Workshop session participants will be introduced to an energetic, 
lovable, Ohio family and will work in small groups to determine how the four concepts apply to different situations for this family 
and then share with the larger group. This activity will spark ideas for additional ways to apply this framework to work on various 
topics with families across the state.

GOING VIRTUAL: EFNEP’s journey in the wake of COVID-19
Ohio EFNEP has successfully reached its limited-income audiences through in-person activities for more than 50 years. Typical 
classes included interactive discussions, preparing simple recipes together, and participating in cardio exercise routines. All these 
activities required the personal touch of an engaging Program Assistant.
When the COVID-19 pandemic impacted our mode of teaching, we needed to work quickly to find new methods of community 
interaction. How could we take the live program successes and translate them effectively to a virtual platform?
There was a steep learning curve and plenty of roadblocks along the way. From getting staff connected to internet service to 
learning the intricacies of the Zoom platform, the entire Ohio EFNEP team worked diligently to break those barriers. Through 
extensive training and a relentless work ethic, we converted EFNEP into a fully virtual program in three months. We couldn’t have 
accomplished this without buy-in from all staff across the state. Program Assistants are now teaching via Live Zoom, creating 
Facebook Live sessions, YouTube videos and more.
Breakout session participants will learn the successes and issues we faced in adapting to a virtual platform. They will be given 
opportunities to share their own experiences and create solutions to the what-if situations faced in virtual programming.

Engaging youth to strengthen the health of their community: 
The Health Professions Affinity Community Program
During our session, attendees will learn about a youth development program and discuss how Family and Consumer Sciences 
educators can integrate this program into their practice. The Health Professions Affinity Community (HPAC) program empowers 
youth to identify local pressing health concerns, develop grassroots solutions to those concerns with local resources, mobilizes 
the community to enact those solutions, assesses the community health impact of the programs they invent, and encourages 
them to chare with their community what they did and what they learned in the process. Youth have held 5k runs, developed 
cooking classes, produced video-based public service announcements about depression and suicide, held whole-school assem-
blies and festivals about health topics, and more. HPAC project examples can be found The HPAC program is powered by our 
AmeriCorp Corps for Rural and Urban Success and Health (CRUSH). Corps members tend to be recent college graduates 
aspiring to enter graduate level training in the health professions. They unite with youth in HPAC to transform local approaches to 
community health and wellness.
The HPAC program was established nine years ago, has grown rapidly, and has been adopted by several universities in and 
outside Ohio. HPAC has clearly demonstrated the capacity to be scalable. HPAC currently engages over 1,700 youth, who in turn 
develop and deploy hundreds of community health projects serving an estimated 15,000 community members. The program has 
also successfully identified and supported a large number of students who have pursued and earned college degrees and been 
admitted to medical school. This growth and success has inspired many other Universities to adopt the HPAC and AmeriCorps 
models for community engagement. HPAC, today, represented one of the largest health-promotion pipeline programs in Ohio with 
the broadest reach.

Historical FCS Resilience in the Face of Change
Explore 85 years of Extension family and consumer sciences through three generations of educators in one family and see how 
our profession has helped our audiences become resilient in the face of challenge and change.
Throughout history in Extension family and consumer sciences, we have a lot to look back upon, and much to look forward to. 
This presentation will showcase the careers of three extension educators, spanning 1935-2020. We will explore the generational 
norms that may have influenced their decisions in balancing work and family. For the first time in history, five generations may be 
working side by side, each with different leadership, communication and career development styles. 
We will focus on the how the family and consumer sciences extension educator has responded to the needs within the communi-
ty. A study of subject matter, audiences, teaching methods, modes of communication, and responses to challenges of their day 
will highlight changes and similarities throughout our history.
This interactive workshop will engage learners using slide presentation, chat comments, polls, and breakout rooms. After attend-
ing this concurrent session, FCS professionals will increase awareness of:

• history of family and consumer sciences Extension profession
• the generations, why they are different and what motivates them
• how our profession responds to challenging times.

This program can be used not only as content for Extension programming, but also as background for understanding the popula-
tion and cultural differences in a mixed generation audience of learners, and as an approach for choosing appropriate teaching 
technology and strategies that will nurture lifelong learning.



2:40 p.m., October 28, 2020, Breakout Session 1
MyChoice Food Pantries: Tools, Resources, and Virtual Tour
The MyChoice food pantry model aims to promote the health and food security of pantry clients by allowing them to choose items 
from each food group so they can provide a balanced diet for themselves and their families. MyChoice is designed to increase the 
interaction between food pantry volunteers, staff and clients, and to foster relationship building. In addition, staff and volunteers 
are trained to effectively engage with clients and promote nutrition within the pantry.

In this session, participants will learn about the MyChoice Toolkit and Scorecard to support pantries who wish to transition to 
MyChoice. The Toolkit offers step-by-step instructions to help food pantries transition to MyChoice. It also helps food pantry 
volunteers learn to be Voices for Food Ambassadors – trained champions for nutrition in their homes, food pantries, and 
communities. The MyChoice Pantry Scorecard serves to assess the baseline environment, progress and initiate goal setting 
when transitioning to MyChoice.

Session participants will practice using the scorecard within a virtual 360 degree food pantry and engage in several Ambassador 
training activities that relate to cultural competency and motivational interviewing.

Mental Health Needs for Aging Adults
The goal of our 30-minute presentation is to bring awareness of the mental health needs of the aging adult population. With this 
awareness, we hope to empower our fellow Educators to feel more comfortable working with older adults who experience mental 
health issues. The four most common mental illnesses, the signs and symptoms, and avenues to guide those in need to the 
resources available for treatment will be shared. With the onset of COVID-19, the National Center for Health Statistics, based on 
Pulse Survey data from May 5, 2020 (July 21, 2020), 18.6%, (20.1%) of adults over the age of 60, in the U.S. had symptoms of 
anxiety disorder,15.5%, (17.1%) had symptoms of depressive disorder, and 22.8%, (23.8%) had symptoms of one or both disor-
ders. For Ohioans, our rates are 32.8% anxiety disorder, 24.9% depressive disorder, and 37.1% symptoms of one or both as of 
July 21st. This indicates that awareness and support are vital to the overall health of our communities. Right now is the time to 
break the stigma on mental illness to help ourselves and our neighbors become more resilient during this time of change.

The presentation will use polling questions to engage participants and to highlight key points. A video will be shared to highlight 
how to start the conversation of mental health with friends and family. Lastly, we will break out into small groups to facilitate 
discussion on how we are currently raising awareness of mental illness. Participants will also brainstorm ways we can continue to 
shed light on mental health issues in our communities. Ideas for partnerships will be shared and community mental health 
resources will be provided.

Utilizing Somatic Awareness to Adapt, Change and Embrace Difficult Conversations
Have you ever found yourself in a difficult conversation and you notice your heart starts beating faster? You feel your throat 
constricting? Your face turns red? Tears begin to sting your eyes. These are all signs of a somatic response. Your body has its 
own form of knowledge and it senses uncomfortable and potentially unsafe territory. What can you do? One option is to avoid 
these conversations. But avoidance causes your body to store up unnecessary energy and prevents growth from taking place.

What if you had the ability to lengthen the time between stimulus and response? What if you could experience difficult conversa-
tions as learning opportunities? With somatic awareness, you can approach difficult conversations with a settled state of being.

Somatic awareness occurs when a person acknowledges their own self within their environment and identifies psychological, 
physiological, and social factors that promote healing and self-regulation. This skill can be utilized in all types of settings and is 
especially helpful in personal and professional pursuits that tend to focus on challenging and stressful topics. Educators will find 
this information particularly relevant when teaching about trauma, mindfulness, oppression, mental health, racism, and other 
difficult conversations.

By attending the interactive workshop, Extension professionals will understand somatic awareness, as well as gain shared 
language and practices to stay engaged through tense moments on a difficult topic. In addition, you will also leave with resources 
and techniques for practicing somatic awareness in your personal and professional lives.

Nearpod- Feel near when we are far apart
One challenge of online teaching is keeping participants engaged. Nearpod is a platform for teaching engagement that offers a 
level of free programming to increase engagement. There are many features including matching "memory" card games, interac-
tive drawing on screen, create slides or upload slides created in other platforms (like Power Point), and group message boards. 
During this workshop participants will experience several of these tools and also get a behind the scenes look at how to create 
them. Nearpod is a new way to change things up for an educator who is looking to move beyond Zoom. It takes time to learn new 
tools and platforms, but Nearpod is a fairly intuitive program without a lot of complicated options. The presenter has utilized 
Nearpod to teach an Onboarding session for new employees, a session for Healthy Finances In-Service, and during an Extension 
Advisory Committee meeting. Put another tool in your online teaching toolbox with Nearpod!

Cooking Online Matters
The Ross County Team will share how they converted their popular Cooking Matters series from an in-person class to online 
within a month. This group has completed four of these series in the last 5 months with adults of all ages, young families, and 
even those in addiction recovery.

During this Workshop, the team will use guided discussion to cover the Cooking Matters curriculum through: Nutrition, Food 
Budgeting, Food Safety, and Food Preparation. They will share how participant interaction is encouraged through the Zoom Chat 
function, Live discussion, and Weekly Homework in their online series. 

The Team will describe how Online Ross County participants receive a grocery gift cards for completing weekly assignments that 
they must email include “preparing a recipe, $10 grocery shopping cart, menu planning, food label comparison, and safer food 
preparation methods.” Extension staff have found that participants are actively engaged and are following through with more 
practice/exploration of Cooking Matters content than prior in-person series.

Evaluation of Ross County online Cooking Matters is conducted through mail and online Qualtrics surveys. Cooking Matters 
participants also receive Celebrate Your Plate incentives through the mail and pick up graduation incentives by drive-up at the 
conclusion of each series. During the Workshop Extension staff will brainstorm together additional ideas to evaluate classes or 
collect impacts to share with supervisors and funders. The Team has started offering Monthly Check In Classes for Online 
Cooking Matters Graduates. 100% of Online participants who start a series, have completed! 

Discussion of the assistance that Jenna Haaser, Extension Cooking Matters Coordinator, can provide will be included in this 
Workshop.

Join the Ross County Team to discuss how you can take your Cooking Matters series Online too!

Beyond Bias-Extension of the Keynote
This session will be an interactive extension of the keynote address from the morning, focusing on how to understand, challenge, 
and disrupt bias.

9:40 a.m., October 29, 2020, Breakout Session 2
SNAP-Ed Resilient: Models for Online Programs
This will be a workshop showcasing the different SNAP-Ed models of on-line learning that we piloted during the COVID-19 shift to 
teleworking. We will make this interactive by using Zoom's polling feature and Kahoot. Live on-line lessons, recorded lessons and 
hybrid model that included giveaways to participants will all be discussed. We will be sharing what worked, challenges and ways 
we would improve the classes. This was a multi-county collaboration which was made possible due to utilizing the virtual 
platforms. The lessons used multifaceted platforms including Zoom, Facebook, Kahoot and YouTube.

From Plant to Plate-Cross Programmatic Collaboration That Strengthens County Programming
Working across program areas can benefit both colleagues, and ultimately the clientele being served. The general topic of 
produce, or fresh fruits and vegetables, crosses the program areas of Family Consumer Sciences and Agriculture and Natural 
Resources. It is that topic that can bring together colleagues to enhance county programming.

From soil health to seed starting, and food safety to healthy eating, the interest in growing and eating locally produced food is on 
the rise. While some are coming to Extension for this information, others need to be exposed and encouraged.

Learn how we have developed a common topic, and determined the outreach plan to accomplish our goals including website 
resources, social media posts, and educational opportunities including a call-in show, virtual programming and additional educa-
tional pieces. We have included both our community nutrition programs and 4-H Youth Development when appropriate and 
applicable. We have also strengthened county partnerships and working relationships with additional agencies and organization 
as a result of the breadth and depth of research-based information. Those partners include: Girl Scouts, Family and Community 
Centers, Sustainability Commission, and Schools.

We have literally and figuratively planted seeds in our county, while leveraging statewide programming efforts like the Ohio 
Victory Garden Project in collaboration with the Ohio Department of Agriculture and OSU Extension earlier this year.

Can this packaging of cross programmatic efforts work for you? Learn more about our successes and challenges, and how you 
could incorporate or plug-in what has evolved as we have worked together in your own county with your own team.

FCS Resilient: Adapting, Changing, and Embracing Our Diversity
2020 has been a historic year. This year has challenged us to reflect on issues related to inequality, social justice, racism, and 
oppression. We are looking for ways to be more accepting and understanding friends, colleagues, role models, educators, and 
neighbors.

While diversity, equity, and inclusion have always been important issues, 2020 has highlighted the need for us to be better at 
adapting, changing, and embracing our differences and the diversity in our lives. 

In this interactive workshop, we will create a brave and inclusive space to talk about differences and diversity. We will explore 
these five important questions:

1. What differences should we talk about?
2. Why should we talk about differences?
3. How should we talk about differences?
4. When should we talk about differences?
5. Who should talk about differences?

The conversation and answers to these questions will include social science research, social justice techniques, and an anti-bias 
educational framework. We will share and honor personal and professional experiences, as well as renew our commitment to the 
Principles of Community developed by the College of Food, Agricultural, and Environmental Sciences. We will talk about diversity 
in an inclusive and accepting way, acknowledging that we are all on this journey together, and we are all at different points on our 
journey.

At the end of this workshop, we will be better equipped to think about our differences and the differences around us. And together, 
we will gain new skills so we can embrace the diversity in our personal and professional lives.

Black Lives Matter to FCS
In April, Columbus Public Health opened the Center for Public Health Innovation to recognize racism as a social determinant of 
health. The mission of the center is to reduce health disparities, increase life expectancy and improve quality of life for Columbus 
residents.

In May, Franklin County declared racism a public health crisis, in part to recognize the striking health disparities associated with 
COVID-19. In Franklin County, while Black residents make up 23% of the population, they are hospitalized at twice the rate of 
other demographic groups. Additionally, preliminary data suggests that Black residents with COVID-19 are dying at a dispropor-
tionately higher rate from the disease.

On June 1, following the killing of George Floyd and amid protests, street closings and a city-wide curfew, the City of Columbus 
joined Franklin County to declare racism a public health crisis.

What does all of this mean for FCS? As public health professionals, we cannot simply ignore the declared crisis in central Ohio 
and the undeclared crisis impacting the rest of the state. In this facilitate dialogue session, we will use the Just in Time Equity 
Dialogue Guides developed by the 4-H Program Leaders Working Group to explore questions such as Why the emphasis on 
Black Lives Matter? and is it racist to say all lives matter? Additionally, in the context of a brave space set up for group discussion 
and reflection, we will explore how and why to strive toward anti-racism in our work as FCS professionals.

Building Families Strengths by Supporting and Embracing Family Engagement in 
Our Changing World
Do you ever feel frustrated trying to get your families involved? It is hard trying to meet families were there at to adapting to a 
world of change with embracing hope for the future of their children.

This session will explore your individual biases and beliefs about families to help teachers/educators, child care and family 
providers in meeting the needs of today’s changing world and how to adapt and embrace families.

We will explore how these biases can impact your success in engaging families. Through conversation and interaction, partici-
pants will examine barriers that families experience and how to remove them for successful family engagement.

 Attendees will also explore funds of knowledge, identify strategies for effective communication and meetings, identify the social 
connections that families need from programs, and investigate elements. By ensuring families are receiving consistent communi-
cation, necessary supports for at-home learning and connections to key community partners, schools and districts can best 
support families’ unique needs of schools.

FCS Resilient: Adapt, Change, and Embrace

• Examine and discuss strategies that increase family involvement.
• Participants will examine their own beliefs and biases about families and articulate how their prejudices may create 

barriers in working with families.
• Identify ways for programs to implement strategies to increase the capacity for family engagement.

10:40 a.m., October 29, 2020, Breakout Session 3
Resilience: It Helps to Share Experiences
Seniors have been asked to visit grocery stores at times when other shoppers are not present. So no one sees them struggle with 
new requirements beyond mask wearing, like following the arrows, standing on the x. Some seniors were struggling to grocery 
shop prior to COVID19, but the added restrictions have brought new anxieties. When experiences are shared as stories we can 
learn from them. Our seniors will share their new cooking challenges when brands or items are not available. The challenges of 
getting proper nutrition and adequate diet during these uncertain times. And equally important, the sadness of not being able to 
dine with friends. We will take chat questions and we will share examples of overcoming roadblocks during this session.

PAX Tools
Families often struggle to find a healthy balance between work and home life but now more than ever parents are seeking support 
in blending home, school and work responsibilities with peace, productivity, health and happiness. PAX Tools is a collection of 
evidence-based, trauma-informed strategies to improve cooperation and self-regulation with youth. PAX Tools draws on decades 
of science to create strategies that support parents, youth workers, and other caring adults to create a nurturing environment that 
ultimately helps kids thrive!

In this session, participants will learn:

1. Participants will identify how to teach behavior as a skill-set resulting in youth self-regulation.
2. Participants will be able to describe nine evidence-based Tools and how they overlay with the ten evidence-based 

Kernels and Cues from PAX GBG. (GBG = good behavior game)
3. Participants will be able to determine how PAX GBG and PAX Tools support one another as a community-wide, environ-

mental prevention strategy

Participants will leave the session with realistic, hands-on strategies for strengthening communication and relationships with 
youth.

Going Virtual - Real Money. Real World.
Real Money Real World is an interactive, statewide youth financial literacy program. In the past year, the Real Money Real World 
program has undergone a large, and much anticipated branding and content update. But, because of the pandemic - the produc-
tion of this update has come to an unfortunate halt. In an effort to embrace these uncertain times, and adapt our approach to 
youth financial literacy, a small team has been working to translate this highly anticipated update into an online learning platform.
We will invite our participants to learn more about the updates they're looking forward to, but also introduce them to what this 
experience will look like played out in an online learning environment. We know this is a lot to consider, because these are big 
changes for such a tried and true program, but we will encourage those in attendance to embrace the changes in front of us, and 
hope that they will look forward to FCS, financial outreach, and youth-focused programming adapting to the changing times.
The presentation will be interactive, in that we will give our participants a chance to experience what this program will look like 
virtually, and encourage their active participation throughout. We know there will be some questions about the changes we're 
presenting, so we will also welcome any questions as an opportunity to discuss ways we can all pivot to embrace change.

Creative Ways to Maintain a Strong Body and Mind During a Pandemic: 
A Physical and Mental Health Approach
What does a bucket of water, your pet, a baby, a pig, and a computer have in common? They are all tools that can enhance 
physical and mental health during a pandemic. It is no secret that the Covid-19 pandemic has changed lives in many ways. The 
way that we work, learn, and go about our everyday lives has drastically transformed in just a few short months. These changes 
are taking a toll on our bodies and mind whether we see it or not. People who once went to the gym to exercise or participated in 
recreational sports leagues have had to resort to other activities at home, or none at all. Also, spending time with family and 
friends at a restaurant or at your favorite MLB stadium has been deemed unsafe. With so many new restrictions and uncertainties 
it is no wonder a need for new approaches to physical and mental health are needed which includes everyday household items.
In this presentation myself, as well as four other HHS Extension Educators in northeast Indiana, will discuss new and creative 
ways people can meet physical health recommendations and work on maintaining a state of positive mental health through these 
uncertain times utilizing common (and sometimes unconventional) items/family members/pets at their homes. We will also talk 
about how technology can help us in our efforts to reach out to the community and can strengthen programming efforts moving 
forward. There will be demonstrations from the team and discussions of programs we have implemented focusing on mental and 
physical health during the pandemic. We will encourage participants to have a discussion on what these new norms of physical 
and mental health will look like in the future and what might hinder or enhance efforts.
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COVID and Food Waste
Perhaps no phenomenon has so quickly and radically altered the household food landscape and daily food patterns as the onset 
of the COVID-19 pandemic. In this session we contemplate the immediate and longer-term implications of this public health crisis 
on the amount of food wasted by consumers by sharing data collected from more than 500 Americans during the summer of 2020 
about changes to their food and home experiences related to COVID. Participants will be asked to answer some of the same 
questions posed to the national survey sample and we will compare how session participants’ experiences compare and contrast 
with those who were surveyed during July. We will discuss the implications of the results for food waste patterns and levels and 
recommend several steps to reduce waste as the pandemic unfolds.

1:30 p.m., October 29, 2020, Breakout Session 4
Leading Down the Garden Path: Translating Leadership Research into School Garden Success
“Great moments are born from great opportunity” Herb Brooks, US 1980 Olympic Hockey Coach Educators are facing unprece-
dented challenges in the Covid-19 environment. As Coach Brooks stated to his hockey players as they faced the favored Soviet 
team, difficult challenges can present great opportunities. School garden activities have been shown to promote healthy behaviors 
and improve student’s academic achievement. Now is an exciting time for school gardens to emerge as outdoor classroom 
opportunities for innovative curriculum integration. How do we best support school garden coordinators to adapt and engage with 
the changing educational scenery? As part of the Growing Teachers Throughout the Seasons project, OSU College of Public 
Health, OSU Extension and Columbus City Schools collaborated to examine the leadership traits of the school garden coordina-
tors. Path Goal Theory, that focuses on the idea that leadership traits can be enhanced and developed, rather than the idea that 
one must be a born leader, was applied to this project. This approach is good news for all of us who are thrown into uncomfortable 
and new leadership situations. Learning objectives Participants in this session will: 

• Define the four elements of path goal leadership. 
• Identify leadership traits found in current school garden coordinators and how the traits are associated with garden 

engagement.
• List ways to support school gardeners in their communities based on identified leadership traits. Interactive opportunities:

Participants in this session will: 

• Take a personal leadership inventory. 
• Review and interpret their Path Goal Leadership Inventory traits. 
• Engage in group discussion to contrast the research study findings with their individual results. 
• Brainstorm application opportunities. 

This session will be applicable to nutrition educators, school gardeners and anyone fostering leadership in their community. There 
is always room for everyone to grow, adapt, change, and embrace more effective leadership strategies.

Making Powerful Impacts with a New Family Ecological Framework
Ecological principles originally proposed by Bronfenbrenner (1979) provide a framework for understanding how the internal 
dynamics of family life can enhance or detract from human and family development. They also apply to educational interventions 
and act as a framework to help practitioners focus on impactful content and effective evaluation. The family ecological framework 
presented in this session resemble change concepts common in public health and other community interventions (e.g., PSE) but 
refocus educators on family-level dynamics and behaviors. This new framework can strengthen family educational programs by 
helping families make sustained behavior changes for healthier living in relation to overall health and wellness, relationships, 
finances, and family decision-making. Although the framework was only recently configured, it is grounded in ancient ecological 
principles and is comprised of four concepts, namely, family rules, family relationships, the home, and values. This interactive 
session will share the new framework for conceptualizing behavior change in the family context and share practical ways to apply 
its change concepts to family and consumer sciences programs. Workshop session participants will be introduced to an energetic, 
lovable, Ohio family and will work in small groups to determine how the four concepts apply to different situations for this family 
and then share with the larger group. This activity will spark ideas for additional ways to apply this framework to work on various 
topics with families across the state.

GOING VIRTUAL: EFNEP’s journey in the wake of COVID-19
Ohio EFNEP has successfully reached its limited-income audiences through in-person activities for more than 50 years. Typical 
classes included interactive discussions, preparing simple recipes together, and participating in cardio exercise routines. All these 
activities required the personal touch of an engaging Program Assistant.
When the COVID-19 pandemic impacted our mode of teaching, we needed to work quickly to find new methods of community 
interaction. How could we take the live program successes and translate them effectively to a virtual platform?
There was a steep learning curve and plenty of roadblocks along the way. From getting staff connected to internet service to 
learning the intricacies of the Zoom platform, the entire Ohio EFNEP team worked diligently to break those barriers. Through 
extensive training and a relentless work ethic, we converted EFNEP into a fully virtual program in three months. We couldn’t have 
accomplished this without buy-in from all staff across the state. Program Assistants are now teaching via Live Zoom, creating 
Facebook Live sessions, YouTube videos and more.
Breakout session participants will learn the successes and issues we faced in adapting to a virtual platform. They will be given 
opportunities to share their own experiences and create solutions to the what-if situations faced in virtual programming.

Engaging youth to strengthen the health of their community: 
The Health Professions Affinity Community Program
During our session, attendees will learn about a youth development program and discuss how Family and Consumer Sciences 
educators can integrate this program into their practice. The Health Professions Affinity Community (HPAC) program empowers 
youth to identify local pressing health concerns, develop grassroots solutions to those concerns with local resources, mobilizes 
the community to enact those solutions, assesses the community health impact of the programs they invent, and encourages 
them to chare with their community what they did and what they learned in the process. Youth have held 5k runs, developed 
cooking classes, produced video-based public service announcements about depression and suicide, held whole-school assem-
blies and festivals about health topics, and more. HPAC project examples can be found The HPAC program is powered by our 
AmeriCorp Corps for Rural and Urban Success and Health (CRUSH). Corps members tend to be recent college graduates 
aspiring to enter graduate level training in the health professions. They unite with youth in HPAC to transform local approaches to 
community health and wellness.
The HPAC program was established nine years ago, has grown rapidly, and has been adopted by several universities in and 
outside Ohio. HPAC has clearly demonstrated the capacity to be scalable. HPAC currently engages over 1,700 youth, who in turn 
develop and deploy hundreds of community health projects serving an estimated 15,000 community members. The program has 
also successfully identified and supported a large number of students who have pursued and earned college degrees and been 
admitted to medical school. This growth and success has inspired many other Universities to adopt the HPAC and AmeriCorps 
models for community engagement. HPAC, today, represented one of the largest health-promotion pipeline programs in Ohio with 
the broadest reach.

Historical FCS Resilience in the Face of Change
Explore 85 years of Extension family and consumer sciences through three generations of educators in one family and see how 
our profession has helped our audiences become resilient in the face of challenge and change.
Throughout history in Extension family and consumer sciences, we have a lot to look back upon, and much to look forward to. 
This presentation will showcase the careers of three extension educators, spanning 1935-2020. We will explore the generational 
norms that may have influenced their decisions in balancing work and family. For the first time in history, five generations may be 
working side by side, each with different leadership, communication and career development styles. 
We will focus on the how the family and consumer sciences extension educator has responded to the needs within the communi-
ty. A study of subject matter, audiences, teaching methods, modes of communication, and responses to challenges of their day 
will highlight changes and similarities throughout our history.
This interactive workshop will engage learners using slide presentation, chat comments, polls, and breakout rooms. After attend-
ing this concurrent session, FCS professionals will increase awareness of:

• history of family and consumer sciences Extension profession
• the generations, why they are different and what motivates them
• how our profession responds to challenging times.

This program can be used not only as content for Extension programming, but also as background for understanding the popula-
tion and cultural differences in a mixed generation audience of learners, and as an approach for choosing appropriate teaching 
technology and strategies that will nurture lifelong learning.
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Join Zoom Meeting: osu.zoom.us/j/95848136034?
Meeting ID: 958 4813 6034 Password: FCS

Greg Davis
Greg Davis currently serves as associate 
director and chair in the department of 
Extension. In this role, he gives leadership to 
Extension’s overall program portfolio and 
oversees Extension faculty and A&P 
educator promotion. Prior to this role, Greg 
served a statewide assignment as assistant 
director, Ohio State University Extension – 
Community Development, leading field-based Extension 
specialists and educators engaged in the development of 
community, organizational, and individual capacity to improve 
civic, environmental, and economic conditions throughout Ohio.

He has also engaged in Extension work through the 
Department of Extension, the Department of Agricultural, 
Environmental, and Development Economics, and as an 
educator in Crawford and Fulton counties, working with 
community volunteers, organizations, and local governments 
to develop local capacity for community development.

Greg earned his PhD in Extension education from The Ohio 
State University, his MPA in political science from Bowling 
Green State University, and a BA in comprehensive social 
sciences from the University of Findlay.

Lori Myers
Lori Myers, CFCS, serves as the senior director of 
Credentialing, Education, and Research for 
the American Association of Family and 
Consumer Sciences (AAFCS). On 
September 1, 2020, she was appointed to 
also serve as Interim Executive Director. 
Although a long-time member of AAFCS, 
she joined the sta� in 2009. Lori was 
involved in 4-H for many years as a student 
and knew as a freshman in high school that 
she would choose to 
“Say Yes to FCS”.

She has 16 years of teaching experience as an FCS teacher at 
the secondary level and as an FCS Teacher Educator at a 
four-year university.

She earned her BS and MS in FCS Education from Louisiana Tech 
University, and a PhD in FCS Education from Iowa State University. 
Throughout her professional career, she has made numerous 
presentations on the state, regional, national, and international 
level. Lori served in various leadership capacities for FCS related 
professional organizations, published scholarly articles in FCS 
related journals, and received teaching and professional awards 
on the local, state, regional and national levels.

Lori is passionate about family and consumer sciences and the 
important role it plays in helping individuals live better lives, be 
work and career ready, build strong families, and make 
meaningful contributions to their communities.

Erik Porfeli
Erik J. Porfeli is professor and chair of 
Human Sciences at The Ohio State 
University. He earned his PhD in Human 
Development and Family Studies at 
Pennsylvania State University. Erik has 
published 60 publications devoted to 
lifespan career development. He has also 
been awarded several million dollars in 
grant funding to support youth to pursue careers devoted to 
enhancing community health.

As an academic leader, he cultivates partnerships to 
strengthen the fabric of our communities with a focus on 
concurrently enhancing health, education, and economic 
vitality. Erik currently serves as the advocacy chair for the 
Board on Human Sciences.

Moderator

Teresa McCoy
Teresa McCoy is director of the Learning 
and Organizational Development (LOD) unit 
for Ohio State University Extension.

Teresa was most recently with the 
University of Maryland Extension (UME), 
where she has been the assistant director, 
UME, Evaluation & Assessment since 
August 2008. She comes to Ohio State 
with a long-term commitment to higher education outreach 
and Cooperative Extension. Teresa served as a member of the 
UME leadership team with responsibilities in program 
development and evaluation, situational analysis, strategic 
planning, and organization development. In Maryland, she 
worked closely with Extension educators to teach them 
program development and evaluation practices that resulted 
in evidence to demonstrate outcomes.

Prior to moving to Maryland, Teresa was in Lorain County, 
Ohio, for eight years. While there, she was executive director 
of the Public Services Institute at Lorain County Community 
College. The Institute provided research-based information 
and other services to improve nonprofits and local 
government in the county.

Teresa started her career in Virginia Cooperative Extension, 
first as a research assistant while in school and later as an 
Extension specialist in leadership and program development. 
Her evaluation interest was kindled in 1988, when she served 
as an evaluation assistant on a Kellogg-funded technology 
project. She also served as an assistant editor for the Journal 
of Extension during the first two years as the Journal moved to 
electronic format.

Teresa earned her BA and MPA from Virginia Tech. While in 
Maryland, she earned a graduate certificate in adult education 
at Johns Hopkins University and completed her Doctorate in 
Public Administration (DPA) at the University of Baltimore. 
Teresa also is a 2019 graduate of Lead 21.

https://osu.zoom.us/j/95848136034?pwd=KzJnNmE0bEtrMzBiUHVtZEZqbEVJdz09
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Brooke Cartus
Brooke Cartus is the director of Business Development and 
senior facilitator with ImprovEdge. A graduate of Ohio State’s 
Michael E. Moritz College of Law, Brooke is a licensed attorney 
who has been published in the Berkeley Journal of Gender, 
Law & Justice and the Hu�ngton Post, among others.

As an experienced facilitator, Brooke 
regularly works with groups and one-on-one 
to help professionals build confidence and 
e�ectiveness in communications. Her work 
spans industries – legal to pharma, media to 
government – with clients such as: 
AstraZeneca, Gilead, Advarra, Mallinckrodt, 
Bricker & Eckler, International Trade 
Administration, and NBCUniversal.

A part of the 40 Under 40 Class of 2019 in Columbus, Ohio, 
Brooke collaborates with statewide and national organizations 
to facilitate on the importance of acknowledging unconscious 
bias in the workplace. She has led public discussions on 
Diversity and Inclusion with a wide range of organizations and 
individuals, including the NFL.

Brooke started her career at The Crane School of Music in New 
York studying classical music and performed as an opera singer 
throughout the US. She serves on the board at Equality Ohio, 
the Pride Advisory Board of the Columbus Symphony, and 
volunteers at the Legal Aid Society of Columbus.

Featured keynote speaking engagements include:

• Simmons Leadership Conference

• Association for Talent Development International 
Conference and Expo

• AstraZeneca Inclusion & Diversity Summit

• BioOhio Diversity in Bio Series

Karen Hewitt
ImprovEdge facilitator Karen Hewitt has 
been speaking, facilitating and coaching 
since 2005. She started singing, performing 
and creating at the age of 12, and was 
classically trained as a singer with The 
Cincinnati Conservatory of Music Mini 
Singers. Karen has always found home in 
words, writing poetry and songs since she 
was able to write. She is a published author with the launch of 
her collection of healing spoken word poetry, Grounded. Karen 
has also been very present in the Columbus, Ohio artist scene, 
appearing in many local improv shows and even curating her 
own musical, spoken word and improv poetry variety show.

A native of Cincinnati, Karen earned her BS in Mathematics 
(minor in Education) at St. Francis University (PA) and then 
coached Women’s basketball there, Ohio University, and 
University of Kentucky. She came to Columbus to acquire her 
MA in Educational Policy and Leadership at The Ohio State 
University. It was at this time she found her passion for people, 
education, and leadership working in human resources and 
workforce development.

Lena Tenney
Lena Tenney is coordinator of Public 
Engagement for the Kirwan Institute for the 
Study of Race and Ethnicity at The Ohio State 
University. As part of the Race and Cognition 
Program, they travel around the nation to 
facilitate educational sessions about topics 
such as why it is so hard to talk about race, 
what it means to be anti-racist, how to be an 
active bystander, implicit bias, and whiteness.  During their time 
at Kirwan, Lena has facilitated over 200 sessions reaching 
more than 30,000 participants in 18 states and Washington, DC. 
Lena is a co-author of the 2017 edition of the Kirwan Institute’s 
State of the Science: Implicit Bias Review publication and a 
co-creator of three free, publicly available online learning 
platforms geared toward addressing implicit bias in K-12 
education, child welfare, and healthcare.

Formally trained in Intergroup Dialogue and in Art of Hosting 
Conversations that Matter, Lena has a background in inclusive 
education and coalitional activism work. They are a founding 
member of two grassroots community activist groups that have 
sought to ensure legal protections for and institutional inclusion 
of LGBTQ individuals at the municipal and campus levels. Lena 
previously served on the LGBTQ Student Success Task Force for 
The Ohio State University and currently serves as a member of 
the Board of Directors for TransOhio—a statewide non-profit 
organization dedicated to advocating for transgender individuals 
and communities. For their work, Lena was recognized with the 
2019 Transforming Care Conference Community Advocate 
Award, as well as the 2020 University of Oklahoma’s College of 
Education Emerging Educator Alumni Award.

Lena holds a Masters of Education and a Masters of Public 
Administration from the University of Oklahoma. They also 
earned a BA in Religious Studies and History from the 
University of Oklahoma. They currently reside in Columbus with 
their beloved cats: Ruth Bader Ginspurr and Purrgood Marshall.

Jackie Kirby Wilkins
Jackie Kirby Wilkins is interim director of 
OSU Extension in the College of Food, 
Agricultural, and Environmental Sciences. 
She also serves as director of Operations for 
OSU Extension, and is primarily responsible 
for providing leadership to the statewide 
Extension operations, comprised of 88 
counties, including all matters a�ecting 
personnel, finance, and business operations.

As interim director of OSU Extension, she will continue her 
leadership for the Operations team including supervision of 
sta�; assume supervision of the OSU Extension administrative 
sta�; and serve on the CFAES VP Cabinet and assist the 
VP/Dean and college leadership with college strategic planning 
and implementation of strategic priorities.

Jackie received her bachelor’s degree in psychology from Ohio 
Dominican University and her master’s and doctoral degrees in 
human development and family science from The Ohio State 
University. Jackie, an associate professor, began her career at 
Ohio State in 1994 as an Extension associate in the Department 
of Human Development and Family Science.
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2:40 p.m., October 28, 2020, Breakout Session 1
MyChoice Food Pantries: Tools, Resources, and Virtual Tour
The MyChoice food pantry model aims to promote the health and food security of pantry clients by allowing them to choose items 
from each food group so they can provide a balanced diet for themselves and their families. MyChoice is designed to increase the 
interaction between food pantry volunteers, staff and clients, and to foster relationship building. In addition, staff and volunteers 
are trained to effectively engage with clients and promote nutrition within the pantry.

In this session, participants will learn about the MyChoice Toolkit and Scorecard to support pantries who wish to transition to 
MyChoice. The Toolkit offers step-by-step instructions to help food pantries transition to MyChoice. It also helps food pantry 
volunteers learn to be Voices for Food Ambassadors – trained champions for nutrition in their homes, food pantries, and 
communities. The MyChoice Pantry Scorecard serves to assess the baseline environment, progress and initiate goal setting 
when transitioning to MyChoice.

Session participants will practice using the scorecard within a virtual 360 degree food pantry and engage in several Ambassador 
training activities that relate to cultural competency and motivational interviewing.

Mental Health Needs for Aging Adults
The goal of our 30-minute presentation is to bring awareness of the mental health needs of the aging adult population. With this 
awareness, we hope to empower our fellow Educators to feel more comfortable working with older adults who experience mental 
health issues. The four most common mental illnesses, the signs and symptoms, and avenues to guide those in need to the 
resources available for treatment will be shared. With the onset of COVID-19, the National Center for Health Statistics, based on 
Pulse Survey data from May 5, 2020 (July 21, 2020), 18.6%, (20.1%) of adults over the age of 60, in the U.S. had symptoms of 
anxiety disorder,15.5%, (17.1%) had symptoms of depressive disorder, and 22.8%, (23.8%) had symptoms of one or both disor-
ders. For Ohioans, our rates are 32.8% anxiety disorder, 24.9% depressive disorder, and 37.1% symptoms of one or both as of 
July 21st. This indicates that awareness and support are vital to the overall health of our communities. Right now is the time to 
break the stigma on mental illness to help ourselves and our neighbors become more resilient during this time of change.

The presentation will use polling questions to engage participants and to highlight key points. A video will be shared to highlight 
how to start the conversation of mental health with friends and family. Lastly, we will break out into small groups to facilitate 
discussion on how we are currently raising awareness of mental illness. Participants will also brainstorm ways we can continue to 
shed light on mental health issues in our communities. Ideas for partnerships will be shared and community mental health 
resources will be provided.

Utilizing Somatic Awareness to Adapt, Change and Embrace Difficult Conversations
Have you ever found yourself in a difficult conversation and you notice your heart starts beating faster? You feel your throat 
constricting? Your face turns red? Tears begin to sting your eyes. These are all signs of a somatic response. Your body has its 
own form of knowledge and it senses uncomfortable and potentially unsafe territory. What can you do? One option is to avoid 
these conversations. But avoidance causes your body to store up unnecessary energy and prevents growth from taking place.

What if you had the ability to lengthen the time between stimulus and response? What if you could experience difficult conversa-
tions as learning opportunities? With somatic awareness, you can approach difficult conversations with a settled state of being.

Somatic awareness occurs when a person acknowledges their own self within their environment and identifies psychological, 
physiological, and social factors that promote healing and self-regulation. This skill can be utilized in all types of settings and is 
especially helpful in personal and professional pursuits that tend to focus on challenging and stressful topics. Educators will find 
this information particularly relevant when teaching about trauma, mindfulness, oppression, mental health, racism, and other 
difficult conversations.

By attending the interactive workshop, Extension professionals will understand somatic awareness, as well as gain shared 
language and practices to stay engaged through tense moments on a difficult topic. In addition, you will also leave with resources 
and techniques for practicing somatic awareness in your personal and professional lives.

Nearpod- Feel near when we are far apart
One challenge of online teaching is keeping participants engaged. Nearpod is a platform for teaching engagement that offers a 
level of free programming to increase engagement. There are many features including matching "memory" card games, interac-
tive drawing on screen, create slides or upload slides created in other platforms (like Power Point), and group message boards. 
During this workshop participants will experience several of these tools and also get a behind the scenes look at how to create 
them. Nearpod is a new way to change things up for an educator who is looking to move beyond Zoom. It takes time to learn new 
tools and platforms, but Nearpod is a fairly intuitive program without a lot of complicated options. The presenter has utilized 
Nearpod to teach an Onboarding session for new employees, a session for Healthy Finances In-Service, and during an Extension 
Advisory Committee meeting. Put another tool in your online teaching toolbox with Nearpod!

Cooking Online Matters
The Ross County Team will share how they converted their popular Cooking Matters series from an in-person class to online 
within a month. This group has completed four of these series in the last 5 months with adults of all ages, young families, and 
even those in addiction recovery.

During this Workshop, the team will use guided discussion to cover the Cooking Matters curriculum through: Nutrition, Food 
Budgeting, Food Safety, and Food Preparation. They will share how participant interaction is encouraged through the Zoom Chat 
function, Live discussion, and Weekly Homework in their online series. 

The Team will describe how Online Ross County participants receive a grocery gift cards for completing weekly assignments that 
they must email include “preparing a recipe, $10 grocery shopping cart, menu planning, food label comparison, and safer food 
preparation methods.” Extension staff have found that participants are actively engaged and are following through with more 
practice/exploration of Cooking Matters content than prior in-person series.

Evaluation of Ross County online Cooking Matters is conducted through mail and online Qualtrics surveys. Cooking Matters 
participants also receive Celebrate Your Plate incentives through the mail and pick up graduation incentives by drive-up at the 
conclusion of each series. During the Workshop Extension staff will brainstorm together additional ideas to evaluate classes or 
collect impacts to share with supervisors and funders. The Team has started offering Monthly Check In Classes for Online 
Cooking Matters Graduates. 100% of Online participants who start a series, have completed! 

Discussion of the assistance that Jenna Haaser, Extension Cooking Matters Coordinator, can provide will be included in this 
Workshop.

Join the Ross County Team to discuss how you can take your Cooking Matters series Online too!

Beyond Bias-Extension of the Keynote
This session will be an interactive extension of the keynote address from the morning, focusing on how to understand, challenge, 
and disrupt bias.

9:40 a.m., October 29, 2020, Breakout Session 2
SNAP-Ed Resilient: Models for Online Programs
This will be a workshop showcasing the different SNAP-Ed models of on-line learning that we piloted during the COVID-19 shift to 
teleworking. We will make this interactive by using Zoom's polling feature and Kahoot. Live on-line lessons, recorded lessons and 
hybrid model that included giveaways to participants will all be discussed. We will be sharing what worked, challenges and ways 
we would improve the classes. This was a multi-county collaboration which was made possible due to utilizing the virtual 
platforms. The lessons used multifaceted platforms including Zoom, Facebook, Kahoot and YouTube.

From Plant to Plate-Cross Programmatic Collaboration That Strengthens County Programming
Working across program areas can benefit both colleagues, and ultimately the clientele being served. The general topic of 
produce, or fresh fruits and vegetables, crosses the program areas of Family Consumer Sciences and Agriculture and Natural 
Resources. It is that topic that can bring together colleagues to enhance county programming.

From soil health to seed starting, and food safety to healthy eating, the interest in growing and eating locally produced food is on 
the rise. While some are coming to Extension for this information, others need to be exposed and encouraged.

Learn how we have developed a common topic, and determined the outreach plan to accomplish our goals including website 
resources, social media posts, and educational opportunities including a call-in show, virtual programming and additional educa-
tional pieces. We have included both our community nutrition programs and 4-H Youth Development when appropriate and 
applicable. We have also strengthened county partnerships and working relationships with additional agencies and organization 
as a result of the breadth and depth of research-based information. Those partners include: Girl Scouts, Family and Community 
Centers, Sustainability Commission, and Schools.

We have literally and figuratively planted seeds in our county, while leveraging statewide programming efforts like the Ohio 
Victory Garden Project in collaboration with the Ohio Department of Agriculture and OSU Extension earlier this year.

Can this packaging of cross programmatic efforts work for you? Learn more about our successes and challenges, and how you 
could incorporate or plug-in what has evolved as we have worked together in your own county with your own team.

FCS Resilient: Adapting, Changing, and Embracing Our Diversity
2020 has been a historic year. This year has challenged us to reflect on issues related to inequality, social justice, racism, and 
oppression. We are looking for ways to be more accepting and understanding friends, colleagues, role models, educators, and 
neighbors.

While diversity, equity, and inclusion have always been important issues, 2020 has highlighted the need for us to be better at 
adapting, changing, and embracing our differences and the diversity in our lives. 

In this interactive workshop, we will create a brave and inclusive space to talk about differences and diversity. We will explore 
these five important questions:

1. What differences should we talk about?
2. Why should we talk about differences?
3. How should we talk about differences?
4. When should we talk about differences?
5. Who should talk about differences?

The conversation and answers to these questions will include social science research, social justice techniques, and an anti-bias 
educational framework. We will share and honor personal and professional experiences, as well as renew our commitment to the 
Principles of Community developed by the College of Food, Agricultural, and Environmental Sciences. We will talk about diversity 
in an inclusive and accepting way, acknowledging that we are all on this journey together, and we are all at different points on our 
journey.

At the end of this workshop, we will be better equipped to think about our differences and the differences around us. And together, 
we will gain new skills so we can embrace the diversity in our personal and professional lives.

Black Lives Matter to FCS
In April, Columbus Public Health opened the Center for Public Health Innovation to recognize racism as a social determinant of 
health. The mission of the center is to reduce health disparities, increase life expectancy and improve quality of life for Columbus 
residents.

In May, Franklin County declared racism a public health crisis, in part to recognize the striking health disparities associated with 
COVID-19. In Franklin County, while Black residents make up 23% of the population, they are hospitalized at twice the rate of 
other demographic groups. Additionally, preliminary data suggests that Black residents with COVID-19 are dying at a dispropor-
tionately higher rate from the disease.

On June 1, following the killing of George Floyd and amid protests, street closings and a city-wide curfew, the City of Columbus 
joined Franklin County to declare racism a public health crisis.

What does all of this mean for FCS? As public health professionals, we cannot simply ignore the declared crisis in central Ohio 
and the undeclared crisis impacting the rest of the state. In this facilitate dialogue session, we will use the Just in Time Equity 
Dialogue Guides developed by the 4-H Program Leaders Working Group to explore questions such as Why the emphasis on 
Black Lives Matter? and is it racist to say all lives matter? Additionally, in the context of a brave space set up for group discussion 
and reflection, we will explore how and why to strive toward anti-racism in our work as FCS professionals.

Building Families Strengths by Supporting and Embracing Family Engagement in 
Our Changing World
Do you ever feel frustrated trying to get your families involved? It is hard trying to meet families were there at to adapting to a 
world of change with embracing hope for the future of their children.

This session will explore your individual biases and beliefs about families to help teachers/educators, child care and family 
providers in meeting the needs of today’s changing world and how to adapt and embrace families.

We will explore how these biases can impact your success in engaging families. Through conversation and interaction, partici-
pants will examine barriers that families experience and how to remove them for successful family engagement.

 Attendees will also explore funds of knowledge, identify strategies for effective communication and meetings, identify the social 
connections that families need from programs, and investigate elements. By ensuring families are receiving consistent communi-
cation, necessary supports for at-home learning and connections to key community partners, schools and districts can best 
support families’ unique needs of schools.

FCS Resilient: Adapt, Change, and Embrace

• Examine and discuss strategies that increase family involvement.
• Participants will examine their own beliefs and biases about families and articulate how their prejudices may create 

barriers in working with families.
• Identify ways for programs to implement strategies to increase the capacity for family engagement.

10:40 a.m., October 29, 2020, Breakout Session 3
Resilience: It Helps to Share Experiences
Seniors have been asked to visit grocery stores at times when other shoppers are not present. So no one sees them struggle with 
new requirements beyond mask wearing, like following the arrows, standing on the x. Some seniors were struggling to grocery 
shop prior to COVID19, but the added restrictions have brought new anxieties. When experiences are shared as stories we can 
learn from them. Our seniors will share their new cooking challenges when brands or items are not available. The challenges of 
getting proper nutrition and adequate diet during these uncertain times. And equally important, the sadness of not being able to 
dine with friends. We will take chat questions and we will share examples of overcoming roadblocks during this session.

PAX Tools
Families often struggle to find a healthy balance between work and home life but now more than ever parents are seeking support 
in blending home, school and work responsibilities with peace, productivity, health and happiness. PAX Tools is a collection of 
evidence-based, trauma-informed strategies to improve cooperation and self-regulation with youth. PAX Tools draws on decades 
of science to create strategies that support parents, youth workers, and other caring adults to create a nurturing environment that 
ultimately helps kids thrive!

In this session, participants will learn:

1. Participants will identify how to teach behavior as a skill-set resulting in youth self-regulation.
2. Participants will be able to describe nine evidence-based Tools and how they overlay with the ten evidence-based 

Kernels and Cues from PAX GBG. (GBG = good behavior game)
3. Participants will be able to determine how PAX GBG and PAX Tools support one another as a community-wide, environ-

mental prevention strategy

Participants will leave the session with realistic, hands-on strategies for strengthening communication and relationships with 
youth.

Going Virtual - Real Money. Real World.
Real Money Real World is an interactive, statewide youth financial literacy program. In the past year, the Real Money Real World 
program has undergone a large, and much anticipated branding and content update. But, because of the pandemic - the produc-
tion of this update has come to an unfortunate halt. In an effort to embrace these uncertain times, and adapt our approach to 
youth financial literacy, a small team has been working to translate this highly anticipated update into an online learning platform.
We will invite our participants to learn more about the updates they're looking forward to, but also introduce them to what this 
experience will look like played out in an online learning environment. We know this is a lot to consider, because these are big 
changes for such a tried and true program, but we will encourage those in attendance to embrace the changes in front of us, and 
hope that they will look forward to FCS, financial outreach, and youth-focused programming adapting to the changing times.
The presentation will be interactive, in that we will give our participants a chance to experience what this program will look like 
virtually, and encourage their active participation throughout. We know there will be some questions about the changes we're 
presenting, so we will also welcome any questions as an opportunity to discuss ways we can all pivot to embrace change.

Creative Ways to Maintain a Strong Body and Mind During a Pandemic: 
A Physical and Mental Health Approach
What does a bucket of water, your pet, a baby, a pig, and a computer have in common? They are all tools that can enhance 
physical and mental health during a pandemic. It is no secret that the Covid-19 pandemic has changed lives in many ways. The 
way that we work, learn, and go about our everyday lives has drastically transformed in just a few short months. These changes 
are taking a toll on our bodies and mind whether we see it or not. People who once went to the gym to exercise or participated in 
recreational sports leagues have had to resort to other activities at home, or none at all. Also, spending time with family and 
friends at a restaurant or at your favorite MLB stadium has been deemed unsafe. With so many new restrictions and uncertainties 
it is no wonder a need for new approaches to physical and mental health are needed which includes everyday household items.
In this presentation myself, as well as four other HHS Extension Educators in northeast Indiana, will discuss new and creative 
ways people can meet physical health recommendations and work on maintaining a state of positive mental health through these 
uncertain times utilizing common (and sometimes unconventional) items/family members/pets at their homes. We will also talk 
about how technology can help us in our efforts to reach out to the community and can strengthen programming efforts moving 
forward. There will be demonstrations from the team and discussions of programs we have implemented focusing on mental and 
physical health during the pandemic. We will encourage participants to have a discussion on what these new norms of physical 
and mental health will look like in the future and what might hinder or enhance efforts.

COVID and Food Waste
Perhaps no phenomenon has so quickly and radically altered the household food landscape and daily food patterns as the onset 
of the COVID-19 pandemic. In this session we contemplate the immediate and longer-term implications of this public health crisis 
on the amount of food wasted by consumers by sharing data collected from more than 500 Americans during the summer of 2020 
about changes to their food and home experiences related to COVID. Participants will be asked to answer some of the same 
questions posed to the national survey sample and we will compare how session participants’ experiences compare and contrast 
with those who were surveyed during July. We will discuss the implications of the results for food waste patterns and levels and 
recommend several steps to reduce waste as the pandemic unfolds.

1:30 p.m., October 29, 2020, Breakout Session 4
Leading Down the Garden Path: Translating Leadership Research into School Garden Success
“Great moments are born from great opportunity” Herb Brooks, US 1980 Olympic Hockey Coach Educators are facing unprece-
dented challenges in the Covid-19 environment. As Coach Brooks stated to his hockey players as they faced the favored Soviet 
team, difficult challenges can present great opportunities. School garden activities have been shown to promote healthy behaviors 
and improve student’s academic achievement. Now is an exciting time for school gardens to emerge as outdoor classroom 
opportunities for innovative curriculum integration. How do we best support school garden coordinators to adapt and engage with 
the changing educational scenery? As part of the Growing Teachers Throughout the Seasons project, OSU College of Public 
Health, OSU Extension and Columbus City Schools collaborated to examine the leadership traits of the school garden coordina-
tors. Path Goal Theory, that focuses on the idea that leadership traits can be enhanced and developed, rather than the idea that 
one must be a born leader, was applied to this project. This approach is good news for all of us who are thrown into uncomfortable 
and new leadership situations. Learning objectives Participants in this session will: 

• Define the four elements of path goal leadership. 
• Identify leadership traits found in current school garden coordinators and how the traits are associated with garden 

engagement.
• List ways to support school gardeners in their communities based on identified leadership traits. Interactive opportunities:

Participants in this session will: 

• Take a personal leadership inventory. 
• Review and interpret their Path Goal Leadership Inventory traits. 
• Engage in group discussion to contrast the research study findings with their individual results. 
• Brainstorm application opportunities. 

This session will be applicable to nutrition educators, school gardeners and anyone fostering leadership in their community. There 
is always room for everyone to grow, adapt, change, and embrace more effective leadership strategies.

Making Powerful Impacts with a New Family Ecological Framework
Ecological principles originally proposed by Bronfenbrenner (1979) provide a framework for understanding how the internal 
dynamics of family life can enhance or detract from human and family development. They also apply to educational interventions 
and act as a framework to help practitioners focus on impactful content and effective evaluation. The family ecological framework 
presented in this session resemble change concepts common in public health and other community interventions (e.g., PSE) but 
refocus educators on family-level dynamics and behaviors. This new framework can strengthen family educational programs by 
helping families make sustained behavior changes for healthier living in relation to overall health and wellness, relationships, 
finances, and family decision-making. Although the framework was only recently configured, it is grounded in ancient ecological 
principles and is comprised of four concepts, namely, family rules, family relationships, the home, and values. This interactive 
session will share the new framework for conceptualizing behavior change in the family context and share practical ways to apply 
its change concepts to family and consumer sciences programs. Workshop session participants will be introduced to an energetic, 
lovable, Ohio family and will work in small groups to determine how the four concepts apply to different situations for this family 
and then share with the larger group. This activity will spark ideas for additional ways to apply this framework to work on various 
topics with families across the state.

GOING VIRTUAL: EFNEP’s journey in the wake of COVID-19
Ohio EFNEP has successfully reached its limited-income audiences through in-person activities for more than 50 years. Typical 
classes included interactive discussions, preparing simple recipes together, and participating in cardio exercise routines. All these 
activities required the personal touch of an engaging Program Assistant.
When the COVID-19 pandemic impacted our mode of teaching, we needed to work quickly to find new methods of community 
interaction. How could we take the live program successes and translate them effectively to a virtual platform?
There was a steep learning curve and plenty of roadblocks along the way. From getting staff connected to internet service to 
learning the intricacies of the Zoom platform, the entire Ohio EFNEP team worked diligently to break those barriers. Through 
extensive training and a relentless work ethic, we converted EFNEP into a fully virtual program in three months. We couldn’t have 
accomplished this without buy-in from all staff across the state. Program Assistants are now teaching via Live Zoom, creating 
Facebook Live sessions, YouTube videos and more.
Breakout session participants will learn the successes and issues we faced in adapting to a virtual platform. They will be given 
opportunities to share their own experiences and create solutions to the what-if situations faced in virtual programming.

Engaging youth to strengthen the health of their community: 
The Health Professions Affinity Community Program
During our session, attendees will learn about a youth development program and discuss how Family and Consumer Sciences 
educators can integrate this program into their practice. The Health Professions Affinity Community (HPAC) program empowers 
youth to identify local pressing health concerns, develop grassroots solutions to those concerns with local resources, mobilizes 
the community to enact those solutions, assesses the community health impact of the programs they invent, and encourages 
them to chare with their community what they did and what they learned in the process. Youth have held 5k runs, developed 
cooking classes, produced video-based public service announcements about depression and suicide, held whole-school assem-
blies and festivals about health topics, and more. HPAC project examples can be found The HPAC program is powered by our 
AmeriCorp Corps for Rural and Urban Success and Health (CRUSH). Corps members tend to be recent college graduates 
aspiring to enter graduate level training in the health professions. They unite with youth in HPAC to transform local approaches to 
community health and wellness.
The HPAC program was established nine years ago, has grown rapidly, and has been adopted by several universities in and 
outside Ohio. HPAC has clearly demonstrated the capacity to be scalable. HPAC currently engages over 1,700 youth, who in turn 
develop and deploy hundreds of community health projects serving an estimated 15,000 community members. The program has 
also successfully identified and supported a large number of students who have pursued and earned college degrees and been 
admitted to medical school. This growth and success has inspired many other Universities to adopt the HPAC and AmeriCorps 
models for community engagement. HPAC, today, represented one of the largest health-promotion pipeline programs in Ohio with 
the broadest reach.

Historical FCS Resilience in the Face of Change
Explore 85 years of Extension family and consumer sciences through three generations of educators in one family and see how 
our profession has helped our audiences become resilient in the face of challenge and change.
Throughout history in Extension family and consumer sciences, we have a lot to look back upon, and much to look forward to. 
This presentation will showcase the careers of three extension educators, spanning 1935-2020. We will explore the generational 
norms that may have influenced their decisions in balancing work and family. For the first time in history, five generations may be 
working side by side, each with different leadership, communication and career development styles. 
We will focus on the how the family and consumer sciences extension educator has responded to the needs within the communi-
ty. A study of subject matter, audiences, teaching methods, modes of communication, and responses to challenges of their day 
will highlight changes and similarities throughout our history.
This interactive workshop will engage learners using slide presentation, chat comments, polls, and breakout rooms. After attend-
ing this concurrent session, FCS professionals will increase awareness of:

• history of family and consumer sciences Extension profession
• the generations, why they are different and what motivates them
• how our profession responds to challenging times.

This program can be used not only as content for Extension programming, but also as background for understanding the popula-
tion and cultural differences in a mixed generation audience of learners, and as an approach for choosing appropriate teaching 
technology and strategies that will nurture lifelong learning.
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Beyond Bias: 
Awareness, Understanding, and Improv

#ImprovChangesEverything

Content created and copyrighted by Karen Hough 1998–present. Cannot be used in any way without the express permission of ImprovEdge LLC.

Unconscious /Implicit Bias
In this session, we defined Unconscious Bias (Kirwan Institute) 
as: The attitudes or stereotypes that affect our understanding, 
actions, and decisions in an unconscious manner. Activated 
involuntarily, without awareness or intentional control. Can be 
either positive or negative .

How can you apply the principles of ImprovEdge to be a 
disruptor for unconscious bias? 

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________

614.793.1738      www.ImprovEdge.com

Tips and Reflection

What can you do to put one skill, technique or learning to use 
immediately?

 ________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________

http://improvedge.com
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